"/LOOKED M70 My BROT/ZFR'S FACE
Even now,

I can't sleep.

the sad sound of surf along the shore
at Manasquan where we spent last summer.
And all night long I heard again the words I
said bending over the litters as the wounded

came in.
"Where are you hurt, soldier?"
Now, not even the blessed numbness we pray

But a nurse is a woman, first. And when
someone you love is wounded, something
breaks inside, and the war hits home.
Hits

dad

I

grew up

Out

Not

.

.

hospitals

bombed

.

.

.

words

Not

for

new worlds

for the sake of great,
.

to conquer.

high-sounding

.

But to make sure we keep on having the kind
my brother and I grew up in ... to

of America

sure we'll always have a hand and a
voice in helping to make it an even better
land to live in. To make sure that we'll come

my share of war. Women
.

and to your mother and
Iowa town where you were

make

last night.

here, I've seen

home to you

in the little

for glory.

to the America we've always known
where we can make our lives what we

home
,

.

.

want them to be
where we'll be free to
them out in peace and kindness and
.

.

.

live

security.

That's what my brother and I are fighting for.

born. Hits home to the heart of America.
And then you know why we're out here. Not

brother's face.

He said, "Don't cry, Sis." And suddenly we
were children again, playing nurse and
wounded soldier on the battlefield of our
yard back home, and I was crying because it
seemed so real and I was scared.

ripped sheets, splintered beds, the living

my job.

.

for in this place can keep me from living over
and over again the moment when, sponging
away the dark red mud, I looked into my

.

it,

like

strafed in the streets

.

.

and dead tumbled together. And I've stood
because I'm an Army Nurse and that's

All night long the distant thunder of the guns

was

Keep

it

that

way

we come

until

back!

Here at Nash -Kelvina tor, we're building
2,000 h.p. Pratt & Whitney engines for Navy
Vought Corsair fighters
making intricate
Hamilton Standard Propellers
readying
.

.

.

.

.

.

production lines to build Sikorsky helicopters
Army Air Forces
working day and
night to make sure our sons and brothers will
soon be coming home again ... to make
certain that someday soon we'll turn again to
peaceful things, to the building of an even
finer Kelvinator, an even greater Nash.
for the

.

.

.

NASH -KELVINATOR CORPORATION
Detroit •

Kenosha

*

Milwaukee

•

Grand Rapid*

•

Laming

Why

not try a

m

<

i

.

.( >*.—•:

tarn

SHAVING CREAM

any SECRET WEAPONS
Why try to

!

your beard,

blitz

when you can
smother

with kindness!

it

Men,

if you want your whiskers to surrender unconditionally;
rub 'em the wrong way? You may only provoke extra resistance if you attack your beard with mysterious ingredients and

why

secret formulas.

There's a better way, a gentler way, that

is

on your temper

easier

and the temper of your blade.

You

begin by squeezing just a little of that fine, concentrated
super-soap from the big sea-green and white tube of Listerine
Shaving Cream. Then you quickly brush it up on your face into a
cool cloud of moisture-laden lather.

Now

the ttick

Give them

is

to

go

bristles good-humoredly.
which melts the hearr of the

your beard

at

that sympathetic rub-in

Draw

the razor smoothly through the stubble,
face smooth
with understanding and mercy. And there you are

wiriest whisker.

.

.

.

and clean-shaven, your tender skin refreshed instead of

Sound good to you? Then

know how much

try this

riled.

to shave. You'll

you meet Listerine
Shaving Cream face to face. So ask for it at any drug counter. The
price is low, the tube lasts long; so it is just as smart to buy as it
never

is

better

you

humane way

like

it

until

smartless to use.
P. S.

TO THE LADIES:

For a great shampoo try friend husband's
.just a little makes clouds offoamy, cleansing

Listerine

Shaving Cream

lather.

Lambert Pharmacal

.

.

Co.,

St.

Louis,

Mo.

In every way worthy of the name,
because made to the
Listerine standard of quality

vis
SHAVING

CREAM
Mil

piuj
THE

LtSTERlNB
brushles s

SHRMWG CREAM

35>

jf]

REMEMBER, THERE ARE

Out

TUBE THAT LASTS AND l-A-S-T-S

m o nJiJi_
2 TYPES

of this tube

for

attest.

m—A—r? /

Ji

OF LISTERINE SHAVING CREAM

come swell shaves

men who

prefer no-brush

cream
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The Murtimers make a discovery

THE MIDWEST'S MOOD,

I

&

II

Sirs:

have read both parts of Mr. Jane"Tho Midwest's Mood" (LIFE.
Sept. 1:1 and 2t>) with great interest and
they are both excellent. They present a
I

way's

true picture of the Central "West, an
area with which T am very familiar as I
Cover it three times a year checking
crops.

A.
Iicardslown,

W. ERICKSOX

III.

Sirs:

want to congratulate you on your
honest ami straightforward presentation of the farmer's viewpoint. I have
I

come to the conclusion that politically
we arti a nation run by political blocs
and

It Is apparent to us farmers that the
President considers the labor bloc the
most potent. Therefore It behooves the
farmers to forget, strict political lines

and

unitt> to defeat labor.
I deplore this state of national friction but the politicians will havn to find
out that there's not much hayseed left
in the farmer's hair, and that there will
most certainly be a coalition of minorienforce
of

our brand

ties to

CHARLES

C.

Justice.

ROHRER

No. Mancln-ster. Tnd.
Sirs:

We

Middle West thank you
done in showing the rest of

of the

for a job well

we stand
For almost two

the United States just where
in rt'gard to the war.

years the East has ranted and raved
about the complacent Middle West
without knowing the full story.
We had the first divisions to
rtsd
action in this war. Wisconsin's famous
32nd in New Guinea, Iowa's and Nebraska's 34th Division at Hill 609 in
North Africa. The Middle West had the
war brought home to them a long time
before the eastern part of the United
States.
I

my

am stationed in Pennsylvania but
hotue is Wisconsin.
LIEUT.

GEORGE

H.

HIBNER

West Chester, Pa.
Sirs:

Mr. Janeway'* attempt to say for tho
whole Midwest exactly what it says
about this and thinks about that is
ridiculous. Mr. Janeway Is merely saying what he thinks and what he hopes

NOT
"MENTIONED IN
DISPATCHES"

the Miti westerners feel and think.

JOHN IRVING MARSHALL
Cleveland. Ohio

We didn't just decide it,"
The bus bulged, the

we

trolley

Sirs:

say the Murtimers.

was stuffed

"We

discovered

— so we walked.

But walking

is

happy

a

alternative, for the

What's more,

Murtimers have

dampen

their

pleasure. They're both enjoying the sturdy protection
into

is

built

"Duration Quality" rubber footwear bearing the name of either

Hood or

B. F. Goodrich.

"And 'Duration

"Really marvelous." says Mr. Murtimer.
a

new-found

which

modest name, unless the duration
than

I

think

it

is

going to

last

Quality*

a lot longer

will."

P. S, Thousands of pairs of our

now being
new GR-S syn-

rublier footwear are

maile with the
thetic rubber. Their quality

—

B. F. Goodrich stamped

LIVES

on the

itself.

Mr. GR-S

saves that money. He hasn't enough
labor au£equipment to plant soil-building cover crops and meet his war-crop
goals at the same time, so he eliminates
the former, makes big money and ruins
the fertility or the soil. Rejialrs to buildings, fences, terraces, ditches can't be
made so he has more money in his
pocket
In short, he is changing the natural
wealth of his farm into cash, and h»
doesn't like it. II** knows that every
dime he makes in that way today will
eosl him a dollar later on. itecause of
circumstances beyond his control he Is
force*! to be t he chief contributor to the
dolt ruction of his most precious heritage.

is

the result of many months of
successful experimenting and
testing. Be sure to look for one
Hood or
of these two names

footwear

LOOSE

TALK — COSTS

"The Midwest's Mood:
Part II," Mr. Janeway states that the
farmer is making top money. He Is
making top money but getting materialpoorer
every
day. There is no one to
ly
hoe the weeds from his crops, so he
saves the money while his land becomes
foul. Fertilizers can't be bought, so he
In Ids article

like it!"

discovered that wet weather need never

is

it.

Hood Rubber Co.
B.F.Goodrich

When the hungry postwar world
comes to the American farmer seeking
breeding stock to restore decimated
herds, seeds to plant ravaged llelds and
food to carry it through the restoration
period, but finds his farm run-down and
infertile. Ills equipment worn out and
his labor seduced by fantastic industrial wages, the shock will not be
pleasant.

E.

FOOTWEAR LABORATORIES AND FACTORY, WATERTOWN, MASS.

n
*

LIFE

LIFE
October

11,

1043

cago.

is

published weekly
under the act of

111.

Tucson, Ariz.

M. FURKEY

"For the want of a nail

a shoe,

a horse, a message and a battle

were

lost."

You remember the old

rhyme.

Among
make

the

many fasteners

for the

equipment of

that

we

this dis-

patch rider are two snaps to close
the case that carries his messages.

They're just about as unimportant
looking as that old horseshoe
But battles could

be

lost

nail.

today

if

they were not there ... on the job.
Incidentally, the small size of these
efficient fasteners

saves an impor-

tant quantity of strategic metal

which can be used for other things.
Like horseshoe nails, for instance!
UNITED -CAPR FASTENER CORP., Combridg., Mali.

DOT

FASTENERS

by TIME Inc., 330 East 22nd Street, Chicago 16, lit Printed in U. S. A, Entered as second-class mutter November Hi, 1936 at the Posioffiea at ChiMarch 3, 1879. Authorized by Post Office Department, Ottawa, Canada, as second-class matter. .^tihn« rii>ii(nin $4.50 a year in U. 8. A.; Canada, $5.50

Volume

Number

15<
11.

She

Still

Has "The Voice With

A Smile

War traffic keeps her busier than ever but she manages to
keep calm and pleasant.
She still has "The Voice With A Smile" even when the lights
are thick on the Long Distance switchboard and the circuits are
crowded. Even when she has to ask you to

—

"Please limit your call to 5 minutes. Others are waiting."
That's to help everybody get better service and you couldn't

ask for a better reason than

that.

BELL TELEPHONE SYSTEM

This On©
SY3R-0FD-C5YL

righted material
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She cutus

(continued)
Sirs:
I
find LIFE s Reports on "Thfi Midwest's Mood" most amusing- If not a
bit absurd. Eliot Jane way fails mistrobly In whatever attempts he is making
to catch the Midwest's mood.
who
know the Midwestern farmers consider
them as patriotic as any class of Ameri-

We

—and

patriotic than many
classes.
Furthermore, "Isolationism,*'
or what LIFE chooses to call "Isolationlam," ts livelier today in the Midwest
than it was in the summer of 1841.

cans

NEW WAY
TO FIGHT

more

You can sum up

the Midwest's

mood

by listing some of its chief aims An administration that will be a complete
antithesis of the present one; a protective tariff; less cent rallxat Ion of power
In the Federal Government; an American foreign policy which will In no way
endanger our complete independence as
a sovereign nation.
Our leaders, men such as Governor
Dwight Green and Senator C. Way land
Brooks of Illinois. Senator Bob Taft of
Ohio and Senator Art hur Vandenberg of
Michigan, are the men you should consult if you are seeking the Midwest's
mood. And that mood is always cleariy
reflected in the pages of Colonel Robert
McCormick's Chicago Tribune.

ATHLETE'S

:

ROBERT

PVT.

BYERLY.

C.

U.

San Diego,

8.

M.

C. R.

Calif.

THREE AMERICANS
Sirs:
T want to compliment you on "Three
Americans." in the Sept. 20 issue. It
was a splendid way to bring home what
is happening daily on the war fronts.
I served in Guadalcanal and the real

MY

FRIENDS

St ut-k-L

p"

me "Mrs.

calling

wctfl

—-and

no wonder!

My

blank

must have M'emed ]ikc deliberate
snubs, but the troth was thai I just
couldn't see llietn! And to tup everystares

thing,
•

I

began

to

have nagging

little

"Lady," I said to myself,
as you don't like the idea, you
probably need glasses! And you'd better
have your eyes examined soon!"
headaches.

"much

FOOT

Medical science has made important a<l
vances recently in fighting Athlete's Fool
Tt is now known that the fungus organism
which cause the disease cannot live umle
certain alkaline conditions
and ma
.

.

.

thrive in shoe linings— as well as on feetcausing danger of re-infection.
Based on new scientific knowledge, a nev

Mennen product — Quinsana Powder —
producing sensational results. Records kep
of thousands of persons show that Athlete'
Foot infection disappeared in practical!'
all cases after only 30 days treatment wit
Quinsana. You can get Quinsana now
drug and dept. stores throughout the U. £

2-WAY TREATMENT

and 6nly heroes of this war are the fine
American lads who have made the supreme sacrifice for freedom and their
homes.

LTEUT. CLINTON' KANAGA.
U. 8. M. C. R.
San Diego,

Calif.

Sirs;

Your Pict ure of the Week is a terrible
thing but I'm glad that there Is one
American magazine which had the
courag* to print it.
1

RICHARD FOSS
Kenil worth,

"Three dead Americans on the beach

Buna"

at

is

t.

Ute Quintono on feet doily to help preand relieve infection. Moil common

vent

III.

Sirs:

symptom* of Athlete's Foot are cracks and
peeling between toes; mild infection may
suddenly progress to more serious form.

the greatest picture that

has come out of the war.

NANCY SCOTT
New

York, N. Y.

Sirs:

WHAT A

SURPRISE!

The

glasses

pre-

scribed for me were slightly flesh-toned,
quite Inconspicuous. "They're modern
Soft-Lite Lenses," I was told, "scientifically designed to filter glare

advantage

— adding that

to the optical correction

your

eyes need."

I'M MY OLD FRIENDLY SELF AGAIN
thanks to that eye examination and my
new glasses. (1'opular enough to he
elected president of the Women's Club,

"Three Americans" is the most inspiring tiling I have read about the war.
Every soldier has fears and anxieties
that he admits only to himself, and he
doesn't quite realize what he Is lighting

by the way!) And

for.

—

never

knew

fortable.

My

I must confess that I
seeing could he so comeyes are open again!

The ordinary propaganda only
makes liim more cynical. This editorial
Ik

first thing I have read that gives
meaning to our struggle.

the

real

HARRY NELSON

PVT.

Are you taking chances with your eyes?

Camp

Shelby. Miss.

these times

especially,

you

can't afford to!

Have your

eyes

IN

examined regularly as a precaution
have them examined promptly at
the first sign

"glare

<»f

strain"

—

strain. Tt

a

may be

condition

individual prescription to provide
correction plus the comfort of
glare-free vision.

for

which Soft-Lite Lenses are often
prescribed.
Soft-Lite Lenses are

ground

They are made by

Bausch & Lomb, arc

slightly flesh-

toned, better-looking.

America Nvods Yovr Eyes
Hove Them Examined Regularly
Thcrt if onlp
one Soft-Lite— identified

to

by thU

certificate.

Shake Quinsana into shoes every day to
absorb moisture, thereby reducing chances
2.

of

re- infect! on

from

powder, Quinsana
Sirs:

source. Being
conveniently used

this

is

a
in

the shoes as well at an feel.

After posting your picture "Three
Americans" on the bulletin board of the

dredge "Poutchartrain" the number of

employes participating in payroll deductions for War Bonds has increased
from fifty-five per cent to one hundred
per cent.

C. E.

Jahncke Service

New

McAULEY

Inc.

Iberia. La.

Sirs:

May I make a strong protest against
editorial, "Three Amerand the picture which accompanies it. The fundamental principle for
which we are supposed to be fighting Is
the dignity of man. Among man's dignities few are greater than that of dying
your Sept. 20th
icans."

for his country.

Soft-Lite Lens

Company,

Inc.,

745 Fifth Ave.,

New York 22

But pictures of mutilat-

ed corpses make a mockery of sacrifice.
The War Department has made a
grave mistake in permitting death to bo
(continued on

4

p. 6)

Only 50V

pkg. of Quinsana. Use

for large

protective measure as well as
II
is also excellent for excessive
perspiration and fool odor.

daily as a
(or relief.

Pharmaceutical Dry.,

Mennen

NOVEL RADIO PROGRAM
Mortal mints, 7:15

East.

:

"U
6:15

Co., Newark, N.

Sullivan

Cut,

3.

Entertains", CBS.

9:15

it, 1:15 Pac

Test driver

how

".Down

the batch I You

slither across the steel

hide of the General Sherman and squeeze through an
incredibly small opening. You adjust a delicate microphone to your throat. A tug at the chin strap of your
crash helmet and the earphones snug your head. You
punch the starter button. You're open for business!"

X

^AJI buttoned up is the way you go into action
a 30-ton avalanche of steel! You drive by periscope
now. Inside the tank is painted white, to make the
moat of the feeble light. To your right, a machine
gunner fondles his .30 calibre. Behind, in the turret
'basket*, another gunner and his loader ready the 75."

»»irst assignment in the U. S. A. to build
-» medium tanks in quantity was entrusted to
Chrysler Corporation on August 15, 1940.
It became necessary to plan, build, equip and
man a huge tank arsenal which Chrysler Corporation would operate for the U. S. Army
Ordnance Department.
Engineering talent and skills developed
through years of volume production of Plymouth, Dodge, De Soto and Chrysler cars and
Dodge Job-Rated Trucks, were drawn upon.
In April, 1941 within eight months — the

—

"VouVe

got horses aplenty* You

1 to

Charlie

X 5.

Move

out.

Move

out.'

"

.

Oa target." The big 75 mm. gun swings on its
360-degree traverse and begins to speak
only a
few inches from your ear. The tank shudders, then
plunges ahead. You're in a first-class inferno now.
Orders come to close in. The 75 bangs away as fast
as the loader can feed it. Machine guns join in."
.

Tanks

Can

duction!

bulances

To date more than 10 times as many General
Grant and General Sherman tanks have been

Industrial

were originally contracted for when the Detroit
(Chrysler) Tank Arsenal was projected.

BACK THE ATTACK WITH WAR BONDS

ride

.

.

WAR PRODUCTS Or CHRYSLER CORPORATION

General Grant was delivered to the Army.
In August, 1942, production was changed
over to General Sherman tanks. They came off
same assembly lines without a halt in pro-

and delivered by Chrysler Corporation as

per, you

your surface. But they don't get in! This is the type
of tank that scored for the British and American
armies in Africa and Sicily. It will see you through!"

the

built

25

tells

fight!

%

.

first

tank arsenal

and how they

.

"Thc best tank in the desert." England's
Prime Minister once called the General Sherman. Now
you know why. Shells spatter like hailstones over

11 %

.

.

with yc%r head outside. 5 speeds forward on this
baby. You give her the gun. Plenty of jounce now.
You're glad the edges of the hatch are padded. The
tank commander up in the turret is taking punishment, too
eating dust, Bcraping fore and aft."

—

Z

.

"Cruising- at better than

give the

motor a quick warm-up. Gauges check okeh. So you
grip the two drive levers set in the floor between your
H hour. Your
X 5. Boston

knees and wait. The clock hand nears
earphones buzz. 'Boston Z 1 to Charlie

at Detroit (Chrysler)

tanks operate

. . . Tank Engines . . . Anti-Aircraft Gun* . . . Bomber Fuselage
Bomber Wings . . . Aircraft Engine* . . Wide Variety of
i . .
Ammunition . . AnH-Tank Vehicles . . . Command Reconnaissance
Cantonment Furnaces
.
Troop Motor Transports
. AmMarine Tractors .
Weapon Carriers . Marine end
Engines
. Gyro-Corn passes ... Air
Raid Sirens and Fire
Fighting Equipment
Powdered Metal Parts
Navy Pontoons

Section

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Harbor Tugi
.

.

.

.

Tent Hearers

Gears

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Bomb Rocks
Bomb Shackles
Compressor!
Aircraft Landing
and Other Important War Equipment.

Ftold Kitchen*

.

.

.

.

Refrigeration

.

.

.

.

.

.

Jn producing

this war equipment, Chrysler Corporation is assisted
by over 9800 subcontractors in 956 towns in 39 states.

TUNE IN MAJOR BOWES EVERY THURSDAY,

C. 8. S., ViOO P.M., C.

W.

T.

Chrysler Corporation

PLYMOUTH

•

DODGE

•

DE SOTO

•

CHRYSLER
5
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Save GAS for WAR!

held so cheap.

LIFE

trade mark^

^oTTr

TO THE EDITORS

REG. U.S.

has erred even

PAT. OFF.

>.

more seriously in editorially masking
morbid sensationalism with talk about,
the necessity of arousing people to the

meaning of he war.
t

URG£S

LOIS

RjJ6EGoL06ERG

New

HALSWORTH

York. N.Y.

AMERICA AND THE FUTURE,

I

&

1

II

Sirs:

The two articles by Mr. .Tessiip.
"America and the Future," t ft II angood indeed, and I think that they

W|

new ground.

really hreak

WALTER LIPPMANN
'Washington, D. C.
Sirs:

What Mr. Jessup lias written is interand informative but In its tolal
conclusions it Ik inadequate and dangerous.
In our very difficult world it is entirely true that any type of world confederation less than a centralized world
slate and more than a poUcc-force alliance will be hard to get. Mr. Jessup is. I
think, greatly mistaken in believing
such a confederation more impractical
than his scheme of alliances. He is completely vague in his suggestions about
modifying the essential nature of poweresting

politics alliances.

MAYOR (A), CAMPAIGNING POR RE-ELECTION, LIFTS
HAT (B) WHICH PULLS STRING (C) AND SQUIRTS
SELTZER CD) ON PERSPIRING CAMPAIGN MANAGER CE")
WHO TAKES SHAMPOO TO COOL OFF — HE REACHES
FOR TOWEL (F) TURNING ON PHONOGRAPH (Q)
COXSWAIN'S VOICE (H) YELLS "STROKE!" AND ONEMAN CREW (1) DIPS OARS IN DITCHES ( JANDK) AND
ROWS CAR AHEAD -USE THE MONEY YOU SAVE ON
GASOLINE 70 BUY STILL MORE WAR BONDS.

—

As to Mr. Jessup's domestic program, I never heard of more elaborate
or extensive planning or of more state
controls in the name of "free enter*
prise." Actually some of those controls
can be very drastic indeed.
I think, moreover, Mr. Jessup mak< s
a great mistake in not discussing mut e

.

NORMAM THOMAS
New

JOHN RISSMAN & SON
MUNUraCTURERS
CHICAGO

York, N. Y.

.

,

MACKINAC CONFERENCE
Sirs:

Your

issue of Sept. 20 reporting the

Republican conference at the Grand
Hotel, Mackinac island, pictures the
'asino with t he conferees seated at t heir
disks. Tho picture is captioned. "Hotel's

Every gallon of gas you save

Nome in Jacket*
A MASTERPIECE of CRAFTSMANSHIP
WHITMAN SHOWER-PROOF GABARDINE
FULL LINED WITH BR Y BR o KAYON
OTHER STYLES, COLORS and LININGS
<m write
AT ITABIkH tTaaia
America's Moht FanObtiH

adequately what ought to be moDOP"
oliited and who ought to own monopolies and natural resources.

ONLY

<

helps the

war

effort

.

.

Casino from which roulette wheels and
gambling tables have been removed."
This is a most grievous error. Tho
statement is wholly untrue. The Casino
has been the scene of hundreds of important national meetings and conventions, with nothing more iniquitous
than dancing anil floor shows.

sound your Z for

-Trr^j^jZUJJr-

W.

How

can OIL increase

GAS MILEAGE?

The problem is to get usable power
from exploding fuel. If valves stick or
piston rings leak, part of the force of

GUARD
ElECTRICAl

"ARMOR

tayourcar Be

^

h

£L

may

or

all

^d^ave^

inspect-

year.
ed twice a
*

each explosion is wasted.
Your engine can seal in this power
only when these valves and rings are
clean and able to move freely
not
when they are clogged by sludge and
varnish deposits.
Keep your engine clean and easy on
gas by specifying PennZoil, the Pennsylvania oil refined especially to resist sludge
and varnish formations. PennZoil's tough,
slippery film fights wear, too. Helps keep
your car alive for the duration. Next
time, specify PennZoil
and be sure to
sound vour Z
.

.

.

—

*

Write

for

Alive"-"

WOODFTLL
President

in this different pipe, not a whiff of
staleness mixes with fresh tobacco
flavor... Moisture is immediately absorbed
by an ordinary pipe cleaner in the stem.

MOSQUITOES

Sirs:

In your story on U. B. mosquitoes in
the Sept. 20 issue you point out that
.'*
"oil on water poisons the larvae.
.
This is incorrect. Oil, sprayed over the
surface of the water, prevents air from
entering the tubes and they l>ecoine as-

Smoke

IM

.

phyxiated and die. Oil, as such, has no
poisonous effect on the larvae.

PVT. M. M. PLATKIN

•
of

Reader Platkin is wrong; the kind
oil sprayed on mosquito- breeding

places does poison the larvae. In
cases

it

may

also choke

is

tobacco

^^^^

i%

always has a clean, dry passage

not drawn through a saturated filter.
From morning to night you enjoy your

W^k

L

\^

the

peak of ia goodness.

Smokemaster*!- 00
Beautifully finished

B^ft

out their

^ft

m^Lm ^E^r

many

handsome

to

bring

grain. In

attractive shapes.

your dealer's

BRIARCRAFT. INC.
347

some

Fifth

New York

them.— ED.

MARSHALL'S REPORT

at

Cujforo- made Smokemasfer, tJ'^Q

^k^ft

ft

S

Waslungton, D. C.

•

The Smokemaster will give you a
new idea of smoking pleasure — for

Grand Hotel
Mackinac Island, Mich.
U. S.

clean .

itself

rat

Avenue
16, N.Y.

Nn.

5,166.537

,

The Japanese cruiser pictured on
page 32 of your Sept. 20 issue (Marshall's report) is not a light but a heavy

{acts

0*
gads*-*
P% —.t^qmk

PENNZOIL)

f

PENNZOIL* GIVES YOUR ENGINE

AN EXTRA MARGIN OF

SAFETY

cruiser.

The cruiser pictured is the Mlkuma
of the Mogami class. There has been a
long-standing argument on whether the
Mogami class cruisers are heavy or
light. There was little or no proof for
either side until the Japanese released
the first forward view of a ship of this
(continued on

6

of this pipe

Keeps

Sirs:

*«P

«ed toP«"

demote
and P^t«rcs

Oil City,

S.

can come out

Side-tracks moisture

p. 8)

Moisturt is absorbed
by an ordinary pip*
gleaner inserted in
the item.

jSmohemasrer

CONSIDERING

its size

this

the biggest jobs in the war

midget motor

— much

of

it

is

doing one of

of a highly confi-

dential nature.

A new G-E giant

In our armed forces
turrets to revolve,

even smaller than

And

— along with other fighting
these tools are

increasing

is

doing a hundred jobs for our fighters

today

— after

victory

things for

you

in

it

will do

many

your home.

There

guns to

are

load,

tools such as searchlights

and

torpedo mechanisms and heat controls for stratosphere fighting.

Today
This tiny new General Electric motor

uses are endless.

General Electric people are making these motors by the thou-

sands

a baby's hand

its

torpedoes to speed away.

the

G-E

And
skills

numbers

coming

— thanks

off the assembly

in

lines

to the skills developed in

ever-

making

appliances you have in your home.

war, too,

is

proving an able sharpener of

that will build

refrigerators

promise for those
trically in

skills

tomorrow's General Electric

and washers and ranges. All of which

— the
toasters

after-victory days: better living for

the low-cost

home

your

War Bonds

same
and

justifies this

you

elec-

will buy.

Copy

OWN
4

FIRST

8mm 16mm MOVIES

LETTERS
TO THE EDITORS

YOU CAN GET AROUND

(continued)

BY BICYCLE

class.

The

showed the Mogami

picture

with a clear view of her forward turrets.
They contained three guns apiece. But
on closer examination it was noted that
the third gun on the left had been penciled in. It was then obvious that the
Japs were trying to have their Mogami'
known to the enemy as light cruisers
which carried 15 6- In. guns. But they
did not succeed, for their faked picture
gave conclusive proof that the Mogami
carried

heavy

ten

guns,

8-in.

making

it

a

cruiser.

ROBERT STRAUSS
South Orange, N.

J.

CONGRESSIONAL^ WRECK
Sirs:

In the Sept. 20 issue you have a story
on the wreck of the Pennsylvania's

SURRENDERS!

Congressional Limited. It is possible
that that wreck might have been provented If someone who had read your
story on the New York Central had
seen the Congressional's blazing hotbox in time. The New York Central
story (issue of March 1) showed a pic-

/HUES MOVE M/

For many wartime and essential

—

transportation needs
a bicycle is
best. See your local rationing board
or dealer, who will help you secure
a bicycle purchase certificate. If you
do not need a bicycle for wartime service,

buy War Bonds! Then you can

buy a new and finer Columbia after
Victory! The Westfield Manufacturing Company, Westfield, Mass.

HOT-BOX HAND SIGNAL

LIVING HISTORY FOR EVERY PROJECTOR
Authentic, on-the-spot record of the
fall of Fascist Italy! Tumultuous last
moments in the crash of II Duce's Empire! See American bombing crews
blast a path for invasion! Watch as

make rubble

Allied warships

/New De Luxe

of Axis

strongholds! Plunge ashore with
Yank landing parties as they gain a
foothold on Fortress Europe! Join
them as they battle every inch of the
way ... on the road to Berlin! Here is
history .written with fire and sword

pon nowl

ture of the signal given by a railroad
man to indicate a hot-box to a passing
engineer. I used that signal last spring
to stop a freight on the North Western
which was in the same condition as the
Congressional just before it crashed. I
was surprised to learn that the hot-box
signal is always heeded whether given
by a railroad man or just a passing
motorist like myself.

ELLIOTT POWERS

. .

filmed just as it happened! A blazing record of Allied victory that
you'll want to see again and again!
. . .

Castle Films'

Catalog describing 98 thrilling home movies you can
own. ..can give. Send cou-

0

OWNER!

Own

it.

Get

it

today!

COSTS leSS THAN UNEXPOSED FILM J

Indianapolis. Ind.

COLONEL CARLSON
Sirs:

Thanks for the inspiring close-up on
Lieut. Colonel E. F. Carlson (LIFE.
Sept. 20). I cannot help contrasting his
training methods with some I have
seen. Many American soldiers feel that
they are unfortunate victims of a low
draft number.
With the exception of a few excellent
training films shown to every trainee
shortly after induction, almost nothing
is

being done to convince the American

soldier that

he

is

in this fight for his

own good and

the good of his children.
Lieut, Colonel Carlson is an outstanding exception. Eight months in the
Army have convinced me that we liave
fallen short in educating our millions of

open-minded

soldiers.

PVT.

KURT

A.

GRUBER

Mitchel Field, N. Y.
Sirs:

8

mm.
$1.75

50 fiat
180 ftet

16
100 fiat

Send Castle Films' "Italy Surrenders, Allies
Move In" in the size and length indicated.

5.50

.

Name

mm.
.

.

380 tilt
Sound 350 fast

2.75
8.75

17.50

Address

My

MRS. ORION PORTSCHELLER

.

Detroit, Mich.

City

t»m»H Enclossd
Ship C. 0. D.

In the article on Carlson's Raiders
you have a picture of a group of Raiders on Guadalcanal.
brother-in-law
is in the Marine Raiders. Can you tell
me the name of the fellow in the front
row on the left side of the picture? I am
almost sun; it is my brother-in-law.

Send Castle Films' FREE War Films Catalog

that

For reason of military security,
LIFE unfortunately cannot answer
for identi6cations.

i

wise q i she

is

lovely,

the chooses Seomprufe,
the slip
Hoys new longer. In Bur Mil quality

rayon

crepe,

from

$2.00
$3 00 At better stores everywhere.
If

•

any such requests

Ohp
for

yow lo'OtHe
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or
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When youpack hispunch "box

white
In spite

of food shortages,

"pack a punch

in

you can

every

every lunch" be-

cause modern white bread combines so many important food
values

in

a single, inexpensive,

bread

basic

still

—

"

day-

^

m vrtute

bread

unrationed food. Pack plenty
of bread in every lunch

these good reasons:

box for
V
wte bread

^

chs

&oC d

:iad^—

r*^

ov,or

1
e vef

"7
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SPEAKING OF
PICTURES
.

.

.

THESE SHOW LIEE % TIMES
OF FAMOUS U. S. S. 'MAYFLOWER''

.

.

.

When
duty

the old presidential yacht Mai/Jlutrer was refitted this
as a Coast

to haveended.
ing,

Guard eutter she reopened a dist inguished

Decommissioned

in

I9C9 by President Hoover,

she was almost completely destroyed in

Island

Navy Yard. Only

HUM by

fire

pa.st

was bought by the Navy

in 18!)8 {see left).

Harding and Coolidge. T.

It.

added bathtubs cut from

to her already opulent interior.

"Mayflower" WaS SOld to Navy in 1S98 by the estate of Ogden Goelet, a rieh New Yorker.
Built by J. & G. Thompson of Clydebank, Scotland, in 1890, she eost Goelet *l,4S0.0()u. The
Navy bought her for JHSU.OUU, converted her into a light warship. Above is receipt of delivery.

Theodore Roosevelt was first President to use Mayfthirer after she was commissioned as presidential yacht. Here lie is

froili

Fleet,

in pilothouse

during naval review in 1908.

Japanese Admiral Togo, father of modern Japanese
Navy, took a trip on the ayfllower in 191 1 during a

M

visit to

the

I".

S.

Here he

is

piped aboard by crew.

peared

Taft

in

one

uf these

wa.s in office.

She saw
on a

shell

named

localise

it

was the

German Admiral von Rebeur-Paschwitz
flower in lflli. (Jig

flies

WUbfln

last to

One

be painted white

in-

returns to flagship after visit to

and Edward VII of Kngland also

solid hlocks of Italian

marble

flower legend relates that a large crack ap-

stead of gray, had just returned from famous two-year goodwill trip

urouud the world. The review was one of Roosevelt's
Ten days later Taft was inaugurated.

lust acts as President.

May

Imperial (lerman flag at stern. Admiral's ensign for-

II

Ma

sometime between 190!) and 11)13, when hefty William Howard
here are a few scenes from this long and illustrious past.

Shown

RoOSevelt reviewed Hi battleships of "Great White Fleet"
the Mayflower at llanipluu Huads on Feb. 22, 1909. The

ward. Kaiser

.>-in.

Spanish warship. In 1902 she was officially commissioned as the presidential yacht)
remained in service throughout the terms of Thetxlore Roosevelt, Taft, Wilson,

V s

shown standing

for

liked yacht-

the wartime need for escort vessels resurrected her.

Built privately, the Matrflinrer

active service in the Spanish-American War. scored one hit with a

wOML

summer

career which seemed

who never

at Philadelphia's League

visited Mayflowi-r.

German enVOy Count
flag as

Bernstorff {itoitom

lejt)

he leaves the Mayflower after cruise

salutes

in 1912.

President Taft stands at lop on the landing platform.

10
naterial

THE "MAYFLOWER" IN HER PRIME. SHE

WllSOn

IS

A BIG SHIP, DISPLACES 2.CM TONS,

(in top hat) used the Mayfloirer least of \\zt five

Presidents

became

of his ill-health

of wartime duties, lie

COOlidgB,

who

and the

had an elevator

great press

installed in her.

III

MORE THAN A GOOD SIZED MODERN DCSTROYER. SHE

1919 Secretary of the

Atlantic Fleet in the

Navy Josephus

Hudson

loved the Mayflower best, steadies himself in an unseamanlike manner at. the

<luring a naval review. Coolidge

the decks with a possessive

air,

was

last President to

rail

use her. While aboard he walked about

gravely wore a yachting cap.

Daniels reviewed the returning

River. During war Mayfloioer had l>e?n

frequently used for important conferences of Allied military missions.

He showed

movies on her funtaiL

IS 320 FT.

Harding took

LONG OVER-ALL, HAS A BEAM OF «

many

FT.

pleasure trips on the Mayflower, re-

moved Wilson's elevator. Once he had Sunday papers
by seaplane. Here he passes marines at raiL

delivered

During another review Coolidge outraged naval etiquette by remaining comfortably seated on
couch. Despite the drama of this moment Coolidge kept cool, wore the faint, dour smile of a

a

man who is completely satisfied

with himself. Note the famous, large old-fashioned high shoes.

11
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VICTORY

-BUY

U. S.

WAR BONDS
AND STAMPS

*

Shake

with the
9

Farmer's Daughter!'
"Mm-hmm—I'm a TJ. S. Crop Corps gal now!
"I pick apples on the Ives
1311

our apple barrel every

farm— where Jim and

fall,

I used to
before he joined the Navy.

"You'd think I was one of the Ives family— to hear Ma Ives
and me swap wartime tips on everything from canning to
sheets!

we got talking about
up some slick new ironing
Cannon Percale Sheets at home.

"Just last night, after the chores,
ironing.

Then and

tricks for

my

"And even
than

I

there, I picked

lovely
if

have, I

Ma has been keeping house thirty years longer

knew a couple

of tricks that she didn't!

"Sure— I'll pass 'em on. They'll help
last longer, too.

Try this sprinkler system

1

3

Hot

sheets

And they're wonderful for wear because they're woven with 25',o more threads
than the best-grade muslin sheets!
|

5

If

this

should happen to you

Maybe you

neatly.

m

make your

muslin.

tips for hot irons

Never leave an iron when the heat's on— not
even for a teeny phone call. Beware of "hidden
scorch"— comes from letting your iron get a
trifle too hot; doesn't show— but it's weakening.

Don't sprinkle your sheets till the day you
plan to iron them. That's so they won't mildew. Use warm water for sprinkling— spreads
faster. Roll your sheets up separately and

you,

Just stay tuned in!"

1

These folding hints are worth folding money
Fold each sheet lengthwise, selvages together.
Iron on the right side. Ncrer jtress directly on the
jolds— makes 'em crack and wear thin. Smooth
the folds in with your hand.

4

Is

your linen closet bare?

Nobody should buy anything she doesn't have
have— but if you're really desperate for
sheets— just see what Cannon has to offer!
Cannon Percales, the smooth, sweet-sleeping
things, cost just about the same as heavy-duty
to

Made by

can't always find the exact size
you want in Cannon Percales. The war, you
know. Then as!; to see Cannon's well-con-

structed, long-wearing

economy muslin

sheets.

It's all one big Cannon family— including those
grand Cannon Towels!

Cannon Mills, Inc.,New York

CANNON

the makers of Cannon Towels and Hosiery

12
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SPEAKING OF PICTURES
(continued)

fetr!
Evil days

phia

came to the

Navy Yard early

when she burned and sank at her berth in PhiladelShe had been decommissioned as presidential yacht.

Mayfltnoer
in 1931.

you MEAN
FI-FI HAS SEEN
HOLDING YOU UP FOR

SOME

AN HOUR, MAC? SAY.
WHAT ARE VOU AN V WAY
A MARINE OR A
MOUSE?,
1

'

*

LOOKS UKE
AN EIGHT
BALL WHERE

I'M

THIS

FI-FI IS

CONCERNED,
JOE.'

/tMC sees

ms esvnsr/

N. C. She
Government bought her back.

Alter being rai$6d t the Mayflower rusted sadly in storage at Wilmington,

was

sold several

times but never reconditioned

until

THMKS TO
COIGATE5 ACTIVE PENETRATING
FOAM GETS INTO THE HIDDEN

GOAT

REMOVE THE CAUSE OF MUCH
.

In drydock last summer,

Guard

vessel.

n,. Mqffimm was refitted and armed for service as a Coast
She has been rechristened the Butte, will shortly be on active duty.

Tune

In!

CAN YOU TOP

THIS

Cf&IM

I'LL

—

BAD BREATH

COU5ATE 0£M7ll

BE A HOOTIN' NANNY
IF IT ISNT MAC.'
NO WONDER HE DIDNY
MEET ME AT
HALF-PAST EIGHT,'

CREVICES BETWEEN TEETH_HELPS
CLEAN OUT DECAYING FOOD PARTICLES
STOP STAGNANT SAUVA ODORS

— Saturday

Night

— NBC

Network

13
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My wife and I have it figured out. The
Storm Sash,
double glass insulation, we
installed last fall,
saved

us approximately 35 gallons
of fuel oil per

By tuning up our oil burner and
using Storm
were able

window.
Sash,

we

keep our house comfortably
warm all
winter on the amount of fuel
oil that was allotted to
us. The oil we didn't
get was never missed ... and the
money we saved was socked away
into War Bonds."

This is typical of the experience
of thousands of families
in the Eastern Seaboard
States last winter. Substantial
savings
winter fuel were effected through
use of Storm Sashdoublc glass insulation-not only
in the East, but everywhere.

RIGHT NOW IS THE TIME TO PLACE
YOUR ORDER.
It will

in

Savings up to 30 per cent can
be

made with Window Con-

ditioning,

depending upon where you live and
the type of
house in which you live. You
can increase these savings by
insulating the walls and roof
of your house, and by adjusting
your heating plant to operate

Whether or not you bare
ber

this;

top

efficiency.

to get along

every gallon of fuel

cubic foot of gas are

at

vital to

oil,

every

on

less fuel,

pound of

remem-

coal, every

winning the war. The

fuel

you

can conserve by using Storm
Sash not only saves you money,
but frees fuel and
transportation for important

LIB BEY14

war

uses.

OWEN 5 FOR

to

Doors

pay you to place your order
for Storm Sash and
early this year

Storm Sash now.

A

.

.

.

before

tl,e

big rush.

You

few months hence you may

can ge,
find

i,

necessary to wait your turn.

LibbeyOwensFord does
glass insulation. But

it

make Storm Sash-double
does make the high-quality,
clearnot

vision window glass so
essential to good Storm
Sash. For
greatest satisfaction be sure
your Storm Sash is glazed with

genuine LibbeyOwensFord Glass.
Your Lumber or Storm
Sash Dealer

will be glad to give you
an estimate
and fake your order, for delivery
when you need
it.

See him today. Libbey
Owens Ford

Co.,

63103 Nicholas Building, Toledo

3,

Glass

Ohio.

You Can Get New
Windshield Wiper

Arms and Blades!

Arms

ment parts

he called

I

met Jimmy at a TJSO party just 49 days
we were married and he called

—

before

me "squint-eye" '.But that was later in the
evening.after I had looked straight through

him a number of

Tit PARTISANS

times.

couldn't see so well without

[You

see, I

my glasses,

which I would never wear in public.]

are safety replace-

—war-rated by Uncle Sam

as essential.

Your

now — and

right

REPORTS

?aUe?

ANCO RAIN-MASTER

Blades and

to think

me "Squint-eye"!

0

*7we ox
Its true!

And

LIFE'S

them

dealer has

Yugoslav guerrillas

can get more quick.

RAIN-MASTER

Blades are of

become seasoned army

one-piece, molded, virgin rubber of

advanced design

.

.

used on our

.

HOWARD SMITH

by

fighting tanks and trucks and ships

and bombers too
years as original

— and

used for

equipment on many

From the

listening

post of

makes of high-grade cars and trucks.
Because they clean quicker— clean

ard

cleaner—last longer.

correspondent and author

Why drive half blind—from wiper
smear

— in any storm? Smashed cars

and broken bones today help only
Hitler and the Japs. Your nation
needs you and your car— both at

— for Victory.

your best
So

— next time you buy gas — ask

man to change your dulled wiper
blades to keen new RAIN-MASTERS.
Ask him to show you too how
sturdy RAIN-MASTER Arms hold
the

your blades straight and true and

snug against the glass
give

you the

cleanest wipe.

for safer driving

RAI

— so they can

install

new Anco

N-MAST€R

TRAOC MARK BIO.

u. B.

/4*m&

<utd

Used on our fighting- tanks and
tracks and ships and Bombers too.

COMPANY

THE ANDERSON

Gary, Indiana
Creators fine* fOfd of •ccvptvo' automotive product!

Buy

war bonds

still

AMERICA'S FINEST

i

jjiiii

ii

ur r

mill II

Ui

1

1

1

i
I

• Treasure

>

ments

for

surgical

instru-

America's armed

forcea. Alter victory

La Croaa implements
will

of Last Train from
sepds

Berlin,

report on what

this

he has heard about the confused uprising of the Yugo-

There are two anti-

slavs.

Nazi military groups

in

Yu-

Jimmy

got

me

off in

a corner and

said,

**Look here, squint-eye, I've got your
number. You're not a snob you're just

—

a little blind without glasses. And that
makes you squint and wrinkle up your
forehead like a nice old lady. You know,
specs are mighty smart when you wear
the right kind."

goslavia—the Patriotsof Mi-

and the Partisans
"Tito." Here

hailovich

General

of

Mr. Smith writes of the Partisans.

The

and

Patriots are

more

older,

an

professional

more formidable force. A cadre of
20,000 has been trained
possibly

a pro-

into the nucleus of

fessional

army

Germans

effectively

to

hit

1

be better than ever.

Schntftt tins. Corporal ton, Ntwork, N. J.

junction with

the

in

con-

an Allied

vasion. Mihailovich

is

in-

offic-

ially

backed by the Yugo-

slav

Government-in-Exile,

has

title

ter of

of Yugoslav Minis-

War

and an advi-

sory staff of Allied officers.

Jugoslavia's

Partisans,

who

now occupy about one-third of
Yugoslavia, resemble the motley, undisciplined, scattered
bands of guerrillas that they
were two years ago about as
much as a Mack truck resembles a model-T Ford.
When they took down their
rusty shotguns from the farmhouse walls or fled from university halls and factories to the
forests south of Belgrade and

probably less than 2.5,000. The
roving bands had almost no connection with one another, and
discipline was such that most of
the units would drop their guns
and flee at the merest rumor
that the German Panzers were
approaching. To many Parti-

The craftsmen,
in
peace-time, today are male
duration.

who fashioned them
vital

Time and LIFE

the mountains of Serbia in the
autumn of 1941, they totaled

our precision*

(round La Cross manicure
implements. They may be
the last you can Jet for the

tug

How-

Switzerland,

K. Smith,

PAT. OFF.

WINDSHIELD WIPER
3lode4

Berne,

• Bit.

J90J

sans,

their

own

officers

were

When asked what kind, he said, "why Shuron's, of course!" Right there and
I

me today. [She's wearing
made by Shuron, the nation's style-leaders in
smart eyewear]
When you ask for Shurset mountings, please be patient
if you have to wait.
Shuron's work for Uncle Sam comes first, you know.
then I began taking Jimmy's advice, and look at
ultra-smart Shurset mountings
. . .

^^eaZ2y

in Strength

Note these superior Shuron features that have
led professional

men

Shurset Ful-Vue

to prescribe millions of

mountings:

(1)

"Frame

"

is

strength" with "rimless appearance"; (2)
Patented construction eliminates lens strain;
(3) Two-point suspension reduces lens break-

age to a minimum;

(4)

Your choice

4

of three

flattering bridge styles.

—

Remember the priceyou pay for eye
care is an important investment in
your health. lie wise in your choice
of professional service and the
glasses

Wt*^

you wear.

CM
APT EYEWEAR
SMART

CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGC
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LIFE'S

whom

ON ME— JUST LIKE THAT! MAYBE

TO

IF
IT

shots at night.
Today the Partisans are said

YOU TALKED
.

(continued)

simply uppity individuals at
it was fun to take pot

MY PEN QUIT

"LOOK, SARGE.

.

to number around 100,000, all
seasoned fighting troops. From
Slovenia in the north through
Croatia to southernmost Serbia,
all units are under the ultimate

command

of a single general

Constant contact between
them is maintained by a dozenodd wireless sets they made
themselves or took as booty
from the occupiers. On the authority of the Germans themstaff.
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A handful
of Austrian-German deserters
formed a purely German company, while from the British,
French and Russian war prisoners that have been liberated
in raids on German internment
camps, other mixed battalions
have been created. Recently the
Partisans' general staff announced the formation of a
purely Italian unit to be called
the Garibaldi Brigade, which
will be the biggest foreign unit
in the army of liberation and its
first completely motorized unit.
Moreover, the Partisans' general staff includes a mission of
British and U. S. liaison officers
and is in constant communication with resistance

movements

in neighboring lands. In the
northwest, Partisans of Slovenia, who already had been working with the Austrian Partisans
in the Carinthian Alps, established a common regional general staff with Italian irregulars

in the mountains near Caporctto.

In

Montenegro they

fight
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Pardon us for bragging, but we don't think
• anyone knows more about making the most of
meat than Marie GifTord, our head food economist at
Armour's. Ever since steaks, chops and roasts have
been hard to get, Marie's been coming up with swell
new meals made from variety meats and unfamiliar
cuts point-thrifty meals like the lamb pie at right.

—

And she keeps

her recipes so simple and easy, they're

a cinch for anyone to follow and keep a family

happy though rationed.

*> i*
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Men

love these meals 1 Before using them

• in Armour's magazine pages, Marie Gifford tries
out her point-stretching ideas on our executives.
You should hear them rave over her ham and egg pie
... or veal stew with noodles and celery ... or her

lamb curry. To make sure of the women's vote,
these recipes are sent out to hundreds of housewives
to try in their own homes. That's why they're so
easy and inviting why you can bank on their
success in your home!

rich

—
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Many an Army cook
.

lias

thanked Marie

Gifford for her demonstrations in

schools. She's
flavor

and
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Army cooking
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taste appeal of

new dehydrated
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foods and

forces.
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regularly
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.

by Armour food
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Company

FREE!
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above— and 68 other good
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Box6310A,Chicago,
III.— for your free
copy today!
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effort.
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many
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We're cooking up post-war surprises,
tool When peace returns and rationing is but

a memory, you'll find that

other specially processed foods used by the fighting

<

developed through 75

.

.

years of peacetime progress,
Armour is able to
supply a major share of the
meat and dairy products
for our armed forces.
The millions of dollar.
Armour has spent in continuous research
have developed many by-products that
are vital to victory.
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Our biggest question about the war is ''How soon ivill it end?"
We. buy
Bonds, we salvage scrap, we share our foods in order to get it over faster
.

.
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One of the greatest War Shorteners
with them to shorten the war!

—

save
If everyone said, "Let George's home do it"
and conserve and salvage and buy War Bonds
prospects wouldn't look so bright for the Red,
White and Blue.

But American homes are fighters' homes. The
on are scrapping streets fighting to
shorten the war.
For instance, in the picture above, three people
are doing three things that help cut weeks off the
length of the war.
The woman carrying her own groceries is contributing a few grains of rubber to an airplane tire
by not using the tires it would take to deliver

—

streets they're

these groceries.

The youngster
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for fighting weapons.
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The Hoover Company has worked for and with
the American home for 36 years.
In these times. The Hoover Company feels it can
help by pointing out to the American home the
power of the American home in getting this war

over faster.
putting on his own storm windows,
doing two things: releasing the work-hours of
someone else, and winterizing his home with storm
windows which will keep his family warmer with
less coal or oil or gas.
Multiply this home by 30.000,000 homes. Multiply these activities by dozens more activities.
Then say to yourself and your family, "Lei's put a
Fighting War-Shortening heart into this home of

The man, by
is

ours."

And

not tomorrow
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together with Albanian patriots, and in Serbia they have contact with the Greek guerrillas.
The brain of all the units and

the focal point of all communications is the Partisans' mobile
general staff. It is headed by one
"General Tito." General Tito
really Josip Broz, a former

is

Croatian metal worker. The
Axis press says that Josip Broz
has a long criminal record, but
people who knew him personally say he bears no resemblance
to the rogues' gallery portraits
of "Josip Broz" published by

the Nazis. He is described instead as tall, blond, sharp as a
knife and energetic as a dyna-

mo. They say he is around 40,
that he served time before the
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dust-clogged nose feel clearer brings
greater breathing comfort
in seconds. So
packed with effective medication, just a few

war in

whiffs bring grand relief. You can use the
new Vicks Inhaler as often as needed.

a long time as an exile in Paris
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.

.

—
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a Belgrade political pris-

for his activities in the Peas-

ant Party, and that he also lived

where he spent

his days learn-

ing Shakespeare
witz by heart.

VICKS INHALER

and Clause-

movement can be the work of individual men, the Partisans are
In so far as

any

social

largely Tito's personal crea-
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tion. He is said to have forewar and the occupation of Yugoslavia years ago
and to have laid plans. Against

seen the

monumental

difficulties he
helped organize the first rude
Partisan units in Serbia in the

lovely Tolly Miller,

winner of the Miss
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title in

notional contoit
a typical

American

our
.
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autumn of 1941. When the Geroffensive splintered them,
he assembled all the splinters
he could, led them in a long
march of 2.50 miles through the
mountains to Bosnia. There his
friend Kosta Nagy, former commander of the Croat Battalion
of the Spanish International

man

Brigade, was arduously organizing the Croat guerrilla army.

With

the aid of Ivan Ribar, a
Belgrade lawyer who in 192.1
president of the first Yugoslav Constituent Assembly,
they started the organization
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of a national people's army
the Partisans of today. Tito's
headquarters move with opportunities. When it was first
established, it was in Bihac,
Bosnia. Last spring and sum-

mer

was moved

Montenegro, then northern Serbia. At
present it is thought to be in
the Lika area north of the Adit

riatic

to

Coast or nearby.
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Twelve generals were named.
Only six of them were officers
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the old Yugoslav Army's gen-

Three of the other

eral staff.

How does

it

affect

new generals learned all they
knew about warfare in the In-

YOU ?

Brigade

ternational

in

Now
Mabel/

Spain.

Of

the three others, two were
peasants and one— Tito— a for-

mer mechanic.
Alongside this highly organ-

THIS

ized military apparatus, the
Partisans constructed a Civil
Administration. Every time the
liberation army wrests a new
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from business, lives quietly but comfortably on his income of $100 a month $40 from
Social Security and $60 from his life insurance policy.
retired
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town from the
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drawn

after Sally reaches 18, Social

widow
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of a half-dozen political parties lead brief campaigns. People's Tribunals are established,
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young, with two children Dick, aged 9 and
Sally, 5. The family enjoys a $70 monthly check from
Security will pay no benefit to the

election of local officials

generally called within a few
hours of liberation and speakers

WIDOW
is

Social Security.

Yugo-

The Partisans take full advantage of the democratic fires
the Nazi occupation has fanned.

a

"wife's allowance" at 65

small income from Social Security during her lifetime.
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Italy, Russia,

slavia.

. .

the wife of a

Social Security check.
will

occupiers, this

administration moves in behind the troops. The sanitation
service cleans up. A brigade of

. .

cannot afford to retire after 63. Not having saved
through life insurance or other investment, he now
lacks income to supplement the $40 monthly check
which Social Security will pay him if he quits work.

as

much

as possible

toilet sanitation a chore.
use a cleansing powder plus a
Sani-Flush made especially to do the whole job cleans
away the film, stains* and incrustations

Why

where

Meanwhile, reporters for the
(flown in piecemeal by
Russian long-range transport
planes) and the Partisans' newspaper Boria ("struggle") interview the populace. Within a
few hours the citizens of obscure towns never before mentioned in print can read their
own testimonials of life under
the Nazis and their plans for

in his 50's but a victim of ill health, cannot qual-

monthly Social Security check. On the death
of his son, a dependent parent receives benefits only
if no widow or child survives, and then only at age 65.
THIS CHILD...
under 16 when her father died, qualifies for a

$20 Social Security monthly benefit until she reaches
18, if in school. Normally, her mother or guardian
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A peculiar feature of the Par"State" is the freedom
allowed religion. The Partisans'
enemies ccscified to this in a re-
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thcir.own subsidiary assemblies.
All this shouldn't induce the
impression that the Partisans
arc a living

Robin Hood

idyl,

is hard— far harder
than most Western minds can
conceive or than most
Western bodies could long endure. For example, with all the
goodwill in the world to the
Partisans' medical corps, the
doctors and former medical students haven't been able to prevent the devastating typhus
epidemics such as those that
ravaged Bosnia last winter.
They have few medicaments but
boiled water and native herb

for their life

fully

.

purgatives. In requests that the
Partisans

sent

the

to

Allied

headquarters in North Africa,
medicaments were said to have
taken precedence over munitions. The Partisans have no
clothing. In fact, they joke that

poverty

has

finally

brought

them uniforms— generals and
parliamentarians, like privates
and peasants, are indistinguishably

clothed

in

rags.

Their

mountain haunts have been
ravaged by offensive and countcroffensive so often that few of
them ever sleep with a roof
overhead. So far as is known,
they have never suffered famine,
but if any of them ever had an
occasional full meal it was because they captured a chance
German-Italian supply train intact.

FILTERED

The liberation army never has
ammunition to fight a

sufficient

sasmtm

m mm m

On countoccasions they lost or with-

long-pitched battle.
less

drew from battles they could
have won thumbs down simply
because bullets ran out. Oftentimes death sentences of the
People's Tribunal are executed

m
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Something wonderful goes on inside

Five times in two years the
combined Axis forces have undertaken large-scale offensives
to destroy the Partisans, aided
by hundreds of tanks, bombers
andinexhaustible artillery. Still
today they are easily four times
stronger than two years ago,
and their authority continues
to spread over Yugoslavia.

and spot blazes that cannot be
seen by lookout towers until they

become out of

control. These

blazes are reported while they are
still one-man or two-man affairs.
Thus, while Piper Cub L-4
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and gentlemen, is a very
beautiful young person you
have probably never seen
before. To our mind she is
one of the most exciting new

,
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and Ray Mackland (Washington).
McCombs (Rio de Janeiro), Pant
(Seattle). Robert deRoos (San
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And now on your left, ladies
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James (Los Angeles), Will Lang (Algiers),

Francisco).

•
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twice as funny.
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Holland

to

widely

For an accomplishment so joyous and
right, we salute director George Marshall
and producer Paul Jones. They have given
us a motion picture that is "True To Life"

(Chief). Helen Robinson (Assistant). Herbert Brean (Detroit). Bernard Clayton

O'Nell

leads

and some equally

songs, including the
whistled "Mister Pollyanna."
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Dick Powell disguises himself
as an indigent boarder.
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ten funniest films of all time.
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"True To Life" is more than
a great Paramount comedy.
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It is a hilarity

This story of a family who go on the air
without knowing it is whacky but wise,
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Wort hen

favorite laughs in

head-

piece worn as a hat well becomes the
ladylike features of Mrs. John Cross.
Mrs. Cross, the former Betty Ribble,
is the wife of Lieut. Cross, now in
Australia. Tiaralike band she wears is
one of dozens of half-hats, or "curvettes," designed by Milliner Sally Victor to complement the new hair-down
coiffure. For additional information on
hats and hair, see pages 71 and 72.

stars that ever stepped onto the

mount
she

is

lot.

Her name

one big reason

invited to
will star

is

Para-

Gail Russell, and
are urgently

why you

THE UNINVITED, which

Ray

Milland,

Ruth Hussey and

Donald Crisp — soon!
•

Meanwhile.

•

FOR

BELL TOLLS

•

WHOM

THE

keeps breaking

records and breaking into the headlines as
it makes its triumphant way across the

country ...

And

LET'S

FACE

IT.

current Bob Hope -Betty Hutton starrer,
is actually collecting bigger crowds and

laughs than "Star Spangled Rhythm."
are two of the paramount hits in
the history of

They

Paramount Pictures

Chang* of Addrmw Three weeks' notice required for change of address. When ordering a
change please give both the new and old address.
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PICTURES

LIFE'S

George Silk is a newcomer to LIFE's staff.
Born in New Zealand 26 years ago, a topflight yachtsman and skier, he was an
amateur photographer until the outbreak
of war in 1939. Since then he has covered
the Australian armies in Crete, Greece,
Cyrenaica and New Guinea and has photographed missions of the British Navy
and R. A. F. He was one of the "Rats of
Tobruk," was captured by Rommel and escaped. His pictures of Mrs. Roosevelt's
Australian visitare printed on pages 27-31.

hear they have

you on the march, too!

53

Yes, millions of American feet are tramping millions of
extra steps.

And doing

it

in rationed shoes.

Both shoes

and

feet can take it without a whimper when the shoes are
of enduring quality and have been designed for accurate
fitting.

Enna Jetticks have long been noted for these very

virtues— they are made for today's extra walking duties.
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MIRACLES OF THE BATTLEFRONT

TRANSFUSION
IN A FLYING

AMBULANCE
It's

37 to one you won't die if wounded in
action. That's the present remark-

Navy

able record of Navy medical

methods

men and Navy

in this war.

—

Last war, one in 14 wounded died but
that was before "blood banks," before sulfa

OFFICIAL

U. S.

NAVY PHOTOS A AF M

drugs, before morphine "Syrettes."

Now Navy medical men have
battle,

these aids with

them even

thus gaining precious minutes in caring for

Flying the wounded back to hospital base

is

in the thick of the

men where

they

fall.

new in this war. Doctors aboard

Transfusions need no hospital. Navy doctors and hospital
corpsmen administer plasma on planes, on ship decks, on beaches
even drop transfusion kits by parachutes to men on rafts adrift at
sea awaiting rescue. Newer than plasma is Human Serum Albumin,
made from the blood you donate. Less bulky, easier to ship and
use, this new product is responsible for marvelous recoveries from
shock of burns and wounds.

often have patients on the road to recovery even before they reach

some
from the war zone. Medical men both Navy and Armyare constantly finding new ways to bring our sons back alive, giving our soldiers
and sailors greater medical protection than in any other war in history.
hospital haven, far

—

HUMAN SERUM ALBUMIN, new treatment

for shock of
wounds and bums, is being produced in large quantities
by Squibb for the Navy and the Army
Scores of
drugs and biologicals are on the fighting fronts, from
ether and morphine Syrettes* to fever-fighting quinine
sulphate and sulfa drugs.
.

.

.

From the lessons of this war, Squibb will help America's
men to build a healthier peacetime world.

medical

*Reg.U.S.

ERrSauiBB &.SONS
Manufacturing Chemists

A

U. S. Navy Flying Ambulance brings casualties from the front to a Naval hospital center
South Pacific. At such hospitals, equipped with every device known to medical science,
tided Marines and Navy men are nursed back to health under the care of specialists.

in the

wot
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FIRST LADY MEETS KOALA IN SYDNEY ZOO. ORDINARILY DOCILE BUT

FIRST LADY'S
On

Sept. 23, Mrs. Franklin D. Roosevelt returned

to Washington at the end of a five-week, 25,000-

vest of gratitude and goodwill than this last ardu-,

ous journey to the Antipodes. In Auckland, Welling-

at 17 island outposts. Tirelessly, cheerfully, she ap-

peared at innumerable public gatherings, walked

through miles

of hospital wards, talked to

hundreds

wounded American and Allied soldiers, inspected
scores of Red Cross hostels and clubs.
Of all the travels which Mrs. Roosevelt's great
of

energies and greatheartedncss have

prompted her to

1943

SOUTH PACIFIC TOUR

mile tour of the South Pacific undertaken at her own
expense in behalf of the American Red Cross. In the
course of her odyssey she spent six days in New

Zealand, eleven days in Australia and touched briefly

11,

ALARMED BY CROWDS. LITTLE BEAR SCRATCHED KEEPER. REGARDED MRS. ROOSEVELT WITH HOSTILE EYE

undertake, none, certainly, ever reaped a greener har-

Sydney and Melbourne, crowds massed daily outside her hotels and public buildings simply to view
and cheer. Australian and New Zealand orators and
editors competed with one another to find adequate
expressions of affection and esteem. "Zealand owed
America much," wrote an Auckland journalist. "She
now owes another debt which can never be repaid.
We can only thank you for sending her to us."
It was, however, the American soldiers in remote
bases and in hospitals, the wounded, the malarial
ton,

October

and the lonely who most appreciated the journey she
had made m their behalf. One wide-eyed soldier on a
nameless island gazed at her in awe and muttered,
"You're the first white woman I've seen in eight
months." Another, in an Australian hospital, sighed
had gone, "Jeepers, she's just like your own
mother." She spoke to every wounded man she saw,
after she

smiled at each, signed her

name on

countless band-

ages and scraps of paper and cloth. She promised
to write or telephone wives and mothers on her return,

and began

fulfilling

her

the day she set foot on U. S.

many such agreements
soil.

For photographic

record of Mrs. Roosevelt's great trip, turn the page.
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At a

Red CrOSS

and

Staff.

flQStel in

Sydney she

In her column*

admiration fur

ihi*

My

Do,'/,

greets directors

she unite:

"My

lted Cross personnel grows daily."

She Shakes hands With V.

A.

D/S- Voluntary

Aids

Detachment— who help in Australian hospitals. She
made a point of meeting women's auxiliary groups.

I

Arriving

at

Canberra, the Australian capital Mrs. Roosevelt
at tin- airjmrt l»y Lord Cowrie, Covernor-(ien-

welcomed

i

is

>

end. Her orchids an* a present from Mr-. >oug!as

5

She gives her autograph

i

used

I

thousands of bandages, cignret pack*, "short -snorter"

!

l

I

I

in

physical

I

to an Australian

on

Mac Arthur.

piece of

doth

herapy. Thmtiglmiil her journey she signed
hills.

She talks to battle casualties in a big Army hospital in 3ydney. During her visit die walked more than three miles up
corridors and through wards greeting wounded men.

& down

Mat Arttir expresses regret thai bet husband cannot
on hand to meet Mrs. Roosevelt, owing to duties in New Gui-

Mrs. Douglas
Ik-

lien.

Mrs.

Mac Arthur also hade her

Luncheon guest

ai a

baas hospital

farewell

i»

when

she

Sydney, Mrs.

left

Australia.

ittMKseveii talks

She arrives at Parliament House, Canberra, with AusIndia's Prime Minister John Curt in, who pave her copy
hy (a plain Cook, lHlh Century explorer.

of diary kept

She interviews the chef

at a

Ked Cross

hostel,

she ex -

animatedly, hut toys with her fimd. Her escorts including Lieut.

plored behind the scenes everywhere she visited, fTffimiBr

General Kichelberger

ing bedsprings cooking utensils with » discerning eye.

(rujht) ate heartily to keej>

up

t

tit

ength.

Addressing up patients in Sydney hospHal Mrs. Roosevelt reported the President had desired her to reassure each soldier he was
not rorgotten. She was tuniultuoiisjy cheered by audience of 7lH>.

She shakes hands with nurses of the Australian Army.
of these girifl served in Crete and Greece, One i.s

Some

the only

woman

survivor of hospital ship sunk hy Jnpji.

CONTINUED ON NEXT PACE
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First Lady's Tour

Her

initial

(continued)

chore upon arriving in Sydney was to type

My

Day.

To LIFE Photograph-

er George Silk, Mrs. Roosevelt Mid; "Congratulations. Dozens of photographers have

been trying to get this picture since

I

started the column.

You must be very

lucky."

She joins Joes at chow in mess hall somewhere in Australia. In one of her columns she
wrote: "The boys who have just come out from camps in the United States speak of
their food as being better out here. That is partly because of lease-lend arrangements."

30

M
|

dO hope

SOOn," Mrs. Hoosevclt says to a wounded Aussie in Sydney hospital. She,
and shake hands with every wounded soldier she encountered, often walking somes
way when she spied a bandaged youth, to greet him with a forthright kindliness.*

yOll're better

tried to speak to

distance out of her

On hallowed Guadalcanal, Mrs.

Roosevelt,

pauses beside grave of a marine.

"On

first

civilian

the island there

is

woman

to visit the island since its capture*
a cemetery," she wrote a few hour* lata

"and as you look at the crosses row on row, you think of the women's hearts buried here

i

:us

well.

I

EDITORIAL

SENSE

THE
IN

Some months

ago, one of LIFE's editors
found himself in Arabia waiting for the
automobile convoy which was to take him
800 miles across the desert to visit King Ibn

Saud. When several days went by and the
automobiles had not appeared, the editor
decided to investigate. He went to see an official with whom several thimblefuls of coffee
were pleasantly consumed and then asked:
"Would it be possible for you to tell me
something about the automobile convoy
that is going to take me across the desert?"
"But of course," replied the official, "What
is it

you would

like to

know?"

"Well," said the editor, "I have been waitand the convoy has not
I was beginning to get worried."
"The King has said that the convoy will
appear. It will appear," replied the official.
ing for several days

appeared.

"What else would you like to know?"
"To tell you the truth, I was wondering
little bit,

just

when

it

a

would appear," said

the editor.

The official paused for
"You want to know when

several seconds.

it will appear?"
he asked.
"Yes," replied the editor. "Since you so

kindly inquire, that

would

like to

is

just exactly

what

I

know."

"A strange question," the official replied.
"I doubt whether anyone could answer it
but

I will try to

do

my

best.

Perhaps

it

will

come tomorrow. Or, then

again, perhaps
next week. That is, of course, God willing."
The convoy eventually appeared and took
the editor to his destination whence, in due
course, he reached London. Here, one evening, he stepped out of a hotel and asked the
doorman to call a cab.
"Yes, sir," the doorman said and vanished. Fifteen minutes later the doorman
reappeared. With him was a taxi which he
had run to earth. The editor got in and went
about his business which, in due course,
brought him to New York. Here he hailed a
taxi and gave the driver an address.
"Hell," said the driver, "You can get
there quicker on the subway. I'll run you to

Times Square."
Americans Scuttle Around

not regarded as valuable at all. The time
element, even where a long journey is involved is not merely unimportant. It is more
or less nonexistent. Indeed, it is just as natural for an Arab not to include the time element in his thinking as it is for an American
to include it. An Arab almost never hurries.
Regarding the American sense of time as
one extreme and the Arabian sense of time as
another, the countries of the world fall into
relative places on the scale. England's rating
is much closer to America's than it is to
Arabia's. Nonetheless, an English doorman
would be unlikely to suggest that the quickest way to get a taxi is to go out on the street
and hail one. He assumes, perhaps, that the
time saved is less important than the dignity
lost by such an action. Time may be important but decorum is more important. Everything in its proper place, the British feel.
One peculiarity about this sense of time is
that the standings which nations would have
on the basis of their senses of time might
closely resemble the standings they would
have on other less abstract bases, such as
Progress or per capita national income.
It would seem that the sense of time is
connected with the matter of competition. In
a country where people are competing in
lively fashion for earthly rewards, time represents an advantage in the game. Where there
is no chance of getting ahead in the world,
what is the sense of hurrying? One might as
well take it easy.
It would also seem then that the sense of
time is connected with the matter of religion.
Surely, if one regards life on earth as merely
is

a more or

less unsatisfactory preface to life
elsewhere, this makes a big difference. Competing for the crumbs of pleasure available
here would be, in fact, a waste of time. Possibly then, the Arabian's apparent disregard for
time is really a disregard only for earthly time.

Slightly Deeper

Water

the above three incidents have in
is that each concerns what might be
called a sense of time. To an American, it is
natural to consider time as an important factor in any operation. A taxi driver feels, unless otherwise advised, that his fare will want
to go wherever he wants to go as quickly as
possible. Americans in general seem to feel,
indeed, that time is their most precious
possession. They are always hurrying and
scurrying.
In Arabia, far from seeming precious, time

IS

ADJUSTABLE ONLY WITH CARE
this may be splitting hairs and
there are other points to be considered.
The fact is that this is a shrinking world

However,

in which, after all, the American sense of
time, as tangibly expressed in airplanes and
other contrivances, seems to be causing the

shrinking.

Now, of course, we all have good and sincere intentions when the war is over or even
before it is over of not infringing upon the
ways

of life currently

—

—

freedom of religion and freedom from want
are not to some degree, mutually exclusive.

preferred

by other

peoples. At the same time it seems that,
without any intention of doing so, we might
be so infringing by nothing more than the
tone of voice in which we ask for a menu or
the amount of man-hours which we allot in
estimating a job of work.

Big and Little Matters

We have on hand a world in which distances have dwindled to such a degree that
sorts of nations really must set about adall other sorts of nations. In the course of this process, are we to
assume, by and large, that the U. S. sense of
time is superior to others and that we should
induce its acceptance by example or otherwise? Or are we to assume that other nations
are entitled to their own currency in this
respect?
The tendency is to think that, in great
matters, each nation can follow its own
course whereas in small matters each will
learn from the other. But in fact small matters and great matters are inextricably tangled together. If you spread automobiles
around the world, you spread the U. S. sense
of time with them, because that is what
automobiles are about.
all

justing themselves to

The

would be one whereby

ideal situation

lively nations,

when conferring upon

leisure-

advantages associated with a
sharp sense of time, received in exchange the
more spiritual advantages associated with a

ly nations the

dreamy sense

The question of a sense of time arises for
the following reason. Outside of language, it
is the most striking, albeit not the best understood, differential between nations.
Now, while it is agreed that freedom of
religion and freedom from w ant
the latter
a tall order, to be sure are indispensable
human rights, no one has said anything
about the freedom of each nation to preserve its own sense of time.
Of course we are getting into fairly deep
water here. Even on the matter of the four
freedoms, one might wonder whether a nation in which religion tends to belittle earthly
prosperity should be expected to compete
for such prosperity; and whether, therefore,
r

What
common

TIME

OF

A SHRINKING WORLD THIS DIFFERENTIAL BETWEEN NATIONS

of time.

In order to hope for such an outcome,
however, it will be necessary to go about the
whole thing very carefully. High-pressure
experts in Washington, who are making
plans for feeding this one and that one, and
lively young
officials, still panting

AMG

after their course in

European management,

must get it into their heads that the whole
thing is not so simple as it seems. They must
pause, for a time, before undertaking to cure
the ills of the world, to study these ills, first
making sure that they are ills.
The object, after all, is to make this century the bright climax of the world's history,
when the whole planet achieves some sort
of unity, temporal and otherwise. In due
course, such a happy state of affairs might
be attained. That

is,

of course,

God

willing.

PICTURE OF THE WEEK
In the nightmure after Dunkirk, the British fearfully anticipated Nazi parachutists and Panzer
columns coming up the winding lanes of England.

Every last road sign was taken down and hidden.
Ever since, a stranger lias had a bad time finding
a street or even a town. Now the nightmare has

been officially declared over, for England has put
back its road signs. If there is to be an invasion
it is Great Britain that plans to do the invading.
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THE LANDING AT LA
Navy reveals details

of

that

craft

made

other

amphibious operations possibles

black hulks ranged along a beachhead have become

them. These were the vessels that have made most of

first is

the Anglo-American offensives possible.

The same

type of craft carried our men into Sicily and Italy,
into the Aleutians and the South Pacific islands east

New

Guinea. Though not one of these ships had
been built a month before IVnrI Harbor, an accelerated Navy construction program has produced thouof

sands of them for invasions

all

Australian trOOpS are loaded into an

over the world. Their

LST

for transportation to Lac.

the most familiar pattern

The most important
whose

in

World War

of this

II.

group are two ships
a few weeks ago. The

were secret until
(Landing Ship, Tank), 357 ft. long
and displacing .5. .500 tons. This is about the length of
a destroyer and the tonnage of an average freighter.
details

the

LST

is the LCI (Landing Craft. Infantry), 156
long, capable of carrying about 200 infantrymen.
Both are able to cross an ocean under their own powand have a shallow draft to permit them to beach,
unload men or armored vehicles and back olT safely.

The other

L

ft.

er

This

efficient

embarkation

in eastern New Guinea, the soldiers coming out of the jungles at prearranged spots to find the landing craft waiting for them. The I-ST's also took jeeps, trucks and

took place somewhere

34

and

it

troops charged across the palm-fringed
beach at the Japanese New Guinea base of Lae on
Sept. 4. they sprang from an armada of strange new
landing craft whose hows lined the shores behind

When Allied

On an LST that took part in the Lac attack was
LIFE Photographer Myron Davis, who watehed the*
troops being loaded, transported ami put ashore. Hca
followed the Australian soldiers into the jungle sur—

rounding Lae village and watched them hammer theo
few remaining Japs intosubmission. He photographed
every phase of the operation, including the Jap ain
counterattacks, the

movement of men and

supplies in-

land and the final occupation of the battered villages
of Lae. His pictures

on these and the following pagesc

are a complete documentation of the type of amphibious operations on which the Allied victory

depends

supplies aboard for the crushing attack. Although they were originally intended to

canx

hundreds of tons of tanks, they are just as useful with a load of smaller vehicles, fieldpieee:^:
When the IisT's and IXT's finished loading, they backed off and headed for Iwi

or troops.

LST 3t Sea U packed with Australian troop* resting about the deck for (he fight ahead. This view,
taken from above the bridge, gives n good idea of the landing ship's size and construction. Tarpaulins:
have been stretched along the sides to protect the men. One in center forward covers the elevator.

Running
is

.<r opens her wide bows to be ready to disembark men and vehicles when she
Thick vertical ramp behind the doors keeps the sea from flooding into the ship. When
will be dropped horizontally to permit the men to run acros.s it to shore.

in at Lae. the

hits the shore.

she

\

beached, the ramp

LST*S bridge

is

compact and

against low-flying

well protected

enemy planes which may

by

strafe

rapid-firing guns. These are useful
them while they are coming in or lyNavy or Coast Guard lieutenants.

ingat a beach. These ships are usually commanded by

TrOOpS OD elevator prepare to descend into bottom of LST. There they will line up in

ramp and go ashore when it is dropped. The plan of attack has been exthem by their officers and they have checked equipment for the last time.

space behind
plained to

CONTINUED ON NEXT PACE
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Landing at Lae

.continued

TrOOpS gO dOWIl ramp to a««emble. By now Japanese resUtancc, much feebler than had
been expected, has been overcome near shore and men are. preparing to move inland,

doors in LST's

Bombed LCI bums {fiercely on the beach after a Jap air attack. Landing craft are esbombing when stationary and engaged in unloading operations.

troops.

pecially vulnerable to

Heavy Supplies are Unloaded from an LCI (foreground) and
an LST. Steel matting is being placed over beach to provide

Australians Unload SUppHeS, which include boxes of ammunition and gasoline.

New Guinea

bow

is

village,

Waves

an American

soldier, reporting to jungle

To

left

of the piping

beach headquarters by walkie-talkie.

ones occupied by Japs, is now used as a loading base for V. S. and Australian
were able to beach at the village after Japs were driven out of area.

of landing craft

traction for vehicles, and now drums of oil and gasoline and
equipment to build roads and airfields are stacked in piles

near jungle's edge. Already, in this smooth-functioning operation,

empty

craft

have returned to their base for more cargo.

Landing at Lae

Jltngle OutpOSt

man

is

bring given

continued

mimed
first

at work after the airraid. Note
Japanese Zeros went back and forth at treetop level,
Davis describes his sensations when caught in such an

by tough Australians, already hard

aid. In this area,

strafing haphazardly, Photographer

Jeeps run along a makeshift road hrough the fields outside of Lae village. Bulldozers have not
had time tO level the ground for stream of wheeled traffic. But the Australians kept the jeeps
and trucks heading toward the jungle front. Davis, who stopped for some tea at a small truck
t

38

my tin helmet. 1 threw myself
whole body under that one ridiculously inseI never hud before."

attack as "ripping the mosquito net in n frenzy and grabbing
into the

bush and lay

cure helmet.

I

in terror.

I

tried to put

was surprised that

I

trail, writes: "Until one gets into such a place under such
how welcome such nourishment is, even if it is made
and contains leaves and insects that have fallen into the bucket."

detachment hidden alongside the
conditions,

from

it

muddy

is

impossible to realize

river water

my

could pick myself up and swear like

Antiaircraft gun,

mounted near native shuck*

close to the village of LaCt

is

manned hy an Australian

They have just finished Bring at a Jap bomber and are ready to go into art ion again if it comes
back. Preponderance of Allied troops w ho landed at and captured Ijic were hard-fighting Australians.
crew.

R 03 d

tO 1.36

sec

in

it

is

covered with steel mats by

the jungle,

made

IT.

S.

a point of flying low

Engineers as the attack progresses. Japs,

and

strafing

men working on

it.

who could

These nuisance raids

only interrupted progress for a time, the Engineers went right back and soon had the job completed.

Bomb
on

Crater,

made by a Jap SOO-pounder, is examined by Australians. Soldiers lay flat
muck alongside Photographer Davis when Japs dropped botnbt. Oth-

their faces in

ers,

not so fortunate, were killed in same attack and buried in crater where they lay.

Bulldozer, run

by an American, widens the road

not hear Jap planes because of their
Australians,

who

took

all sorts

own

to Headquarters.

motors, worked until

These drivers could

bombs began

of chances, thought they were the bravest

to

fall.

men

CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE
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A dead Australian from the burning LCI in background is laid reverently on (he beach to which
he was carried from his stricken ship. The explosion of the bomb, which set his craft ablaze,
killed him instantly. Those soldiers who were wounded in the jungle fighting were carried by

40

stretcher back to the landing craft which returned to

an advance base and transferred them

to

a hospital ship. The few men killed in the Ijie attack, victims of bombing or picked off by Japsnipers, were buried by the trail where they fell. Plain while crosses mark their graves.
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ENJOY FHE IIVEIY FIAVOR
OF HEALTHFUL TOMAFOES
the soup that most people like best

In

Sit

down

brimming bowl of this
bright, tempting soup. Sniff the fragrant
wisp of steam that rises. Dip in your
spoon and feast on the tempting taste
to a

of sun-ripened tomatoes, deftly seasoned
to point

up the

delicious flavor.

a puree so rich and smooth, it's become
the soup that most people like best.

These days, when energy is needed
more than ever, women everywhere are
rounding out their wartime meals with
Campbell's Tomato Soup
it's so rich
with precious tomato nourishment, so
satisfying to the appetite. Why not ask
your grocer tomorrow for several cans.
.

Campbell's take

By

raking leaves
I earn a dime,
And with it buy
War stamps each time.

grown
the land— and

fine, specially

tomatoes— the finest in
blend them with fine table butter into

.

.

TOMATO SOUP

SALVAGE TIN TO WIN

!

It will

mean more

tin for

canned foods and

lor

war materials. Save every can you open. Remove

label,

then wash, told

In

both ends and flatten. Turn over to your local Salvage Committee.

IADY, LADY — read these savory new recipes! They're outj of-this-world. Moreover, they show you how to "extend" the lives of such tasty, farm-fresh Peas as you've
never known.
Birds Eye Peas are picked at peak perfection. Then the
tenderest are whisked through the Quick-Freezer. This captures

ALL

the delicious, country-fresh flavor.

They're WORK-FREE, shelled and washed, ready to
cook! And
WASTE! One box of Birds Eye equals 2 lbs.
of market peas. Compare prices, and ration points, too
then make them go farther in these marvelous recipes!
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BIRDS EYE GROCER
and vegetables all
of Birds Eye Foods
if he happens

YOUR

fruits
ties

Forces. So,

—

carries a wide variety of
But large quantihave gone to our Armed
to be out of one vegetable

delicious!

you want on a certain day

MARK

— fry another!

THIS WELL! All quick-frozen foods are nor
Birds Eye. To protect yourself against possible disappointment, look for the Birds Eye on the store

window and the package! P.S. Birds Eye Foods
MUST SATISFY— or you get your MONEY BACK!
UNCLE SAM says: "For health, eat some food from
each of these 7 basic groups daily!" 1. Green &
Yellow Vegetables.
3.

Potatoes

Oranges, Tomatoes, Grapefruit.
Vegetables & Fruits. 4. Milk &
Poultry, Fish&Eggs. 6. Bread,
Butter & Fortified Margarine.

2.

& other

Milk Products.

5. Meat,

&

7.

Flour

Cereals.
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AL DEXTER PLAYS AND SINGS HIS HIT SONG. "PISTOL PACKIN' MAMA," WHILE BEING FITTED FOR ONE OF TRICK COWBOY SUITS HE HAS BEEN BUYING SINCE SONG CLICKED

"PISTOL
periodically the American songhag
I

is

fattened by a

tune that finally becomes a national scourge. Yes,

We Have So Bananas (1933), // Ain't (lonna Rain
No More (1933), The Music does Hound and Hound
(1933) were cases in point.

By

last

week a raucous

item called Pistol Packin" Mama gave promise
of joining that obnoxious group. Like them, it is
naive, folksy and almost completely devoid of meanlittle

ing. Its

line is simple and its lyric rowdy and,
monotonously tautological {see next page).

melodic

of course,

PAC K

Pistol Packhi'

Mama

H*
I

was written by a

MAMA"
tall,

shy,

chinless plainsman

named Al Dexter, who was Iwrn

Albert Pomdcxtcr

in Jacksonville.

With

Texas, 41 years

yippy hillbilly six-piece hand he recorded it forOkch. Since last March, when the record
was released, it has sold almost 1,000,000 copies and
ago.

his

has yet to reach

its

peak. Sheet sales: 300,000.

Last week, with the

lifting of

the Petrillo-imposcd

ban on recording activities, Pistol Packin Mama
promised to become even more of a national earache

than it is at the moment. It was the first tunc recorded for Decca by Bing Crosby, the U. S.'s top juke-

box

favorite.

Curiously enough. Pistol Packin*

Mama

did not

make

the Lucky Strike Hit Parade on the Columbia
network until last Saturday night, and then only as
No. 9. Whether the delay was due to the sponsor's
dislike of the tune or a suspicion that Frank Sinatra
could not sing it, was not known. Nevertheless, publishers of the song arc at present suing the program.

CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE
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"Pistol Packin'

Mama"

(continued)

OLAF

HAS BROUGHT ITS SINGERS FAME

IT

is already famous because of I'istnl Packin' Mama, a tune which
of Windsor hummed during his recent visit to Washingweek when lie dropped into Hollywood's My Blue Heaven night
club, Dexter found the Sherrell sisters singing his song. He got up and
joined their performance (above and below). Doris Sherrell (brunette) is the
wife of Gene Austin (at piano) who owns the night club. Dc .ter's song:

Al

Dexter

the

Duke

ton. Last

Drinkin _heer in a cabaret,

And was

/ harin'fiml

Until one night she caught

And now I'm

me

right.

on the run.

Chorus:
Lay
Lag

that pistol

that pistol dtnrn,

Pistol

Lag

down. Babe,

9
Packin Mama,
dotml

that pistol

She kicked out my windshield.
She hit me over the head.
She cussed and cried, and said I'd
And wished that I was dead.
Drinkin

And

t>eer

lied.

in a cabaret.

dancing with a blonde,

I'ntil

one night she shot out the

light,

—

Hang! That blonde was gone.
REPRINTED IT PERMISSION OF THE COPYRIGHT OWNER EDWIN
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No

it

hasn't quite

come

•

to this at the

Sutler Hotels.
But, more and more, we arc finding it difficult to accommodate guests who fail to make
reservations in

come

hasn't quite

advance— well

in advance.

And the war has brought other problems, too.

L E —
R

-^~>

H

to this yet, but.

C

'

For example, the manpower shortage and Uncle
Sam's call to many Statlcr employees mean that
you may sometimes wait a little longer for your
dinner to be brought to your table.

Your laundry may take longer to get than usual.
The suit you send to Valet Service for pressing may
be a

little

While certain inconveniences are unavoidable in
wartime, the really important Statler services will
l>c

.

.

.

.

.

relaxation, needed even in wartime.

slower in coming back.

We are all doing our best to give you the finest
possible under difficult conditions. The
newer members of our staff are being trained as
quickly as possible— and they arc doing a splendid job.

YOUR DOLLARS ARE URGENTLY
NEEDED FOR U. S. WAR BONDS

HOTEIS STATLER IN

BOSTON $3.85
DETROIT $3.00

comfortable rooms with their

beds
delicious meals, just as fine as skillful chefs can devise under fotxl rationing
restful

service

STATLER
HOTELS

— the

maintained

famous

BUFFALO $3.30
ST.

LOWS

$2.75

STATLER OPERATED

CLEVELAND $3.00

WASHINGTON

HOTEL PENNSYLVANIA $3.85

$4.50

ftatoi

NEW YORK

HOTEL WILLIAM PENN $3.85
PITTSBURGH

B*sjn At Pnzet Shown
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"I'M GOING TO GET LIT-UP"
In

Tendon

last

month

.1.

B. Priestly devoted one of his weekly broadcasts
I'm Going to Get lot-Up When the Lights Go

I to expressing disapproval of

No. 1 song bit. But his fears over posttipsiness served merely to increase business at the Prince of Wales
Theatre where pretty Zoe Gail {above and below) covers up her neat legs
with trousers and iu a strong, shrill voice announces firmly

Up

in Ixindon. the British capital's

war

When

the nations lose their war-sense,

and

bark

the world gels

its

horse-setise,

What a day for

celebration that will be.

When somebody
lights

shouts

"The

figlii's

upl" and "It's time

to

put the

up!"

Then

the first thing to be lit-up will be me.

CHORUS:
I'm going to get lit-up when the lights go up in London
I'm going to get lit-up as I re never been before
You will find me on the tiles, you will find me wreathed in smiles
I'm going to get so lit-up I'll be risible for miles.
The city will sit up when the lights go up in London
We'll all be lit-up as the Strand was only more, muck more,

A
A

regular flare-up when they light Trafalgar Square up,
regular sight to open Xelson's other eye.
the dag ami through the night.

Through

be prepared

Signal beacons they will

"England

for

any weather
in

If/
MM All

4

smart.

.

1

i

this

light,

day expects

the nation to be tight."

I'm going to get positively permanently pie-eyed.
The day we finally exterminate the Huns, Huns, Huns,
There'll be joy and there'll be laughter,

And
For

there'll

be no

Homing

After,

we'll all be drunl; for tnuns

O

and muns and muns.

tlO BY FETEt HAUKICC INC. FT FEIMtSStOM OF SHAFIR0.

KFHSTEIN

ft

CO.. IMC.

yet these
Fall showers can't take you by surprise in a Rainfair Storm Coat ...
coats are so expertly tailored you feel right, and look right, even when the

famous

sun

shining! Both civilian and military Rainfairs are

is

styled to assure'"fair weather" smartness and

weather. You"ll find too, that a Rainfair

But, remember, this year military needs

with civilian models now.
t.g.nt
rain.

.

.

.

The

We

fit.

come

made

of quality fabrics

..and showerproofed to take wet

Storm Coat

will take plenty of wear!

first.

suggest, however, that

Rainfair dealers are supplied

you see them soon.

wool covert Slorm Coat showerproofed to make you shine in the
Rainfair quality and styling. Sleeve and deep yoke lining ol rayon, (also

21.50 a superior part

very finest

in part wool gabardine at 19.50.)

21.00 officer's type showerproofed Storm Coat made from the famous
lock l« twill commando
Coats 14.50 to 24.50.
Skinner's Tackle Twill', in Ian shade. Oilier officer type gabardine Trench
.

.

.

shine in any
loday for illustrated booklet of Rainfair Storm Coals that make you
R EC. U. 5. Ml. OFF.
Wisconsin.
weather... Address: Chicago Rubber Clothing Company, Racine,
fr.e: writ*

smart as a topcoat

.

.

.

and ready

for rain

1

Price,

-ligliil)

higher West of the Rookie*
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ABOUT V ITAIV1 INS AND MINERALS

3 Average-Good Meals + 2 Glasses
of Ovaltine Give the Normal Person
All the I 'xtra Vitamins and Minerals

He Can Use
Millions of people know how important it is to
take extra vitamins and minerals every day. So
we want to emphasize this point: Ovaltine is one
of the richest sources of vitamins and minerals
in the world.

In fact, if you just drink 2 glasses of Ovaltine
a day and eat three average-good meals includ-

fruit juice
you get all the vitamins and minyou need. All you can profitably use according to experts — unless you're really sick and
should be under a doctor's care.

erals

So why worry about vitamins and minerals?
Rely on Ovaltine to give you all the extra vitamins
and minerals you can use along with its many
other well-known benefits. Just follow this recipe

—

for better health

i

I-

.

.

WARNING-

.

Authorities say you

can't completely trust

3

—

•?>.

—

ing

•i

GOOD MEALS A DAY + OVALTINE
NIGHT AND MORNING

s.*::

itY*J

Ut >

> a

..

—

-.

"good" meals

to supply all the vitamins

and minerals you need for health — even with careful mealplanning — because shipping, storing, cooking reduce vitaminmineral values of food. Today's food shortages make it more
important to rely on Ovaltine for extra vitamins and minerals.

Copyrijf ted
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Somebody has to
'e(p em movmg
99

MILITARY

men

long ago learned

it isn't the size of an army
number of weapons that counts
in battle, so much as the total of "effectives" available, among both men and

that

or the

izations at

the

armed

home,

it

has cooperated with

forces in setting up a network

of training schools where soldiers and
sailors learn how to service GM-huilt
war goods, and teach others to do

machines.

likewise.

So one of the major problems in winning victory is keeping complex battle
equipment in good functioning trim
despite inevitable damage and the toll

Thus General Motors

of constant and grueling service.

At the start of the war, General Motors
had a world-wide parts distribution
system covering more than 100 coun-

help "keep 'em

servicing and good parts.

And by

to

applying the lessons learned
efficient car-servicing

in

organ-

prod-

skillful

This illustrates the process by which
General Motors "know-how " keeps its
products up to Army and Navy standards and requirements, not only as to
manufacture, but as

developing

its

moving" with

Amplifying this with new and improved methods of parts handling, it
has placed invaluable help and experience at the command of the Army and
Navy in keeping remote battle fronts
supplied with vital replacement parts.
tries.

follows

uct virtually to the very front lines to

to

operation in the

part of a wartime policy aimed
at producing the most war goods of the
highest merit with the most efficient use
field. It is

of available materials.

From

such policy comes not only aid

speedier victory, but assurance of

fresh progress once victory

is

won.

General Motors
"VICTORY

IS

OUR BUSINESS"
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1.

Swell for
WHEN WILL THE

Baby

WAR

BE OVER?

Home bay five months.
\J five years.
But this much

is

Some say

You

certain.

—

a woman can hurry the end of this
war. You can bring our boys home
sooner. By taking a w ar job now.

2.

Grand

Here is why yon are needed so urHere is what you are needed

gently.

for

to do:

This

fighting

fall, ovir

men

total almost eleven million.

will

These

dishes

men have

all left

jobs behind. Jobs

in stores, hotels, restaurants,

3.

banks,

hospitals, laundries, transportation,

Fine for

communications
America going.

— jobs

that keep

There are not enough men
at

Duds

home

to

fill

these jobs,

and

left

they

must be filled.

American commube hampered in many
Our war production
bound to lag. The flow of vital
war materials will slow down. And
If they're not,

4.Perfeet for

nities will

serious ways.
is

our chances for a quick victory will

You

suffer.

It's

up

to

women

to step in

and

keep America going at top speed.

Lady,

it's

up

to you.

For jobs open
niiy,

in

your commu*

look through the Want

Ad

section of your local newspaper.

Or

ployment Service

SWAN
4 SWELL SOAPS Wl

convenient sixes

TUNE IN: Burns and Allen

•

CBS

•

Tuesday nights

WOMEN AT WORK
THE SOONER
WE'LL WIN

U.

office

THE MORE
Two

— Large and Regular

IS

see your local

S.

Em-

— today.

MOViES

MERLE

0 Br

HON PLAYS MUSIC-HALL ENTERTAINER

IN

-THE LODGER."

MOVIE

Klrrlr Obcron

ADAPTED FROM MARIE BELLOC LOWNDES' FAMOUS MYSTERY NOVEL ABOUT JACK THE RIPPER

IS

is

a

When

Lady both on

the screen ami in

Jit

Her Prod ucer-Husbond Alexander

legs,

THE LADY DANCES

Korda was knighted by King (icorge in lif-W slie .«came Lady Korda. In I!Ki8 she was "The Lady" in
the movie The Con-Inn/ and The Ladi/. Her entire ca-

Her

Merle Oberon does the cancan

reer has been loaded with

111 real

life.

flour-length dresses

ner

showing her legs for

first

time

(W ui'tier in g

vate Life of

"lady" films that deal with

and sultry looks in a period manKing Henry )'IIf, The Pri-

Heights,

Don J nan. The

Scarlet Pimpernel).

none of these movies has she ever shown her
done anything fancier than ballroom dancing.
singing has been limited to her friends.

Now,

in

20th Century-Fox's The Lodger, she plays part of a
music-hall entertainer, not only sings and dances but
shows her legs (xee above). To dance Parisian Trot,
a version of the cancan. Miss (Micron dons a milled

costume, twirls a parasol,
Onset she has won a new

lifts

her skirts to her head.

title:

(iypsy Hose Korda.

CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE
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(continued)

THIS CIGARETTE

RECOGNIZED
by medical authorities—

PROVED
to

less irritating

nose and throat

authoritative medical journal —

WHEN SMOKERS CHANGED
TO PHILIP MORRIS, EVERY
CASE OF IRRITATION OF NOSE
OR THROAT -DUE TO SMOKING -EITHER CLEARED UP
COMPLETELY, OR DEFINITELY

Merle OberOn'S COStlime eon-Uts

show

IMPROVED!

itcd skirt

ERE'S the proof—from clinical

H

tests

with

men and women

smokers. The findings by distin-

guished doctors — reported

that:

in

an

with spangles.

It.

<>f

:)

lighL-fUtiiiff

ImmMcc without -Imp- and u ruf-

looks like n Spani>h dancer's costume turned inside out.

finer-flavored —
and finer in every

way

.

.

.

America's

FINEST cigarette!
Try

E

X

T R

it

*

BONOS
BUY MORE
TO tOSS

tier Skirt

for four neck*.

properly

The dance

in \\u-

cancan number Merle Ohcron relieaned every day
and many leg mounts.

.sequence included lio high kicks

CONTINUED ON PAGE
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TRIBUTE

AMERICA'S RAD

INDUSTRY

WORKING TOGETHER FOR VICTORY

,

Wt W°" lD

RO U«°

....Radio Brings

Sidewalks

the

Sure enough, that's a

of

Them
Home

New York

announcer giving
the football scores! And there's no mistaking that hot
music it's a famous Chicago "name" band. And
that comedian from Hollywood
why, he's the same
zany who kept them in stitches every week back home.

—

—

American radio manufacturers have supplied sturdy
little short-wave sets that bring America to any part

And that's been a big factor in the skyhigh morale of our fighting men overseas.
of the globe.

Every day, the radio manufacturers of the United
making huge deliveries of military radio
equipment to speed the day of victory. Their war production experience, added to their manufacturing skill,
is effecting important technical advances
improvements that will bring you far better radio products
States are

—

when

the days of fighting are over.

Your purchase of War Bonds
fighting

men

will help supply American
with the world's finest equipment.

RCA

science smashes at the axis in
Laboratories, working unceasingly in radio-electronic research. Proud of
the privilege of serving America's great radio industry
in its united war against the Axis,
will continue
to make the fruits of its basic research available to

RCA

American makers of radio equipment. This will help
American manufacturers to provide finer radioelectronic products and services to a world at peace.

R CA Laboratories %
A

SERVICE OF RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA
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The Lady Dances

HOLLYWOOD
Movie

audiences

will l>e further

who

(continued)

IS

FULL OF SURPRISES

Lady Korda doing the cancan
shocked when they see Warner Bros. Thank Your Lucky
dramatic actresses sing swing
are surprised to find

Star*. In this all-the-stars-on-the-lot musical,

songs, actors

who

are usually seen in blood-and-sweat

war movies do

light-

stepping vaudeville routines, and dashing lovers sing barroom ballads.

High iKiint in this reversal of form is Bettc Davis singing They're Either
Too Young Or Too Old and dancing a back-breaking jitterbug routine.

Any

color so long as

Red!

it's

Red... it's wonderful. Put a red hat on a

and you

see her chin

lift.

It's

better,

wondered

is

the one he picks.

things like red. ..or a fresh shave. ..or a

perfect-fitting suit that

When

woman

Strew a dozen neckties

before a man, and the one with the red

if

make people

feel better

and work

because they look better.

restrictions

were

laid

first

down on

rubber,

girdles were considered essentials.

women

The government

quickly recognized that foundation

garments were important
Today, foundations are made

to health

in the

and morale.

new ways,

of new materials. You'll have to
pick more carefully... getting those that
will

do the most

for you...

Munsingwcar

thai will last longer.

"Fnundelles" are quality.

You

buy

can't

better than vou'll

famous

find in this
tr\

line.

See them,

them, at better corset departments.

For figures from 14

to 40.

1TOMEX ARE HEEDED
Eon An PRODUCTION AND
NECESSARY CIVILIAN SERVICE
APPLY TO
It

LOt

1/

t

SITED STATES

employmeni service for information

ERROL FLYNN SINGS A BALLAD CALLED "THAT'S WHAT YOU JOLLY WELL GET"

MUNSINGWEAR

FINE FOUNDATION GARMENTS
ALSO I'NUKHWEAR
BLEEP INC WEAK, HOSIERY
H

1

NMNGWEAK,

INC.

MINNEAPOLIS - JiET YOKK
CHICAGO • LOS ANGELES

OLIVIA DC HAVILLAND (Lin) AND IDA LUPIHO (RIGHT) SWING "THE DREAMER"
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At

birth,

your baby
But

FROM NOW

ON— THE OTHER

LONG as your baby growing sturdily and
AS gaining
properly, there's no need to worry
is

-

over the fact that, in wartime, your overworked
doctor cannot give him as much time and attention as usual. It simply means that now, more
than ever, it is your duty to keep your baby well.

What

if

What

the "other fellow's cold" can be serious
is

just

an ordinary cold for an older child

or for an adult

may be

passed on to your

little

when it is
The great majority

really serious

baby.

of fatal illnesses of infants and young children

are caused by respiratory infections and their
resulting complicciions.

The best way to protect your baby from the
"other fellow's" cold is to see that absolutely
no one with any kind of cold or nasal irritation is
ever allowed in hia
room. But what if
you get a cold?

—

"pre-uar" attention

IS

as being fingerprinted in the hospital.

HIS GREATEST

it is

DANGER

on a protective mask

impossible to keep your baby isolated
vou should insist on a

a person with a cold

—

Wear it, ifyou hare a

cold,

when-

ever you nurse or bathe or do anything for your

baby

.

has to

.

anyone else with a cold who
be with your baby does the same.
.

and

see that

—

Easy

to

make

of tissue

If you do not have a supply of standard hospital masks
on hand, you can quickly make an emergency mask
of tissue yourself. Simplv take two thicknesses of
ScotTissue, cover the nose and mouth and secure at
the hack of the head with an ordinarv pin.

Clinical tests show that two thicknesses of ScotTissue effectively trap the germs and greatly lessen
the danger of contagion.

No other single duty to your child is more important
than the prevention of respiratory infection.

—

• A
Soft, Strong

— such

very difficult to get hold of a doctor or nurse—just uhen you need them.

it

FELLOWS COLD

protective mask.

Why

may find

—

Insist

from

uill still receive every

you

you are ill and the baby's grandmother
and she has a cold?

has to help

Where

later

Bathroom Tissue

The

for

Baby and Family

correct choice of a toilet tissue for your child is important, too. It
should he soft enough for comfort yet strong enough for thorough cleansing. ScotTissue has both these qualities
you will find it is soft and "nice"
to use even against the face as an emergency mask. And with 1000 sheets to
every roll, it is also an economical tissue for the whole family.
.

.

.

—

ScotTissue emergency mask shown above has two practical
merits. It is used only once and is instantly disposable. If you stick
to the "Mask For a Colli" Rule your family and friends will soon
get used to it. When you explain its importance they cannot object.

—

FREE
write for 32-pacc booklet "Helpful Wartime Suggestions on
Mother & Baby Cure.' Authoritative information on Supplies for
Emergency Use, Rest After Birth, Advantages of Nursing Your Babyi
Useof the Mask,Time-Saving Schedules, Bathroom Habits. Address the
Scott Paper Co., Dept. 35, Chester, Pa.
"SWUM "s«.u.s. ru.cn.
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IS*

TIMELY AIDS TO GOOD, OLD-FASHIONED

SEASIDE AIRPORT

USED BY TRANSPORT PLANES WHICH UNLOAD NEAR DEPOT

IS

MODELS

LEE

P

take the important principles of supply out of the dry atmosphere of
so that they

may

Ik-

more

easily understood, the Quarter-

the Held. Simulating the shoreline and terrain stretching from a mythical

port of debarkation to the front

lines,

long by 40

ft.

ft.

with his class, pointing out exactly

men

and

at the front.

air trans(>ort that

An

the model

wide.

Over

it

is

built of concrete

and

an instructor can move
supply depot is

why a camouflaged

placed where the terrain helps to hide
of road, rail

it

and explaining the complex mesh

keeps food and ammunition moving to

hour's tour of the model*

made on plutforms

that bor-

worth months spent listening to lectures indoors.
is a marvel of accurate detail. To build it, earth was first
firm, then gravel and concrete were poured over the
contours. Sections of earth were left to plant forests of miniature trees and
der

it. is

The model

shaped and pounded
the

web

of streams

and

rivers act as

buildings, ships, vehicles, trains

on a scale of \± inch to the
size.

The

help modern hostesses provide

much appreciated.

of operations simplifies logistics

master School at Camp Lee, Ya. has constructed a gigantic outdoor model
on which is portrayed every problem that men of its corps might meet in

covers an area 250

These developments of Socony-Vacuum Laboratories

the Old-Fashioned Hospitality so

Mock theater
Tothe classroom

rasa

and

a natural drainage system. All of the
figures on the model are constructed

foot, so that everything

trains that serve the supply depots run

on

is

l/48th of

its

actual

tavern liquid
and linoleum

for all

wood

floors, Venetian blinds,
enamel. Easily polished. Resists waterspotting. Also in Tavern Paste Wax form.

—

Ready to use.
TAVERN PAINT CLEANER
Smudges and dirt quickly vanish. Noncaustic. non-inflammable. Will not harm
hands

or dull lustre of painted surfaces.

—

tavern furniture gloss Removes dirt
and grime from furniture and woodwork.
Leaves a protective, lustrous finish which
will

not attract or hold dust.

tavern candles — Come
shades and sizes. These

in

a variety of

beautifully ta-

pered, hand-dipped candles burn evenly
without fume or flicker.

TAVERN NON-RUB WAX • TAVERN RUG
• TAVERN WINDOW CLEANER • TAVERN
• TAVERN LEATHER PRESERVER
TAVERN PARASEAl WAX OR PAROWAX
TAVERN ELECTRIC MOTOR Oil

ALSO:

CLEANER

LUSTRE CLOTH

real steel tracks, care-

on individual ties and powered by current carried by a brass
mounted at the side of the track. Even the look of the landscape as it
moves in from the coastline to the fighting zone has been kept realistic. In

wax — Ideal

fully laid
rail

the

first

sections are

many

plots of carefully reproduced farmland but as

the model comes closer to the front the land becomes more rugged. In this
section,

dead

trees

and

shell holes indicate protracted fighting.

very front, small tanksand self-propelled gunsare locked

TWO SMALL MOCK TUGS WARP MODEL

in

And

at the

mortal combat.

m

Ask

lor

Tavem Candles

and Tavem

Home

Products

at your favorite store

SHIP OUT OF OEBARKAT ION-PORT DOCK

This quaint countryside scene appears on atl packages of

BY

Tavem Home

Products

SOCONY-VACUUM
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Camp Lee Models

Brig. General

George

A.

^continued)

Horkan, commandant

students in the miniature regulating station.

The beauty of
tailored collar.

a

Manhattan Shirt

A Manhattan

from every angle.

It

your neck from front
is Si/.e-fixt to stay

your

Man-formed

mam
If you
I

58

have any

school, point* out details to O. c. s.
this rail classification yard, trains

perfertly

Shirt collar looks right

follows the precise curve of

hack. Every Manhattan

to

size for

keeps and

to flatter

Wear Manhattan

MLfi"

is its

»>r

From

1

ics

difficulty obtaining

your

figure.

with Manhattan Shirts

Manhattan

Shirts.

Inquire at your favorite store again; shipments are

pfeaM be

made

patient.

i-equeittly.

Salvage depot
trucks bring

a major repair pofal located in main base section near docks. Here
salvageable material from the front where it is repaired and reissued.

is

nil

are broken

up and reformed

ther along,

oil will

in smnll

uniU to carry supplies nearer the

front. Far-

be taken from tank cars and put into microscopic five-gallon cans.

Dummy depot, with real rail line, Li located near real advance depot to throw off enemy reconnaissance. Even the model trucks here are fakes or purposely disabled ones.
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Snowplows
A year or so ago, air-minded men used
Only
about hauling tons of freight by
to
talk

air

— someday.
Today they

are doing

it.

thing our world-based fighting

have included medical supplies to North Africa,
27 hours — bomb fuses to Britain, 17 hours — aircraft engines to China, 37 hours — blood plasma to

— mail

to

hours— ammunition to India, 4i hours
Iceland, / 3 hours — precision tools to

Russia,

--/

hours.

Australia, 35

The great planes of the Air Transport Command
are flying the global skyways with tons of every-

— even snowplows

in the sky

men need

so badly

The whole

story of the magnificent job these

their desti-

Cargoes flown, with destinations and flying time,

these trans-oceanic fliers are making
schedules — not headlines. It's a routine job to

in half for

nation.

Of leu

that spot

is

halfuay around the world.

But to Air Transport Command pilots, no spot
on earth is more than 60 hours' flying time from
"somewhere in the U.S.A."
from which they operate.
the military airports

airmen are doii.g cannot be told until after the war.
tell it now — even if we could — would endanger
the lives of men and reveal military strategy.

for blizzard-locked Alaskan air-

and complete gasoline trucks, cut
shipment and welded together again at

ports,

them — flying each high-priority cargo to the spot
where it will do us good and the Axis harm.

To

Today

On
lantic

fheir timetables these pilots clock off the At-

and the broad

Pacific like

locomotive engi-

neers. One Liberator Express was in the air only 33
hours and 27 minutes from the time it left Australia

until

it

came down

in California.

Another flew from

CONSOLIDATED VULTEE AIRCRAFT
60
aterial

Newfoundland to Britain in 372 minutes. And
a pilot on the New York-Lisbon run recently
made 12 crossings in 13 days.
So it's too late, now, to wonder when the
Air Age will come.

And

it's still

It's

already here.

too early for rash speculation

about what the postwar years of the Air Age
will be like.

Our

job today

is

to

QUICK FACTS FOR AIR-MINDED READERS
10 planes on hour — //
craft manufacturers are

is estimated that U. S. airnow turning out planes at
I plane every 6 minutes, around the
day of the month.

a rate of about
clock, every

win the war
worth

so that there will be a postwar world
living in.

But the impact of air supremacy in win-

ning

this global

war points more

clearly, every

day, to this fact:

When

Victory has been won, air power, in

the hands of the freedom-loving nations of
this

60-hour-wide world, can well become "the

strong right arm of peace."

The danger of ice formations on airplane wings has
been completely overcome, according to a stateM. GIRDLER, Chairman of the
ment by
Board, Consolidated Vultee Aircraft Corp. This
feat is accomplished by a new thermal anti-icer,
pioneered by the N.A.C.A. and perfected by Consolidated Vultee. Hot exhaust gases now are used
to keep all leading edges of plane at a temperature

TOM

well

above freezing when icing conditions are

encountered.

here tomorrow!" — This 33-ton, 4engine Coronado, shown here on the take-off, has
a range of over 3300 miles — can remain aloft a

"Gone today,

whole day

at a time.

Designed and built by Con-

solidated Vultee, this giant Navy patrol bomber
also in service as a cargo transport plane.
•

Teamwork

for victory— Consolidated Vultee

was

•

the

to build multi-ton bombers in volume production
on a moving assembly line. To help maintain Allied
air supremacy, the Consolidated-designed Liberator
bomber is also being built by Ford, Douglas, and
North American.

first

Note

to

This

is

plane
the

for U. S.

spotters

new

60%

—

insignia

Army planes. The

change provides
at

is

•

visibility

greater range,

and

overcomes confusion between our former insignia
and the insignia used by Axis planes.
To speed production, more
tractors

and suppliers,

than

10,000

in cities all

subcon-

over the U.

S. }

are working to provide subassemblies, parts, and
materials for the planes being built in the Con-

Our

old

maps do not always give

us a true pic-

new "aviation" geography. If a
Liberator Express pilot tried to chart a Washington-Chungking "great-circle" route on a
Mercator projection (above), he would find
that it disappeared off the lop of the map!

T*NT MOJCCTION CINTf H(0 ON WASHING TOM.

is

more

Tomorrow's fledglings — Elementary aeronautics is
now being taught to students in more than 14,000
American high schools.

from your

local

airport

0. C

enable us to show great-circle

like this

airline routes

spot on earth

than 60 hours' flying time

ture of the

Mops

No

solidated Vultee plants.

from Washington

to

any spot on

the globe as a straight line. Such a map can be
drawn so that it is centered on your home town

or any

city.

CONSOLIDATED VULTEE
AIRCRAFT CORPORATION
Son Diego,

New

Calif. •

Orleans.

Louitville, Ky.

Member,

Vultee

La

Allentown, Pa.

•

*

Field. Calif. • Fort

Nashville,

Tucson,
*

Arii.

Term
•

Aircraft

War

LIBERATOR

VALIANT

•

Worth, Texat

Wayne, Mich.

Eliiabeth City, N. C.

Dearborn, Mich.

•

Miami,

Fla.

war paint — Before TJberator bombers go to war, they are camouflaged and fitted with special equiphite-bellied Liberators move down
ment for the combat area where they will be operating. Above:
an assembly line in a modification plant.

In their

W

'

Production Council

(4-engine

(basic trainer)

— CORONADO, CATALINA, (patrol bombers) — LIBERATOR EXPRESS (transport) —
— VENGEANCE (dive bomber) — SENTINEL ("Flying Jeep") — RELIANT (navigational trainer)

bomber)
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AN ALBUM OF

CHINESE PAINTINGS
by WILDER
great British Orientalist, Arthur Waley, tells a lively Chinese tale of a man who was fond of dragons. "He was always
talking about them and had them painted all over the walls

The

HOBSON
may

obtain knowledge of the Absolute. With such intense purposes
they climbed into the mountains and, whatever their mystical ex-

periences, they brought back landscapes of ravishing detail

and

all,' he said, 'there is nothing pleasantcr to
grandeur of design. (The Chinese word for landscape means, literally,
look at than a dragon.' One day a huge, shiny, slimy paw flopped
"mountains and waters.") It hasoften been felt that such works,
onto his window sill; soon a green and golden scaly face reared itanything but imitations of the mountain scene, evoke the moods
of nature more powerfully than the most realistic artistry.
self up at the window and grinned a dank greeting. Tzii-kao, the
lover of dragons, was beside himself with terror. He fled shrieking
The basis of Chinese painting technique is Chinese calligraphy—
to the hall where he tripped over the oozing, slithery tail which the
the brush writing of the Chinese language. Ever since its highest
monster had thrust in friendly salutation through the doorway of
period in the 3rd and 4th Centuries, brushmanship has been rethe house. The story is told as a warning against insincere engarded by the Chinese as a fine art— perhaps an even finer art than
thusiasms."
painting or sculpture. As Waley suggests: "In the West writing is a
convenience; in the East it is almost a religion." Chinese students
A sincere enthusiasm for Chinese painting is, for most people,
easy to come by. The great works themselves are among the
recognize, and often can imitate, the styles of the great calligraacknowledged glories of art. Their charm, if not their enduring
phers as Occidental music students recognize the styles of Haydn
strength, is at once apparent. Moreover, for over 4,000 years the
or Chopin. Chinese brushmen have experimented with virtually
Chinese have not only painted with mastery; they have also talked
every possible stroking of the Chinese characters and have develpainting.
are
richly
They
a
philosophical people
eloquently about
oped dazzling talents as line draughtsmen.
who, at one time or another, would seem to have thought most of
This fact is directly reflected in Chinese painting. Its most immediately outstanding quality is its line— the linear subtleties of
the available thoughts. They are a witty people whose discussion is
this art beggar description. Lin Yutang only begins to suggest them
seldom lacking in piquancy. They are a poetic people, constantly
aware that man is a creature of feelings and that his thought procwhen he points out that lines may, variously, be expressive of
esses are apt to be no more than the scud on a wave. As a result,
force, suppleness, swiftness, neatness, massivencss, ruggedness, reserved strength, exquisite tenderness, etc. When it is further contheir talk about art— and they have viewed the matter from many
standpoints— is among the best there is.
sidered that in Chinese water colors a line must be painted with one
good,
in
fact,
that
it
is
an
almost
irresistible
temptaIt is so
stroke, that correction or erasure is impossible, the full linear virtion for a writer about Chinese art to concentrate on the flood of
tuosity of these artists becomes apparent.
Chinese theories, anecdotes and parables about artistry. Yet these
Many of the greatest painters, by Chinese estimate, are represented today only by doubtful works, or by hearsay. Among these
are, inevitably, by-products of the art itself. In the end, genius
Taocannot really account for its own abilities, and the truest appreciaare the famous Ku K'ai-chih (born circa 344 A. D.) and
tion of Chinese painting, as of any other, is to be had from pertzu (born circa 700 A. D.). Fortunately, however, a clear idea of
sistent, detailed inspection of the work. Nothing in the way of
most of the Chinese masters may be obtained from copies. The ancestor worship which stands at the very center of Confucianism and
reading or study can take its place. On the following pages the
Chinese life has also an artistic application. Chinese painting, with
reader will find almost incredibly subtle draughtsmanship with the
its clean, linear emphasis, lends itself to copying much more easily
grace and verve of swirling water or leaning bamboo. He will find
this delicate mastery of the brush used in the building of composithan most Occidental painting. And there has been a prodigious
amount of the most devoted copying of the Chinese masters by
tions of great intricacy and power. Chinese paintings, such as
Yiian's Bare Willows or Tung YUan's Landscape, may at first seem
other Chinese, often masters themselves.
Finally, throughout Chinese painting there is a pervasive tone of
to have a sort of tinted fragility, but on longer acquaintance the
observer is apt to find in them a serenity, an exquisite degree of
the philosophic modesty which has long distinguished the Chinese
balance and harmony, which is one of the strongest impressions to
race the chastening sense that man is no more than a small and
painting
whatsoever.
from
any
element in some enormous and inscrutable scheme. In the
derived
impotent
be
Centuries ago Chinese painters came to feci that realism, the
painted mountain reveries of the great landscape artists, man is a
tiny figure of the valleys, and the work often has a melancholy
literal representation of natural forms, was not the artist's proper
concern. Nature was nature, paint was paint, and never the twain
beauty recalling the sentiment which the calligrapher Wang Hsichih wrote for his friends on the occasion of a picnic at Lan T'ing
could meet. The most skilful imitation of nature remained butacopy
in the year 353 A. D.
a species of trick. The Chinese artist, however, did not avoid the
"That day the sky was cloudless; the wind blew softly where
imitation of nature for any such purely negative reason. The very
we sat. Above us stretched in its hugeness the vault and compass
value of painting lay in the original creations, luminous and absorbof the World; around us crowded in green newness the myriad
ing in their own right, which a highly gifted artist might achieve.
tribes of Spring. Here chimed around us every music that can
As one Chinese critic put it, the artist considered li (the spirit he
soothe the car; was spread before us every color that can delight
felt in an object) in connection with luting (its physical form) in
the eye. Yet we were sad. For it is so with all men a little while
order to arrive at yi (his own conception to be painted in water color
(some by the fireside talking of
on rolls of silk or paper).
homely matters with their friends,
But while the Chinese masters
The'album of Chinese masterpieces on the following pages
others by wild ecstasies of myswere no imitators of nature, they
represents some of the greatest paintings of China. Origitic thought swept far beyond the
unlike many modern painters
nals of these are now in the U. S. and are reproduced here
boundaries of carnal life) they
continued to regard nature in
may be easy and forget theirdoom.
as
York's
as
well
in
deepand
New
appearance
Boston
Museum
courtesy
of
the
its
through the
But soon their fancy strays they
er senses as the chief source of
Metropolitan Museum. Some of them, like Bare Willows (opgrow dull and listless, for they are
their inspiration. Many of the
posite), are so rare that they are stored away in a secret vault
fallen to thinking that all these
great landscapists were Taoists,
for the duration. That LIFE readers may better understand
things which so mightily pleased
followers of that great mystical
the culture and civilization of our great ally, LIFE was grantthem will in the space of a nod be
doctrine which holds that by pro."
old things of yesterday.
ed permission to photograph these paintings at the vault
found, solitary meditation man

of his house. 'After

Wu

Ma

—

—

:

:

—
—

;

.
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AND

"BARE WILLOWS
DISTANT MOUNTAINS" is picture poem showing
man's insignificance before the grandeur of lofly mountains and natural splendor. It was
painted by the great Ma YUan in the lltth Century during lie* Simp Dynasty. The artist
by placing all emphasis on the ethereal landscape and
showing man as merely a detail in the vast tapestry of natural beauty. This painting is
the essence of all Chinese landscape painting influenced by Tuoiat philosophy which says,
I

expresses his romantic philosophy

in effect: "Ciet

impression of
liceause

lie

away from

il

all,

out into the country and don't worry."

Ma Ytlan'sown counlrysidearound

the west lake,

is

The

Hangehow,

scene

itself is

in eastern

(

an

'hina.

usually painted trees growing mysteriously from a corner Of his picture, the Chi-

nese railed him "One-Corner Mn.'Mteproduced here

in

almost exact original

size, this

picture

one of Boston Museum's greatest Oriental treasures and, with their other Chinese master-

pieces reproduced on these pages,

is

now

stored

away

in a

bombproof vault

for the duration.
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"SPRING FESTIVAL"
«>f

in

tiiking gifts to ancestors'

slory-telling pictures

March

itlong

upper Yangtze River

reCorjfl the

Chinese custom

tombs. Painted during the Ming Dynasty (17th Century) when

became popular,

it is

now owned by New York's

Metropolitan Museum.

"T'lEN-T'AI TRINITY," painted

in the

Tang Dynasty

(!>th

Century), slums the

uri^'i-

nator of n popularized form of Buddhism, Priest Chih-k'ai, expounding his doctrine to cclestial

and human beings nn top of Ticn-T'ni Mountain

in

Chckiang. (Boston

Museum)

"MAN ON A WATER BUFFALO

Returning Intoxicated from

a Village

Feast"

is

he-

Ueved to he n self-portrait of great Ittll-Ccntliry Artist Li T'anur, court painter to ArtistKmperor Hui Tsung (see next imijc). When the Kmperor's regime eol la psed in 1 H7 Li Tang

"AN IMPERIAL LADY"
Munchu emperors,

bel onged to Ch'icn

irbo n-igned

.*!)

years

Lung; greatest of

(l7:Hi-17)).)).

Only most

noble birth ever achieved honor of bemgoue. or his
concubines. Slit* is now owned by (lit- Metropolitan Museum.

moved

to

Hangchow, there

often returned

home from

"SEATED KUAN YIN"

of

YUan Dynasty

Century) shows a male Buddhist god of universal

bcnutifiil girls of

Originally sexless, this ileily later

many

role,

sometimes held a

liegan to paint bold

child.

assumed

(Metropolitan

buKhcapea while <]nink with

a party happily unsteatly like figure in pieture

water Imffulo only beeniue the attendant on right

(13th
love.

a feminine

Museum)

is

rice wine. I*

who ean

boiling bun up. (From Boston

"PRIME MINISTER'S LADY" was unusually
in

Manehu Dynasty

wear

stay

-

i

Uuaeuv

honored

(lSlh Century) by being allowed to

this magnificent fivc-elawcd

dragon robe reserved

forCh'ien Lung's imperial family. (Metropolitan Museum)

Copyrigh

1"

"NINE DRAGONS," two of whirl art* shown here, was painted (luring
Song Dynasty En ISM on n ;ifi-ft. ha mhoo- paper scroll hy the great dragon
nrtist, Chen June "f Fukien province, as a Taoisl >yinl«>I. In! ike the
were I he incargruesome monsters of Kur»|K-an memory, Chinese *i .....
i

r

"LANDSCAPE,"

also titled

CUar Weatim

from Boston Museum's Chinese collection.
painter-* Of trees,

in the

It

is

1

Paiby,

"LADIES PREPARING
Bon

in

upper right corner

testifying that thi> picture

the

ii

Sung Dyna-ly

(

lith

<

NEWLY WOVEN

reproduced

hy one of China's U*«t

lung Viian. who made many pictures like
(HUh Century) along the Yangtze Kiver

the .Sun;: Dynasty

"BUDDHIST SAINT DARBHA MALLI-PUTRA" looks down on his four disciples and their two attendants
as they watch liim ascend into the sky surrounded hy flames in this picture by Chou-Chi-ch'ang. It is one of a set of
100 paintings Chou and another artist painted in Sung Dynasty ( 14th Century) for Iltii-an-yuan Monastery at Ningpo During 13th Century they were all taken ton Japanese temple in Kyoto whereH'J still remain. (Boston Museum)

1

ihi-

during

valley near

SILK" l^rs

ia*crip-

Knipemr Chang Tsung. who ilied in W0J>.
was copied hy the F.mpcror lui Tsung during

l»y

1

cntury

)

from

a scroll

hy Court Painter Cluing

Copyrighted material

Hi* «
*

t*

**
*M
A * *
J.

ti

mi
nation of strength, goodness,
of the universe.
flict

The
in

spirit of

change and the mystery

swirl of hnish strokes represents the con-

of the elements. Ch'en

Asa magistrate

Jung painted only

as a sideline.

Shan si he established construction

projects.

as a governor in Kukien he became n member of the
in spite of lieing more often drunk than soSometimes when excited by drink and about to* paint
his dragon scrolls tie would give a shout, seize hi - cap and

swirl the ink

Ijitcr.

with

Kmperor's court

then spit on

ber.

touch

one of

it

it

it

to

up with

around on the paper to get cloud

make "mist." Next day,

effects,

sober, he would

delicate brush strokes for the final effect

which was always one of marvelous beauty. (Boston Museum)

I V,

A

his home in Kiangnan in central China. More realistic than
most early Chinese artists, Tung Vilan painted scenes that
could actually be recognized as landmarks of his own coun-

tryside. Like

Ilsiian of the

all

great

(

hinesc artists he was also a

T'ang Dynasty (sib Century). Like

|>oct

all

(

lunesc

compositions, this scroll should be read from right to

The ladies at

and

left.

the right an* softening panel of silk by treating

while next couple sew two parts

uf silk

it

together with thread

philosopher, lb- founded a new school of landscape painting
anil influenced other artists like

Ma

Vtlan and Li

inscription which appears at the right

unraveled by

girl silling

on mat. The

Tang. The

was made by an early

Chinese collector who bought (his picture and

girl

testifies

with he Tan
I

is

that

keep-

ing hot coals alive tobeat flnl-hottoOMt) ladle used for ironing
silk

by

girl third

from

left.

A

great art lover

r.mperor Hui Tsung also dashed

I'tf

and

collector,

small but expert paint-

tins painting! - really
liese collectors

over

by Tung Yii.m.

It

f

was the custom of

to place their seals and jwrsonal

a masterpiece.

(Note

collectors' red seals

<

comments
on

'lu-

all

five paint-

ings reproduced in this portfolio of Chinese masterpiece-.)

and birds. He founded an Imperial Academy
was dispersed when ] lui Tsung lost his throne

ings of flowers
of Art which

and

bis;irl treasures in

everything tot lenghis

1

Khan

to the Tartars,
tKt

years later.

(

who

in turn lost

Boston

Museum

Copy rig X
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Shoes

Men

for

of America
When you

build a shoe for a

chute out over
stroyer's

enemy

man who may

territory, or

para-

walk a de-

deck on a hostile oecan, you don't

hesitate about putting in honcst-john stitches

and the best leathers you can

The

point

is,

men

get.

fighting here

Home

on the

Front also deserve "shoes they ran trust."

The "civvy" shown (B979)
it

is

that kind.

to your face as you would a pipe.

Hold

Smell that

good leather. Feel that supershine smoothness.
Simple but rich and

real.

Long-wearing.

A

true

RoMec*. Madebu nited Men's Division. Brown
Shok Comimny, Manufacturers, St. Louis.
I

'&00^ tgoo
Son\e special

•r.v/r* tlinhily

higher

Floats through thr air

with the greatest protection!
First in Sicily,

hours he fore landing barpes

disported infantry, were our paratroopers.

LwnKng

\ia

chute

fifteen-foot height.

is

like

jumping from a

An UMtep "bandage"

protects the arch, ami toes are extra reinforced.
soles,

Ami

note wedge heel ami rounded

so nothing catches as wearer jumps.

The makers of Rohlce ha\e

niade Ulcrally

thousands of dozens of these U. S. para•Rr«.If.S.

trooper boots.

Pal. Off.

Cop)

ERNIE PYLE writes

a

column for the folks back home..il

"U.S. TROOPS FIGHT ON CHOCOLATE DIET"
"When our
each man
chocolate,

infantry goes into a big push
throe Ixirs of D-ration

iiets

enough

to last

takes no other Jooil"

This

is

the

.

.

one day:

He

way famed war

can"t

lie

said explains

corre-

why you

buy all the chocolate you might
have today.

like to

^es, chocolate

is

a lighting food,

supplies the greatest

in the smallest possible hulk.

So wherever America

lights, the

gency rations, selected because

.

spondent. Krnie l'yle started one of his
columns that are appearing daily in
the Scripps-Howard newspapers.

And what

ishment

it

amount of nour-

Army

uses chocolate in the form of emer-

much

tains so

it

con-

men comes

first,

quick energy.

Serving our lighting

but Nestle's Chocolate Hars
be found

may

in limited quantities

still

on your

dealer's shelves.

When
patient

.

he
.

.

is

out of stock, please he

the

demands of our armed

forces are heavy, they will be supplied,

they must come

lirsl.

YOUR BLOOD"

"GIVE

says ERNIE

PYLE

1x'fl vnu folks Itaek home to gMW and
Plasma is absoJceep on gNimg your blood
lutely magical
Thousands Jiare already
been saved by it in this tear."
.

.

1

.

.

.

Send your Mimic! to help bring him back
Call your nearest Red Cross BI<mm1
Donor Center for an appointment. It is the
most important contribution you can make.
alive.

4 .

.

NESTLE'S MILK

CHOCOLATE BARS;

SEMI-SWEET CHOCOLATE MORSELS, EVERREADY

COCOA

Copyrighted material

Snug bands and new hair-do make

women's heads look sleek and neat
the cover

Onhat.

the picture of a lady wearing a half-

is

It is really

a headband which can be

tied

on

either across the top or the back of the head. Either

were part of the new flat -on -top,
bun-in-back hair-do which, with the first cool days of
fall, suddenly appeared on many of the nation's fash-

way

it

looks as

if it

ionable heads.

The sleek coiffure with the hair neatly tied in a
knot or chignon on the neck (see picture at right) is a
complete reversal of the upswept hair-do popular this
summer (LIFE, Aug. 43). To achieve it women are
letting their hair

grow and

letting

it

down

as they

did during the .Veronica Lake period but this time
the efTect

is different.

eled look

is

The

just-out-of-bed or dishev-

out and the neat sculptured look

is in.

Whether it makes a woman appear more like Cleo de
Merode or plain Jo March depends on the shape of
the face

it

frames.

Most people have

A

lopsided faces.

part

made

straight through the center of the hair, like the one

worn by Mrs. Cross on

this page, accentuates

any

irregularities in the features. Hairdressers therefore

advise

all

but the beautiful to part their hair to one
then draw

back loosely
with a slight dip or wave. To keep it from getting
straggly they offer sticky creams such as the Japs
use, wax which comes in a stick and is rubbed over
the hair, and lacquer which is sprayed on. Blondes,
because their hair is often fine and unruly, will need
these preparations most. Redheads with tough manageable hair will need them least. For women with
short hair who want the hairdown look (hair grows
at the slow rate of about hi inch a month), there
side, slightly off center,

it

are switches of false hair. Whether false or

bun on the neck

is

encased

in

real,

the

a hair net. ()n the page

following are several examples of half-hats and buns.

PLCTCt THE NEW HAIR-DO. MAKES WEARER LOOK LADYLIKE AND FEMININE

CONTINUED ON NEXT PACK

71

See Paulette Goddard

Half-Hats

in

SO PROUDLY WE HAIL"— a Paramount

(continued)

picture

Paulette Goddard

sings at

USO

party

Wom

at

tht bacK Of the head, a half-hat looks like

this. It

hugs the hair closely at

the nape of the neck and has the virtue of keeping the hair neat without hiding it

VIVACIOUS AND VERSATILE Paulette Goddard proves why she's a popular
"pin-up" girl as she sings for the boys at a USO party. Here she's putting
over a catchy number featured in a recent hit. After several encores, Paulette
joined the gang and enjoyed her favorite soft drink Royal Crown Cola!

—

Worn

forward, half-hats look like this.

They stay on without

pins or elastic, readily

6t any head because they are tied on. Prices vary from $35 (custom-made) to $3.

SHE MADE UP HER MIND more than a
year ago when she took the famous
taste-test. "Leading colas were given
to

me in paper cups," Paulette says.

"Royal Crown Cola
.

.

.

it's

clicked at once

been clicking ever since!"

BUY MORE

U.

S.

BEING A LEADING LADY in pictures
and war work keeps Paulette on the
go . . . another reason why she preCrown Cola. "It's a grand
'quick-up'aZu"ays,"shesays."It gives
me the lift every busy person needs
fers Royal

! '

WAR BONDS AND STAMPS TODAY

'Royal crown
Rrg. U 8. Pat. Off.

cola

Best by TasfeJest!

@

Ermine and other furs are used to make hatbands which match fur coats or trimmings. Most bands are made of bright-colored felt or velveteen with scrolls of braid.

flflfR

HIS I

...An Ever
By

I

READY America!

C ELY, Prmsident

the grace of God, and the
BUT
protecting breadth of our oceans,

ball, basketball,

we might have been another France,

Let us broaden the application of Industrial Recreation so that all the millions of yeung men and women
who work in our great industrial plants may have
access to organized sports and games that will keep
them healthy and vigorous.

for

another Poland, or another Greece.
With this fearful lesson on the value
of preparedness still fresh in mind, let
us here ami now resolve, as a nation,
that never again shall America be
caught physically unprepared and untrained.
Our national purpose in this war is to help establish
worldwide peace and freedom.

—
—

L. B.

But let us resolve that from this war on, America
shall be a physically Jit, ever ready people.
let us see that our returning fighters are kept
First
in good condition, through participation in organized
sports and vigorous games, to form the nucleus of the
new, physically fit America.
Through compulsory Physical Training in our
schools, colleges and universities, let us train all of
America's youth, from the beginning, to be robust,
strong and adept in the skills and agilities that foot-

baseball, tennis, boxing,

and other

American competitive sports develop.

Let there be more golf clubs,
more tennis and badminton courts,
more play fields and gymnasiums,
and organized participation in

them by more business executives
and office workers.
Let there be more help for that
part of the youth of America
whose only playgrounds are the
sand lots of our cities and towns.
As a vital factor in our Postwar
planning let us establish new and
higher physical standards jor all
of America.

Let us resolve that not only our industrial and economic machinery* but our millions of Human Machines
be physically equal to the challenge of our job as
leaders in world restoration and progress after the war.
shall

Let us now, therefore, dedicate this great, democratic nation of ours to the proposition that alt men
everywhere are entitled to Freedom from Fear, Free-

dom from Want, Freedom

of Speech and Freedom of
Worship. But let us also be a Aation of athletes ever
ready, if need be, to sustain our rights by the might
of millions of physically fit sports-trained, freedomloving Americans.

—

Wilson Sporting Goods Co., and Wilson Athletic Goods Mffl. Co., Inc.
Chicago, New York and other leading cities.

Widen
SPORTS EQUIPMENT

IT'S

WILSON TODAY

IN SPORTS

EQUIPMENT
73
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Heading
at 15,000

for Stilltgart,
ft.

Scherschcl snapped this picture of a Fortress squadron formation flying

near his plane, the Wimiinf, Run. His pilot flew a high position in the last group
LIFE would have a ringside scat for all of the action going on.

of the attacking bombers so that

Feathered propeller

from

is

an ominous sign of the engine that went dead north of Paris on return

target. Schcrschcl's Fortress

mation on three engines.

When

it

was

still

two hours from home. Plane was

able to hold for-

reached French coast, a second motor cut out for lack of gas.

STUTTGART RAID
LIFE photographer rides through flak and fighters

on tough Fortress mission to Southwest Germany
by FRANK SCHERSCHEL

To

LIFE Photo-reporfer

Prank Scherschel befell

the rare and dangerous task of photographing the

American bombing raid on

Germany, Sept.

— one

6.

The day of

lost

Stuttgart,

this air

action

—

35 American
and many more barely

of the war's greatest

planes were

reached England before crash-landing.
the latter

ning Run. As eleventh

manned

three cameras

man
in

Of

one was Scherschel's plane, Win-

of a B-I7

a space of

bomber crew,

less

Nazi lighters dive

Scherschel

two of

than phone-booth size.

here presents both

his pictures

and

his

own

in

head-on attack on low planes

in Scherschel's formation.

the hordes of fighters that jumped U.S. bombers in

northern France.

LIFE

story of the flight.

More than 70 Nazi

fighter planes

Germany and

These Focke-Wulf 190's are

way

into

were destroyed by Fortress gunners on the Stuttgart

raid.

harassed them

all

the

landed on a wing with four dead engines and no time for specific
Wcprayers.
My prayers had all been said going into Southwest Ger-

We wished ourselves back out of Germany, cursed the Nazi
through France, said a prayer for our gas to hold out to the
Channel and thanked God or His Son for the sight of the English
coastline. (It was the most beautiful coastline in the world that day.)
many.

fighters

We

crash-landed in a pasture after missing two houses.
It all started the night before at the dinner table. Lieut. Colonel
Stevens invited me along on a hot one. He wouldn't say where, but
just reaffirmed that the going would be rough. So, two Coca-Colas,
one double-feature movie and three hours' sleep later I found myself
looking at two fried eggs that looked right back at me. Eggs out of a
shell are a treat given quite regularly to combat crews
nothing is
too good for them when it's available. I met the skipper of the plane,
Lieut. Jacob C. James of Valliant, Okla. (the best darn pilot in the
world). Several officers chipped in flying gear for me. We spent many
anxious minutes finding a parachute harness to fit properly. Arriving
at the plane I found the space I thought would be a good place to ride
was all filled with extra gear. I wound up behind the pilot and copilot straddling a hatch. There was as much room as in an undersized
phone booth with three people in it. Lieut. James called out, "Two
minutes to engine-starting time." There were some last-minute
preparations. I left my Graphic and a borrowed aerial camera behind

—

was no room to use them, and took three small cameras
along— a Leica, 135-mm. lens, Rolleiflcx and an Ikonta B. We
wouldn't be on oyxgen for an hour after take-off, so I could move
about the hatch with comparative ease. Copilot md Lieut. Howard
C. Ness pointed out my oxygen outlet and intercom plug-in. Then he
left me to start engines. I was on my own for a while. I spread my
cameras out, placed onein the nose of the ship. Why? I'll never know
... it took zo agonizing minutes to retrieve it later on.
since there

show just ahead of the three lead planes and at their left as they approach the target. Formawent into twisting turns and violent evasive action that threw enemy AA gunners olf aim and jolted
come olf target with bomb-bay doors open.

Fljk blirStS
tions

Scherschel from thc»<loor to the ceiling of his plane. Below: planes

You never know about oxygen
All the warnings about using oxygen came back now: you don't
know when you are not getting enough because you just drift away
very pleasantly. A story told by an officer lecturing on oxygen flashed
back. It seems during an active part of a mission when fighters were
coming in from all directions one waist gunner didn't hear his partner's gun firing. Turning around he found him leaning on his gun,
grinning at the show, having a great time watching the battle. He
noticed that the gunner's oxygen supply had been cut off by a twist
in the line Untwisting the line, the gunner soon had the other revived and down to business. The moral was if anybody looks like he's
enjoying a mission, he lacks oxygen.
Moving about was extremely difficult. The heavy clothes and
cramped quarters meant inching forward or back. The motors were
started and we moved along the runway to our take-off position.
Plugged into intercom, and the show was on.
Pilot to crew: "We are going to be on a long mission that will require a lot of oxygen. Want everybody to keep spare bottles nearby
we have more than enough."
.

.

.

CONTINUED ON

HCE
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No
lo you it's just a
pretty, too).

To
mean
to do

lot

you'll never understand

of waves and curls (and mighty

to Betty,

now

.

.

it's all

a
.

.

brand-new permanent can
woman. Something to fortify the spirit . . .

Betty
to a

But

men,

use,

the soul good.

of those little things, in short, that count so
big in times like these ... a shine on your shoes . . .
flowers for your wife on your wedding anniversary

Little things that lift the

It

.

.

courage

.

.

.

warm

the

small thing, surely, not of crucial

any of

to

us.

And

yet

— morale

is

a lot of

things like this.

up the
courage. Little things that are part and parcel of our
own American way of life.
Little things that

... a cheery "hello" from your next door neighbor.

.

.

A glass of beer— a
importance
little

One

heart

good day's work ... in the company of good friends
with wholesome American food.

.

that a

And,

help to

after all, 'aren't

the spirit, keep

lift

diey

among

the things

we

fight for?

boost morale.

happens that there

are millions of

Americans who

A

refreshing glass of beer or ale

attach a special value to their right to enjoy a refresh-

relaxation

ing glass of beer ... as a beverage of moderation after

too help to keep morale up.

MORALE

IS

.

.

.

— a moment of

in trying times like these they

A LOT OF LITTLE THINGS

15

76
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Br

CHAMP!

0^ M
Bombardier Walter Wirt sends

his

bombs

a way in a quick target run over Stuttgart,

then returns to his job as nose gunner, protecting Whining Run from head-on attack.

STUTTGART RAID

continued)

SPARK PLUGS
favorites for every farm engine, are plugging

Copilot then checked all members of the crew, calling out:
"Copilot to navigator."
From the nose came, "Go ahead, copilot."

away

as never

before fo help produce and swell the harvest of food so vital to
Victory. Their dependability in severe service

"Everything okay?"
"Everything okay," came back from the navigator.
came the bombardier, engineer, radioman, tail gunner, turret gunner, waist gunners and last he called out:
"Arc you all right, LIFE?"
I replied, "Everything okay." My voice through the throat mike
over the intercom sounded like I had my head in a bucket of

characteristic.

is

their outstanding

/

In turn

water.

Climbing into position behind the pilots, I watched them take off
and soon we were circling the field. Planes were everywhere high,
low, circling and joining their groups. In the formation a signal
flashed and we headed for Germany. We reached the British coastline
and several planes turned back. Over the intercom: "Pilot to tail
gunner."

—

"Go

Tail gunner:

ahead, pilot."

"Did one of our planes abort?"
Number 3 is moving in to take his place."
We are now going up. Everybody on oxygen."
In a few minutes the copilot checked all hands making sure oxygen
masks were functioning properly. The bombardier called out the
altitude as we climbed up into the blue.
Pilot:

Tail gunner: "Yes, but
Pilot: "Roger.

No

flak or

lighters— so

far

As we crossed the French coast, scattered clouds began to appear.
along. The French countryside differs quite a bit

We seemed to crawl

in that the plots of farmland seem to be
rectangular rather than square ... no flak or fighters so far
looks
like a soft trip I hope.
Talking to the copilot I discovered we usually had fighters over
have
the target and coming out. Make a few formation pictures
changing film is too much trouble
every picture
to save film

from the English terrain

.

.

.

—

.

.

must count.

.

.

Up

.

ahead

we

see

some

flak.

.

.

.

.

very food conscious America is
learning about agricultural America
and its indispensable part in the
cause of Victory.

.

The bombardier

reports

it

over the intercom: "Flak at 10 o'clock." We plod on.
"Pilot to navigator."
"Go ahead, pilot."
"What time do we reach our target?"
The navigator announces the time: "Two hours to go to target."
The intercom quiets down.
Turret gunner: "I don't like this. It's too damn quiet."
Meantime ... I have found and lost my cameras three times. I
maybe I am getting forgetful. Between
check my oxygen supply
the space where I am standing and the hatch I climb through are
many places to scatter my equipment too many.
The formations arc all about us. Wc arc going to be the last group
into the target. Some miles ahead are two more groups of B-17's
they are mere specks. At times a puff of flak explodes near them.
.

A

.

—

.

.

.

Cars, trucks, tractors, stationary engines and power-driven equipment
of all kinds give the farmer manifold help which he sorely needs.
All these engines in their own way
are directly enlisted in the war
effort
on active duty on tie home

—

front.

Dependable Champion Spark Plugs
help to make every engine a better
performing, more economical engine. All the engineering skill of
thi. company, with thirty odd years

of "know how" in the field of spark
plugs exclusively, is packed into
every Champion Spark Plug produced by us. Agricultural America
long ago gave strong preference to
Champions for these reasons. The
farmer also learned long ago to
inspect and test his spark plugs regularly, replacing worn-out spark
plugs whenever necessary.

Have your spark plugs been tested
Keeping them clean and

recently?

gaps properly

set

increase their

efficiency,

will materially

prolong

and repay you for the
small effort in better, more econom-

their life
ical

engine performance.

BACK THE ATTACK — WITH WAR BONDS

CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE
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START

(continued)

The navigator is calling out the altitude every 2.,ooo feet. We reach
15,000. Meantime the engineer in the top turret is whirling about
looking for lighters
every time he turns I try to make myself

THIS LETTER?

.

.

.

We

smaller so as not to get fouled up in his machinery.
directly into the sun.

"Keep sharp lookout
where they come from."

Pilot to crew:
.

.

that's

.

into the sun

.

.

are flying

for fighters

.

Below, the long rectangular cultivated fields of France seemed very
On one side of the plane is a dial registering pounds of
oxygen pressure in the main tanks. It still reads 400 lb. Alongside
the dial is a tube with a little red ball. Each time you take a breath
of oxygen this little red ball goes up and drops down when you exhale. I am fascinated by the movement, and watch this little red ball
continually. I look at the pilot's and copilot's oxygen indicators
they seem to be taking shorter breaths. Their indicators don't travel
as far as mine. We reach the German border. Straight ahead are some
mountains, on our right about 75 miles are the Swiss Alps. Three of
our planes later landed there and one ditched in Lake Constance. We
are approaching our target ... far ahead out of camera range, the first
section is getting heavy flak. It appears and they pass through it.
peaceful.

.

.

.

Battle starts near target

"Tourist at 10 o'clock."

German fighter appeared, a speck out in the sky. He rerefuses to be decoyed. It is an F-W 190.
looking for an opening. One of our machine guns fires a
whole ship vibrates. My intercom goes out again
... I spent half my time fishing my intercom tube connexion out of
the hatch below me, one-quarter of my time watching the oxygen
red ball and the rest of the time changing from the telephoto to the
normal-view camera. Changing cameras is almost a WPA project.
Clouds cover our target and we circle for an opening. The air becomes
rough or else it's flak near us or some flying tactics tffat bounce me
all over the place. At the same time my intercom goes out completely
and when it comes on again our bombs arc away and we are heading
for home. Then fighters come from all directions.
."
"Fighter at 11 o'clock level.
He came straight in, head on.
I tried to take a picture but must
have ducked too soon.
I tried to get behind the copilot's armor
plate. The ship shuddered from all the guns in the forward part firing
at the same time. When I poked my head up again there was a lot of
The

first

minded me of a lone duck that

He

circles,

short burst and the

DO YOU think T should write: "Dear
roniniy, judging by the photo you
sent me, it's been too long since you
Barbasol shave!" But on second
bought, why should I remind him to

liad a

get

a

nice,

smooth Barbasol Face-

when the gals down
—and I'm up here?

there are there

.

.

.

talking on the interphone.
"Pilot, there's a plane right below us!"
Turret gunner to pilot: "I could read the tech chart in the radio

room of
2>i
DID

YOU KNOW that the hovs

in service

It

—

we had come

."

.

very close to the plane below us.

.

.

Scherschel struggles with camera

for better shaving, for better pro-

tection from

that plane below us.

seems

use

more Barbasol than any other shaving
cream

.

.

wind and weather! And when

About this time I ran out of film in the Ikonta. Laboriously I
down into the hatch and sat down ... a quick glance at the
the little red
oxygen pressure ... it was now down below 150
ball was jumping up and down like a jumping jack. Opening the
camera and extracting the film I looked for a way to seal the gummed
label
my oxygen mask covered my mouth and I didn't want to
fool around taking it off for fear of not getting it back on properly.
The problem was solved very simply I just passed one finger over
my sweating brow and there was enough moisture for three rolls of
seems
film. The guns are chattering away every few moments
continuous. Now I know what the communique means when it says
the Forts fight their way back from the target. I am taking all my
had left my filters below in the nose
pictures through thick glass
of the plane. Getting confidence in the handling of my oxygen mask
I change to a walk-around bottle and crawl down for my other camera and a filter ... on the way back I hear a noise that sounds something like a siren
my intercom wasn't plugged in so I hadn't
heard the conversation. Coming up the hatch I see a lot of lights
getting
flickering on the panel beneath the throttles of the ship
up behind the pilots, I watch some frantic change being made with
the siren was an inertia
the motors. Our No. 3 motor is dead
starter. Motor ran away and then wouldn't start. Soon the pilot has
it feathered and we arc still holding our position.
The tail gunner came in, "Plane below is throwing out stuff. Guess
Looks like ammunition and ammo boxes arc
they are low on gas.
they have a dead motor too."
going out
I squirm around trying to sec the plane, but cannot.
Pilot to navigator: "How soon do we meet our fighters?"
climbed

they miss their daily Barbasol shaves
well, it's because they're too busy doin'

.

you know what. Try Barbasol yourself..*
the sweetest shave you ever had!

.

.

.

.

.

—

BARBASOL MEANS 8RUSHLESS— just wet your face, spread on Barbasol.
and then begin to give your beard the quickest goodbye it ever said
to your skin— the sweetest goodbye it ever said to the bite and burn
of old-fashioned shaving methods. Large size Barbasol 23c , Giant
1

size "iOc.
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War

reveals

about
SOLDIERS

were quick

have long advocated

from exposure

new facts

lip

care

to discover

— that

what dermatologists

keeping the

to sun, wind, heat, dust,

lips protected

and grime

is

an

important health guard.
YeS— they

USe lipstick! So many

little lip

bles grow into big ones that daily lip care
of a soldier's keep-fit program.

Says a leading dermatologist:

-,

n,

An

wind, heat, cold, dust, and dryness can cause
more generally used, lip disorders
Chap Stick is such a protective.)

serious lip trouble. Tf a good lip protective were

would be considerably reduced."

(

Fleet's

Starting 'ent Off yOUng! Mothers find that children love to
have "their own" Chap Stick— and that they need no urging.
The use of Chap Stick before children go into the sun or
wind helns prevent the development of painful sores and

chapped

lips.

TOUgh going

for

And

Chap

dust, dirt

soft

makes

Fleet's

it

Chap

harder

for

chapped and rough

Stick forms a medi-

germs

to get a lip-hold.

lips, too

— makes

and comfortable.

them

Do

Hp

mcd-

many

and drying indoor heat as well as sun,
Chap Slick to ward off painful

cold, use

this for protection! Moral ng— noon— and night give your
1

for lip care.

Chap

Chap

Stick provides.

Made

solely

is on duty with the U.S. Forees the
At drug counters, PX's and Ship's Serv-

Slick

world over. Only 25(

your

specially

to Africa.

troubles.

lips the "film of protection*

ice Stores

morning

Fleet's

from Attu

soldiers

wind and

germs!

tissues,

Stick soothes

icated lip protective— is the stand-by of so

war workers! In England, munitions

aid to

Chap Stick— the

reason

part

plants issue skin protcctives free and make their
use a "must." In America, war workers subject to

cated, soft but wax-like coaling over the lips, guards cracked

ami tender

why

trou-

is

that's the big

L
.

everywhere Chap Stick Co., Lynchburg,

l

a.

lips...
noon

and night

Easily carried in

vest pocket or purse
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STUTTGART RAID

(continued)

Navigator to pilot: "In about an hour."
time do we reach the French coastline?"
"We are due there at 11:05 ... it is now 10:30."
Pilot to navigator: "When do we reach the English coast?"
Navigator to pilot: "At 11:15.
A few more fighters came in on our formation. Up ahead the other
groups are catching a lot more fighters than our group.
Waist gunner to pilot: "Want us to lighten our load?"
Pilot to navigator:

"What

Navigator to pilot:

.

.

I think we can make it all right."
watch the pilots babying along the
checking the gas. We have something
like a two-hour gas supply if nothing happens. A new group of fighters come in and then our own fighters show up
one break for us.
A quick glance at the oxygen supply shows it is down to around

Pilot to waist gunner:

From over

"No,

their shoulders

three motors. Copilot Ness

I

is

.

.

.

115-lb. pressure.

Longo, the

turret gunner, calls in: "I think I

me

but will somebody please check

have enough oxygen

every so often in case

run out?"

I

Waist gunner assures him that he will look out for him
there
a spare walk-around bottle of oxygen beside me ... I change over
.

is

GENTlEjVEgy
AT YOU* ADDRr^

^ORTZ/ERN TISSOE'S

G^ES

T//E FOLVCS

COMFORT AND SAFETY!

"Prepare
shed

to

out"

bail

my

all

surplus gear and

Meet

.

.

Ah-h-h, such softness ... so safe. It's
even the tend'rest skins.
so many mothers always
insist on Northern, the gentle tissue.

No wonder

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

...

so absorbent,

Your entire family will agree
Northern is by far the most
satisfactory bathroom tissue.

.

.

.

rip cord.
I

.

.

.

.

Four ways better! Northern's gentle-soft, safe, strong
the four tissue qualities essential to
and absorbent
the welfare of your family . . the four you get when
you get NORTHERN TISSUE.

.

.

.

Oh-h-h, such strength
that

.

.

.

too.

.

go down the hatch for my chute.
Lieut. Scoggins throwing out ammunition
take time and
help him. Lieut. Witt, the bombardier, comes back with a heavy box
of ammo.
"Damn shame we couldn't shoot it at those fighters."
Through the hatch between the engineer's legs I head through the
bomb bay for the radio room.
I try to squeeze through the catwalk but my heavy clothing and parachute harness stop me. I go
around and walk into what was a radio room. All the radio equipment that was loose or could be pried loose was being thrown overboard. I help pass some things back to the waist gunners
At the remaining radio a grim radioman is sending S. O. S. Here was the real
thing
S. O. S. has been dramatized in books, movies and the stage,
but when an S. O. S. is personal it reaches new heights. Another motor has gone dead
Radioman stops and shouts we have reached the
Channel, prepare to ditch. We take off our chutes and cut the safety
wires of the rubber dinghies. We peek out of the hatch and look at
the Channel. "Helluva lot better than Germany or France," somebody shouts. Everybody is calm
radioman is still sending S. O. S.
He stops. We are not going to ditch.
"Prepare to bail out."
We snap on our chutes.
Pop Hamilton comes over to me and
looks over my harness and chute
puts his mouth to my ear: "Go
out crouching like this."
And he doubled up to show me how.
"When you iump go head first and count ten before you pull the
I

just right for

.

main supply. The engineer signals me to make room
for him to come out of the turret. He starts pumping gas out of No. )
tank into the other tanks. Lieut. Ness takes off his mask and shouts,
"Better go back to the radio room— take your chute."
to conserve the

.

.

."

nodded O.K. Everybody

is

instruction has accomplished.

calm.
.

.

.

.

It

proved what training and

Nobody was

visibly excited.

CONTINUED ON
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Northern Pmp«f Hills. Green Bar. Wis.

NORTHERN HANDY TOWEIS

are gentle-soft and more absorbent,
and will save you lots of time
and work. Use Northern Handy Towels regularly.
DO YOUR PART! BUY WAR BONDS AND STAMPS REOULARIYI *
too. Just the thing for your kitchen
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''Winning Run" skidded in to land with four engines dead but her crew

safe

and two

houses she dodged undamaged. Over her nose, another Fort makes emergency landing.
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STUTTGART RAID
Not even me
pilot was very

.

cpwmt am

like hell ...

.

(continued)

somehow

.

I felt

we would make

it

all right.

The

all times. He later told me he was lying
he didn't want to excite anybody.
coastline. The navigator has found an

optimistic at

.

.

We see the beautiful English
airport.

"Prepare to land in

a

small airport.

."
.

We

c&mc?

(j/or treaty

all sit on the floor bracing our backs against the wall behind
Three bovs are seated Uke they were bobslcdding.
We are
turning in. The flaps are down, the motors sound throttled completely (they were out). Martel, the radioman, is sitting in his
armored chair and pecking out of a window.
"Here we go," he
shouts. The wheels hit with a bang. Empty shells rattle and dust
flies into the air.
We bounce twice with more noise. Then there
is a helluva lot of noise and we are all thrown up in the air and sideways—plop askew. The plane has stopped
nobody moves. Some" We started to scrambody says, "Let's get the hell out of here.
ble to our feet.
Sgt. Hamilton says, "Let's take it easy or somebody might get hurt. ."
Everyone slowed down and we got the hell out of there. Our tail
surfaces were in a hedge and we ran around the wing. Lieut. James
saw us, counted noses. Everybody was out.
"Let's go way out in the field. Number i motor is burning and it
might explode."
The first words said when the crew looked back at the plane were,

us.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

"Moore ain't goin'
"Who's Moore?"

to like this.

.

."

"Oh, he is the crew chief and this is his pet plane."
had left all my cameras up with the pilot
they were

1

.

.

.

still

in

the plane.

How

about the cameras?"
"Stay away for a while and sec what happens.
'

.

."

Just 14 miles to spare

We waited for a minute, then Lieut. James and I went to the plane.
boosted me into the pilot's window headfirst and held my legs
while I got all three cameras out. Then 1 boosted James in and he
picked up a fire extinguisher to put out the engine blaze.
Looking overhead we saw another formation of B-17's pass in
He

perfect formation.

"Where

in hell

.

.

did they get the gas?"

All about us planes were landing in

Make tomorrow's plans with the
War Bonds you buy today! Buy, and
buy

again, until the

you save

war

is

for Victory,

won! And, as

guard your

health and clothes in your smart, long-

wearing Alligator Raincoat.
is

—

truly,

.

directions.

Upwind, down-

Lieut.

miss houses until we stopped.
A truck with some R. A. F. boys came along, took Lieut. Ness
over to a telephone where he reported the crew safe and the plane a
wreck. This same truck then dropped us off at a nearby pub where we
had a cheese sandwich and a boilcrmaker and a helper. Later in the
afternoon we rode to an airport and were picked up by a plane and
flown back to base. We had made the English coast by about 14 miles.

skillfully tailored,

dependably processed

wind and

"the best buy

.

rainwear"! Finest quality

in

through and through,

rain protection.

own an

for
If

Alligator, see

maximum

you don't
your dealer,

as limited stocks are available.

frjIurrJ ot Brltrr

DmIm

too,

one of the wisest investments

you ever made

yet

It,

all

James said we would have made it O.K. if he hadn't
been cut off by other planes. We still had two motors when he started
to land but as he swung around another Fort these two went dead.
There was nothing else to do but jump fences so long as we could and
wind.

Erxryubrtt

The

Alligator

St. Louis,

.

IT'S

New

Company,

York, Los Angeles.

Sim: TO RAM'!

ClBW

of Schcrschcl's Flying Fortress included (itanJing) Licuts. James, Ness, Scoggins,

Witt, and Sgt. Watts;

Sgts. Martel,

Hamilton, Misiak, Tripp and Longo.
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BIRTHPLACE OF TRADITIONS DEEP-ROOTED FOR CENTURIES IN
PHILADELPHIA

IS

THE CITY THAT GAVE TO THIS NATION

ONLY A WHISKY

AS FINE AS PHILADELPHIA

CHOICEST RESERVE STOCKS, PHILADELPHIA

RESERVED FOR SPECIAL OCCASIONS

.

. .

IS

IS

ITS

OUR AMERICAN WAY OF

LIFE,

PROUD HERITAGE OF HOSPITALITY.

WORTHY OF

PROUD NAME. BASED ON

THIS

TRULY A GENTLEMAN'S WHISKY, ORDINARILY

YET ONE YOU CAN ENJOY

.

.

.

REGULARLY AND OFTEN.
86.8 Proof*

65% Grain Neutral Spirits

Mother BoKs ships in

99

!

A

thousand miles away, a bronzed young enhas stepped ashore for the first time in
months. And a Navy bride has just received the

whatever accommodations are available.

happiest words in the world.

because they look on Pullman travel

So,

simply as an overnight adventure in a sumptuous

must get there feeling fit to do the total job that
total war requires— go Pullman, by all means.

sign

Tonight,

she'll

be speeding to

him— for a brief,

belated honeymoon before he puts to sea again.

She

is

one more reason

trains are

crowded

now and

Pullman travel is the heaviest in
be no problem handling
if the whole Pullman fleet were
in regular passenger service. Bui it isn't.
Many cars are assigned to special troop
trains, moving an average of almost 30,000
history. There'd

such a load

men

a night.

So fewer cars must serve more people. And there
are bound to be some inconveniences, at times.
Occasional disappointments, too.

But the great

majority of wartime travelers cheerfully accept

That's partly because they
does, that boys in uniform

way

feel,

an overnight mention that
weary minds and tired bodies.

of life but as

refreshes

privacy and comfort

It relaxes taut,
strained wartime nerves.
Gives passengers a precious opportunity to
do nothing for a change and thus, as like as
not, starts those little grey cells to working

on thoughts there hadn't been time to
think. Then, when bedtime comes, Pullman

invite

pelling ly that the cares of

as Pullman

come first. And partly
now not

s/eep

SO com-

a war-torn world

dissolve in pleasant dreams.
if

yours

a necessary trip— one on which you

is

You'll have a place to sit

that are
nation.

all

and comfort
*

and a place to

sleep

yours straight through to your desti-

And

you'll

necessary travelers

be leaving coach space for

who

can't afford the privacy

you'll enjoy.

BUY MORI

Wall

BONOS NOWl

*

PULLMAN
THE GREATEST

NAME

IN'

PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION

FOR COMTORT AND SAflTY AS YOU CO ayu CIRTAINTY THAT YOU WILL CLT THERE
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ho campaign for

ATTU

tlic cold,

on Kiska

it found nothing but wreckage and abandoned Jap equipment. The (i^ht for Attn was price
enough to pay for both islands. Troops hail to face
the hardships of snow, had terrain anil worse weather before the bftitle was over. Then they had the
unpleasant job of burying the rows of dead Japs

tundra-covered island

T
the positions of the fanatically resisting Japanese
Until tln-y

ing thai

fell

hack into the

hills and finally —seewas hopeless—committed

their plight

mass

U.S. RETAKES THE ALEUTIANS

\\

suicide, was the last fight fur the Aleutians.
Inn n joint Canadiau-Ii. S. expedition landed

they had

wl

literally

dug out

of holes to

kill.

I
•

-

*

Htm*
*

Leading from Massacre Bay

wuthb rOtd

I

luil

only heavy tractors and JeepS with chains

coujd traverse. Vehicles anil cases (right and background)

Back from the
ti'Uts in

The

mark Out

front, these V. S. soldiers real after the fight.

background were thr

oul.v shelters to Ik' erected

losers On Attn are gathered for burial. Their clothing

the Americans', hut their equipment inferior.

They

put

This

during

up

V.

&

supply dump.

*1 itf

defense until the end.

Fresh troops

DM of

I
I]

I Dead

H

move

Id tbe.

mountain

front

up !>rown-cnr|>cted pass from MnfffHirrf Hay.
lull- where Japs dug themselves in.

Fiercest fighting for the island took place in distant

By his

housing and
days of campaign.

tr actor

first

was generally warmer than
a

I

| f

1

Lilleil

firS of

broken packing eases, an American

field rations.

Most

soldiers

found lades

soldier, dressed in rain clothing, cats

like this

one to use

for shelter

and

slccpin

Japs are examined before being buried. Rather than give up, many of these eoldiers
themselves with hand grenades or pistols as the Americans kept pushing forward.

K

I

ii

NEVER FORGET

l't-1-

DM

ask

day Bart

the

put on tnv

Bart never noticed.

and

He

something very

said

down

ourselves

looked at
fast

done

And

he

That was two years ago... but I'm not
pretending

I

my

ol

ever got over

it.

(I'd

even bought

International Sterling, on hope.)

couldn't stop believing that some day Id

I

answer the door and
Last night, he was.

and looked quickly

"Honey," he
But out where

at

said,

find Bart there.

He

mv

left

hand

the bare third linger.

"I've acted

was.,

I

took

well,

I

put you in

about the realest thing

it,

I

and

had..."

I

International

jeweler

all

working

is

making

anil

may

not have

all

full

speed on war

less sterling, so

the pieces

your

you want

But no American complains about shortBecause I'm marrving him, and we're
ing a cottage.

my

.

.

for the

time off from

my

few davs
job* will

his leave

tak-

and

And

last.

ages.

...the

first

He knows

bullets are

that

of our lifetime possessions... one

So buy more

War Bomh

satisfaction of knowing...

Somehow,

it

belongs with the pictures Bart

take back with him... the Iriendly, low...

the red

and

— that

.

— that

national craftsmen

fire...

with your money

.

.

vour sterling was made bv the world's

noontime breaklasts

of the

won,

knives.

foremost silver house...

gold leaves that swirl past the windows...
in front

is

International gives you the lifetime

after the war.

will

victory

earmark some of them for International Sterling

of the most beautiful and enduring things

of home.

ceihnged rooms of our cottage

until

more important than butter

of

course, our International Sterling goes along

heard, he'd joined the Air

Corps.

some

and

a house,
just

Beginning tomorrow, Bart won't have to

his shoes,

about not tving

with a war going on.

I

was

pretend any more.

got away as quickly as possible.

Next thing

that

production
I'll

new way, with ribbons...

hair a

missed got to seem pretty important

I'd

Dade up
I'd

to.

white dress with the pink roses, and

my

iliJn't

to marry him.

thought he was going

I

your pattern was designed by

Inter-

whose predecessors were

creating spoons of coin silver too years ago...

A man who has

like a kid.

knows how much

the things

does the

girl

who

laced the loneliness of war
these things mean.

And

has waited lor him.

so

— that pieces created by these craftsmen have
been exhibited

in

leading art museums.

MM
*

WOMEN TAKE

A JOB

I

SPRING OlOIT
PATTERN

—

HELP WIN THE WAR!

YOU

^B

till

ill

^B
^B
^B
^B
^B
^B
^B

— now— to

kinds.
It's

up to vou to help

;

%

keep America going, Vou can

do
in

this best

by

t,iMi\

.1

job

your own community.

Choose

a job

from the Want-Ail section

of your local paper.

Kmploymcm

Do

1

needed

are

essential civilian jobs of

it

Service

today

!

<

>r

—

go to your U.

office for

Tht mare

S.

advice.

wmen

at

verk, tht

Plgg

*»5

if

Anglo-American commanders attend

•'!

i

!

ti

dinner given for Knox, Alexander
Running a wur

Here

II

requires a lot of important officials.

are presidents, prime ministers, ambassa-

members, marshals, admirals and generals. The business of war requires these officials, sometimes irreverently referred to as ''brass hats," to meet

dors, cabinet

frequently, t'sually such meetings lake place

in

formal

operations rooms, behind locked doors. But occasion-

a dinner may provide an opportunity
a meeting of great minds.

ally a lunch or
for

Such an Opportunity came the night of Sept. 17
in London when U. S. Ambassador to Great Britain,
John Winant, and Admiral Harold ("Betty" Stark,
I

commander

of

I*.

S.

naval forces

in

Europe, gave a

dinner for A. V. Alexander, First Lord of the British

Admiralty and Frank Knox.

Navy. To the banquet, held

I".

S.

at the

Secretary of the
Dorchester,

came

important Anglo-American military comm&ndere stationed in England.
let

They a tea dinner of chicken,

peas,

tuce salad, potatoes, pears, stewed plums, red wine,

brandy and kummel, and listened to speeches by Knox
and Alexander. The Secretary of the Navy, who had
arrived in England only the day before, was on an inspection tour of American bases.
These pictures were made by LIFE Photographer
Dave Scherman, who was only photographer present.

In his speech,

1940 am!

Frank Knox, Secretary of Navy, pays sincere tribute to Britain's lone fight against Germany in
America's pride in fighting by Britain's ride. He called Alexander that "redhead over there."

tells of

Frank KnOX 2nd John Winant, the American Ambassador to England, converse steadily
during the dinner. Secretary

Sir Alan

ment

BrOOke

Attlee,

(right).

Knox was

a guest of honor and

Winant a bolt

Chief of Imperial General Staff, cuts his food and talks with CleMinister. Brooke has job comparable to General Marshall's.

Deputy Prime

A. V.

Alexander, First Lord of the

mander of r.

at the dinner.

Ad mirallv,

S. naval forces in Europe.

talks with Admiral Harold Stark, comAlexander met Knox for the first time at dinner.

and Lieut. General Jacob L. Devers, comEuropean theater. Devers succeeded Lieut. General Andrews.

Sff CharteS Porlal (right). Air Chief Marshal,

1

mander

of

['.

S. forces in

CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE
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London Banquet

(continued)

Admiral Lord LOUiS MOIintbltten
Chief,

From

the stnirs, they say their
reluctant good-nights. But they're
really ready for sleep ... in the

warm, cozy comfort of

their

Haxes

Merrichihl Sleepers.

These popular garments are knit
from downy cotton and keep children warm and comfortable even
where house temperatures are

—

lower.

They protect each child from
neck to toe against exposure from
covers.
Smooth, flatlocked seams won't irritate and

kicked-off

(left).

Allied Southeast Asia

Commander

in

and Rear Admiral George Barry Wilson, Chief of Staff to Admiral Stark.

awaken youngsters. Double-soled
for scuffing feet.

You get wonderful values, too.
Haxes, the makers of the nationally
popular Haxes Underwear for men
and boys, can also knit these garments for moderate prices.

Admiral Sir
Britain,

Max Horlon

and

<
,

mmander of the Western Approaches to Great

Lieut. General Frederick

Morgan

of the British General Staff.

The happy youngsters below
illustrate the variety of Merrichihl
styles.

—

Available

in

pink and blue

in lovely pastel tints.

—

Shop at

your leading store
for your eh'ddren's sleep! P. H. Hanes Knitting
Company, Winston-Salem, N. C.

Ttco-iiiece unit.
ft

Ages 0

to

L

Onr'/iiere btttton-bnek suit.
Af/vt 0 tu 3.

SLEEPERS

Lord Halifax, the British Amltu^adnr to the
I

FASHIONED BY THE MAKERS OF FAMOUS HANES UNDERWEAR FOR

t'. S., -its to the left of Admiral
Harold Stark and talks across the tahle to Air Chief Marshal Sir Charles PortaL

MEN AND BOYS

88
Cc

Should a

girl

"date"

while her sweetheart

amp

is
to

go out with another man

sweetheart doesn't object, or

At

all

if

times be loyal to your

. . .

your

//

he's a friend of the family.

man

sweet and attractive for him, too!

at

Camp

Guard

.

.

.

and

stay

against under-

odor with Etiquet...the new antiseptic deodorant cream. More effective!* Works 5 ways!

arm perspiration and

/ts

its

(tiquet i/iat c/tecks

ander-arm perspiration... stops oabr too/
0

^
TESTS

24% more

effective than other de-

SAVES CLOTHES. Helps prevent clothesdue to under-arm perspiration.

effective

a r'siiiM

SAFELY STOPS under-arm perspiration
odor.

stains, clothes-rot

prove Etiquet
over 24*fe

more

SAFELY CHECKS under arm perspiration.

odorant creams tested.*

"BIKE

under-

ANTISEPTIC. Pure. Soothing. Not irritating to normal skin. Safe to use every day.

arm pervpi ra tioB
odor than oiher

'

WORKS FAST. Disappears from sight. Not
greasy, not sticky.
need to rinse off or
wait to dry. Dab on . . . dress . . dash!

No

LOOK »0« THf R LUE
TOILET-GOODS COUNTERS.

-

PL A D
I

JAR AT

IOC, 39«. PLUS

TAX.

Buy War Bonds and Stamps
'

I

.

ini, hv Letin A Pink

PrwlixU Corp..

Rear Admiral H.
sion,

who

is in

L.

Vickery (rigid), Vloe Chairman of D. s. Maritime Commisand I/>rd Leathers, British Minister of Wur Transport.

Hlouixinel<l.

N. J.

"f/qvef

Brilnin,

WE /t/V77SEPT/C DEODORAMT CREAM
CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE
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London Banquet

STEP INTO

THIS^**^ FOR

A WEALTH OF LASTING COMFORT

For those extra miles you're walking, turn

next ration coupon and step into a Fortune!

in

your

Snug-fitting

comfort and long mileage are built into Fortunes at

a sensible price you can easily afford.
buy, give Fortune a try
can't

buy

.

.

.

Before you

dollar-tor-dollar

you

better.

FORTUNE
RICHLAND SHOE CO

90

.

A DIVISION OF GENERAL SHOt CORP

.

NASHVILLE, TENN

(continued)

Keep

on having folks

Let them

to

your house for dinner,

made

taste low-ration -point dishes

a special way — and served with

moderate glasses of wine

Ever make
of
to

a

"Crown Roast" of Spareribs? Have

fresh pork spareribs (2 to

long

strips.

make

a

Rub

with

crown.

Fill

salt

2^

bread crumbs, 2 apples diced,
raisins.

Add

salt,

with

V2

Bake

in

%

bacon

salt

fat;

and sage

and

l

WINE

/z

CU P

1

\/2

CU P)* Serves 6

lends a hand to wartime cooks

weapon, too! And perhaps the best of all
build cheer is at your own dinner table, sharing

cheer

places to

l

to taste; 2

beaten egg mixed

CU P walcr a »d Vi cup California Sauternc wine.
hot oven (400 ) about
% hrs., basting ribs oc-

casionally with additional Sauternc (about

Good

Mix 6 cups

cup diced onion,

pepper, celery

tbsps. melted margarine or

a side

lengthwise into 2

lbs.) cut

and pepper and skewer together

center with this stuffing:

is

a

food with your friends.

So invite people to your house often. There are many grandeating main dishes that will keep a watchful eye on your ration
points. Nourishing war dishes that take on extra delicacy ot flavor
when a little wine is used in the cooking!

You not only make these dishes with wine, you serve the same
good wine at table. An ages-old custom for building morale, it's
hard to improve upon today.

We

invite

you

to try this custom, starting with the foods

wines pictured here. For a new booklet

filled

Board, 85 Second Street, San

I'

and

with wonderful low-

ration-point dishes cooked with wine, write the

Wine Advisory

rancisco, California.

his is Stuffed Heart Burgundy: To serve 6. buy. Vi beef heart. Want), trim ofT hard
portions, veins, ate. Let stand several hours in l'/i cups California hurgundy wine.
Drain, saving wine. Season inside and out. Fill with this stuffing: Mix 2 cups bread
crumbs. 4 tbsps. minced onion. l« up. salt, V4 tsp. pepper,
tsp. poultry seasoning. 3
tbsps. melted margarine or bacon fat, and Vj cup of wine drained from meat Sew up
openings. Season again. Place in a deep covered baking dish. Add remaining Burgundy
and Vi cup water: bake slowly at 30U S F. 2 or 3 hours, or until tender, basting occasionally. Remove meat, skim off excess fat. Thicken and season remaining liquid for gravy

M

•

wine merchant or restaurateur hasn't your favorite wine type,
him suggest another California wine. .it's your opportunity to

If your
let

become acquainted with some

.

of the

many other

excellent types

Copyrignted material

Ifou @cut't S*fiMM>

£«>

WontU /Heme

Often the thoughtful

more surely
sentiments

Whitman s Sampler

is

chocolate coated fruits

and

.

little

signify

things

unspoken

.

CHOCOLATES

laden with a rich assortment uf
and creams, caramels and nuts

other rare good sweets.

BUY MORE UNITED STATES WAR BONDS AND STAMPS * * *

A

WOMAN NEVER FORGETS

THE

MAN WHO REMEMBERS

Copy

RULERS OF PALESTINE JEWS,
in

photographed

Jerusalem headquarters

Zionist

for first time, are elected by
and non-Zionist Jews of the world. Executives of the

EBner Kaplan, once

right, include: Chairman
David Ben-tiiirkm, a Pole; Ilzchak Gruenbaum, a Pole;
Rabbi J. L. Fischman, a Russian; Kmil Schmorak, a Czech;

Jewish Agency for Palestine, from

ator, a

a Russian revolutionist; David Sen-

German: Moshe Shapiro,

a

Pole; Kliahu Dohkin,

a Russian; Moshc Shcrtok, a Palestinian; and a secretary.

HOMELAND
MORE
WANTS A

JEWISH
PALESTINE

A

MILLION

strip of subtropical greenery along the coast of Palestine

is

the pride of most

of the 10.000.000 Jews of the world. It is the physical homeland of 380,000
Jews living there today. It is the spiritual homeland of the rest who for 8,000 years
have said at Passover, "Next year in Jerusalem." In this small land of 10,000 square
miles, big as New Hampshire, most of the Bible was lived and written. The monotheistic worship of an invisible God, from which both Christianity and Islam derive, was born here. For ->0 years the Jews of the Diaspora (in
exile) have worked and planned to go back.
What gives t he Jewish homeland pressing point now is that half
the Jews in the world, some 8.000.000, have been trapped inside
Hitler's Europe. At least 3.000,000 of these are by now certainly

in

Of

tins total 157,000

British

.

.

are elected, not exclusively by the

in
its

is

Jews

Dr.

-

of Pales-

Chaim Weiz-

asserted that as soon as the Jews have a sovereign majority
Palestine (they

now number 85%) world Jewry

Palestine powers and properties over to the

The

prospering of Palestine

in

Jews

will

hand

alt

in Palestine.

the past 90 years has attracted

and enriched the Arabs. Many farsighted Arabs see an industrial
Jewish Palestine as a natural bridge between the Christian West
and the Moslem Middle East, which is now one of the world's
major dead ends. Palestine has already boosted the wealth, stand-

1048, having

promised the Jews to "facilitate
the establishment in Palestine of a national home for the Jewish people." Since then, the
Jews have poured into Palestine $500,000,000, Bit by bit, through
the Jewish Agency for Palestine, they have bought land from the
Arabs, until now Jews own nearly 400,000 acres of Palestine, or

is

ard of living, health and efficiency of the Arabs multiplying there.

White Paper of 1939 forbids further Jewish immi-

gration into Palestine after 1944.
in

men

but by the World Zionist Organization whose president

The others yearn desperately to escape. Palestine is ready
to receive them, 800.000 a year, a million and more in three years.

Britain got a League mandate over Palestine

is

Jerusalem {above). These

tine,

muiiii ihcluw). It

dead.

Yet a

JEWS

owned by the Jewish National Fund and leased to the
workers. Palestine Jews have their own legislature and council, but the powerful
Jewish body is the executive board of the Jewish Agency for Palestine, sitting
0^0'

.

PRESIDENT WEIZMANN

The pictures on the following pages by LIFE Photographer
John Phillips show the new Palestine. The Jews of Palestine, like
Americans of the early 19th Century, are a new people, bold, energetic, friendly, unconventional. They know how to sweat ami their
natural social idealism is applied to advancing their community
rather than themselves. Jewish Palestine may once have been an
experiment, but it is not an experiment any longer. It is a fact.

CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE
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PALESTINE SETTLEMENT, one of 276,
in

booor

«>f

l

.

S.

Supreme Court

Its

population

is

is

named Ain Hashofet ("Well of the Judge,"

Justice Brandeis).

TEL AVIV, meaning Ilillof Spring,

is

It i* in

'he valley of the Kiver Kishon in

(he sparkling, all-Jewish renter of modern Palestine.

over 150,000, greater than Jerusalem's. This photograph looks toward the sea,

Galilee, northern Palestine.

The

land

If

owned by Jewish National Fund, rented

to the corn-

funnily on a IM-vi ar leMe. Notice here unfinished refrigeration plant and tower headtpiarters

mayor's wife, down Allenby Street. Notice the subtropical planting and the modernistic German architecture. Average temperature here is G0°.

across Dizeugotf Circle,

named

for the first

96

GREAT SCIENTIST
a

is

Dr. Emanuel Goldberg, inventor of the Contax camera,

great camera development, not to

IT

l>e

released until after war.

LABORS

LIVES
WITH ZEST

GROCER from Austria
now

He had

runs prosperous

escaped

The

is

Max

Bartfeld

who

got out just

a big wholesale grocery in Vienna,

retail store in

Tel Aviv and enjoys

life.

Germany

who

has

in 1937.

YOUNG GENERATION

places in the world. Its
it

many tongues makes

Orthodox rabbis indeed con-

far too worldly, deplore its girls' tight shorts

and the non-kosher food served in many restaurants.
On the other hand the Jews of Palestine are probably
the most literate, highly educated, healthy and sober
group in the world. German Yiddish is dying out and
modernized Hebrew and English arc taking its place.
There is no dividing line between city and country

FIRST BALLERINA of Tel Aviv'sGertrude KraussBaU
Pnina Schevelov who came from Russia in 1925. Soviet
Jewish theater toured Palestine in 1928 and just stayed on.
let is

is

Above are Miriam Bishop, com*
Germany, who works in drugstore.

healthy and handsome.

mercial student, from Rumania, and David Spelman from

variety of Jews speaking

Palestine one of the most eosmopolitan and worldly

sider

AND

before war began.

He

Jews. City children must work in the settlements during vacations. There

is

age. Fifty out of every

workers.

in fact a serious labor Shorthundred people are farmers or

They produced

last

year $1*20,000,000

in in-

dustrial products, 200.000 tons of grain, 200,000 tons
of oranges. In the last year five

new

settlements have

been founded, more of the Biblical cellars have been
replanted, the Biblical hills of Judaea re-terraced. Today Palestine boasts 2,300 factories. 4,000 small shops
and a lively production in potash, toluol and bromine.

OFFICER in Hungarian Army was Cornelius Hochberger
who came to Palestine in 1934 with 25 skilled leathcrworkere
and now runs Tel Aviv's most expensive leather-goods store.
CONTINUED ON NCXT PAGE
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TEXTILE FACTORY IB Tel Aviv is privately owned. It is Lodzia Textile Co., named
makes socks for the British Army.
for Jewish city m Poland, Lodz. On German machines
it

PALESTINE TRIES
ALL EXPERIMENTS
HOME of Dov and Simcha Vardi
is

one room

at

(Hebrew for Bernard and Sadie Rosen) from Brooklyn,
Ain Hashofet. Both are college graduates. Bath and kitchen are communal.

DIAMOND POLISHER

in Tel Aviv is Abraham Jankielevicz. &
£20 a week. Industry was transplanted from Low Countries. Diamonds

Not many outsiders

many
left

parties,

are the

realize that Palestine Jews, far

many ways of

Labor

Zionists,

life,

whose

now

many
left

social

wing

is

and

the

Polish rabbi, earning
ought from England.

from being

all

of one mind, have

political theories.

Young

At the

political

Guartl (llajthomer Ilatzair).

shown on pages IM-9.> anil below.
Here the community owns everything, the individual nothing. Yet even the community does not own the land, which is actually rented out by the World Zionist
Organization through the Jewish National Fund. Settlement shown here is manned

One

of their settlements,

COMMUNAL

JOB of Dov Vardi

five

is

years old,

to get

ing hours are limited to eight. Jobs rotate.

up

Cows

at

3

is

a.

m. and feed community cows. His work-

are Holsteins. This

is

voluntary communism.

STOCKING MAKER
825 I week

by Americans and

Poles.

parents for a few hours
nistic,

is

at Ixwiziu Textile

Chama

The

in

Kenig,

2tS,

who came from Poland

children are raised

the afternoon.

political center are the

dividual virtually owns his laud and

he works

it

satisfactorily.

But even

it is

I*.

l>e

described as

their

commu-

entirely voluntary.

"General Zionists" in whose villages the

home and may
there, the land

will

is

it

COMMUNAL LUNCH

at the

to his children, so long as

usually leased from the Jewish

Aiu Hashofet settlement is of cucumbers, tomatoes one egg,
foods are rationed now, Dov Vardi is al the second table.

rice, fruit. All

tails nt cafe

outside Gal

Kemon

cosmopolitan in world, takes

tea, coffee,

Hotel. Nearly every language in the world

is

cock-

>pokcn here.

all males wear skullcaps and the economic system varbetween the cooperative and outright ownership. Purely capitalistic are some

Jewish communities, where
ies

villages aiid [the industrial firms
in-

National Fund. Further to the right are the Mizrachi settlements, the Orthodox

meat, tea without sugar,

TEL AVIV SOCIETY, one of the most

makes

S. millionaire.

communally and play with

The system may

with the important qualification thai

Nearer to the

nine years ago and

Co. She asked LIFK's photographer to send her a

Histadruth,

is

unusual

The final oddity
They are ruled by
by

all

is

in

shown above.

Palestine's labor organization, the

including both farm and shopworkers.

that Palestine Jews have

little

the organized Jews of the world voting in the

COMMUNAL CHILDREN
them. Vardi

is

do with ruling themselves.
ami economically
World Zionist Organization.

to

the British Colonial Office, controlled socially

from parents, spend Saturday afternoon with
what Palestine Jews want most. Birthrate is high.

live apart

at right. Children are

C\f JEWISH HOMELAND

(continued)

ARAB-JEW
RELATIONS
r~rMie relations between the Jews and the Arabs in
Jl Palestine are occasionally scarred by violence, but
more often are marked by petty irritations. Most of
the Jews get along with most of the Arabs. Each has its

showdown fight. The
is shown at left.
was the late Vladimir Jabotinsky who

extremist group spoiling for a

Jewish group
Its leader

fought with the three all-Jewish British battalions under Allenby in Palestine
volting Arabs throw the

in 1917 which helped the reTurks out. He later grew tired
World Zionist Organiza-

of the polite legalisms of the
tion.

Though he was outlawed,

his illegal

army

still

hides machine guns, drills by night and pulls off an occasional act of counterterrorism against the Arabs.

They want

to revise the 1922 separation of Palestine

and Trans jordania.
In general, however, no sharp racial line is drawn
between Jew and Arab. Arab children can go to Jewish
schools and medical centers. Arab and Jewish merchants trade side by side: labor on many Jewish projects is 50% Arab. Arabj charge the Jews high prices

up to $3,000,000 a year. On
the other hand, Jewish entertainers in Tel Aviv have
no qualms about "taking" any rich young Arab sport
who comes in to sow a wild oat. Arabs claim that Jewish Palestine has already grabbed all the good land and
will die if foreign money stops flowing in. But they
don't seem to believe it themselves.
Some attempt is made by the British to bring the
two peoples togetner, as in Auxiliary Territorial Service (opposite), where Jewesses and an occasional Arab
girl march toget her in war service. Some 23,000 Jewish
men and women have enlisted in the British armed
forces. Whether or not world Jewry has spent its monfor their lands, collecting

MILITANT YOUTHS are
ists

or Reviaionittfli

cssary.

They

train

who propose

between ages

BeUrLegM m

t

if

New

to fight for Palestine
<>f

h and 23

Zionif

nee*

Below are por-

traits of

Founder Vladimir Jabotinsky

uin in Tel Aviv.

War

I,

He

in his

Memorial Musein World

fought with the Jewish Legion

was long banned from

Palestine, died in 1940 in

L*.

S.

ey recklessly

in creating

a garden spot

in Palestine, it

has certainly produced something unique and potent

on the edge

of the dreary deserts of the

BETAR COMMISSIONER
World

Zionists,

is

Moshe Gold. His

Ite-

Batlagah (self-restraint)
wants the Jews to get tough.

visionist party refuses to accept the

discipline of the

Middle East.

OF THE SEA

SILENCE
A

story of a French family and a Nazi officer,

German occupation

written in France under the

A PREFACE
In a few wteks

it will be thrte years.

It will be three years that France

the

emblem

"The Silence of the Sea" (le Silence de
.

Mer)

silence

It

a long short

is

Occupied France by a

and pubby an Underground house called
de Minuit (Midnight Editions).
"The Silence of the Sea" is the story of
a young German officer who is billeted at
the home of an old Frenchman and his
printed on Underground presses

lished

Editions

mourning.

And silence of thought, forced silence of writers deprived of the right of expression, silence toward the
world.

No

war.

niece.

It is

fiction,

people that has not lived behind the wall that

not only a distinguished piece of

but also a brilliant piece of report-

on French resistance to the German

ing

built around the European intelligence

can understand the extent of punishment. But let them
at least realize that men are dying in order to breach

occupation.

that wall.

of France to London where

We

are so fearful, over here, lest

Proofs of the story

from a distance

published

French thought appear to be shrinking slowly into the

shadow; we suffer
of France, for

of

so

many

human values!
At the side of the

much

because of this first absence

centuries,

from the great exchange

snipers fighting on their

own

soil,

liter-

who signs himself Vercors
name is kept secret. It was

but whose real

longer dares

hungry, because the bodies of hostages fallen
each evening make of each morrow a new day of national
is

Germany has

this
in

French author

Gestapo hides microphones under

a child no

written

story,

German parade goes up the Champs Ely sees,
because an enemy officer occupies the next room,

the hotel beds, silence because

say he

perhaps the most remarkable

is

ary product of

of silence.

Silence in crowds, silence of houses. Silence because

at noon the

silence because the

la

.

has lived under

French.

in

were smuggled out
it
was re-

An

English transla-

be published in the
Company. Herewith

by Mac-

tion will

U. S.

millan
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a somewhat abridged version
ed by Maria Jolas.

translat-

at the side of the workers committing sabotage in their
who are preparing an

factories, at the side of the chiefs

army

of insurrection, journalists,

men

of letters

and

philosophers have taken their stand.

gone through and what

it

it

has

stands for.

writing this story, the author, who hides under
pseudonym of Vercors perhaps a famous novelist,
a very great writer put a price on his own
head. The man who provided the funds and the printing presses, and found paper, at a time when the most
official and most favored publishers were short of paper
this Frenchman, too, put a price on his head; so did

By

—

the

—

certainly

—

the compositors by setting the type, the binders by bind-

ing the sheets

walked the

— while the black half-boots of the enemy

street over their heads.

Ah, no! This

a diminished people, this is not
a missing people, when men of every social stratum are
capable of giving their liberty and their lives for the
is not

written word. Let no one speak ill of a country where

blood flows for the primacy of the spirit.
France has not abdicated; and she is finding again
the greatness

He was

which she seemed

to

have

The next morning an enormous, gray military
The chauffeur and a
young soldier, blond and smiling, dug
out two boxes and a large bundle wrapped in
sacking. They took all this up to the largest of
the rooms. The car left, and a few hours later I
car drove into the garden.

Let those who read this story realise what

lost.

preceded by a great display of mili-

slender

heard the sound of hoofs. Three riders appeared.
All of them, both men and horses, went into the
barn which I use as a studio. I saw later that
they had driven the clamp of my worktable between two stones of the wall, tied a rope to the

clamp and the horses to the rope.
For two days nothing else happened. I saw nobody else. The riders left early with their horses,
they brought them back in the evening and
themselves slept in the hay which they had put
in the loft.

Then, on the morning of the third day, the big

The smiling young man lifted a
trunk on his shoulder and carried it
Then he took his bag and set it
down in the next room. He came downstairs and,
turning to my niece, asked in accurate French for

car returned.

roomy

field

into the room.

sheets.

tary ostentation.

First, two privates, both very blond,
one gangling and thin, the other square-shouldered, with the hands of a quarry-worker. They
looked at the house without entering. Later a
noncommissioned officer came along. The gangling private accompanied him. They spoke to me
in what they supposed was French. I did not
understand a word. Nevertheless, I showed
them the rooms that were free. They appeared

to be satisfied.

someone knocked
When
whoopened

it

was my

niece

thedoor. She had just served

my coffee,
puts

me

to sleep).

as she did each evening (coffee
I

was seated

at the other

end of

the room, more or less in the shadow. The door
gives onto the garden, on the same level. A pave-

ment of red brick

when
house.

it

rains,

We heard

tiles,

which is very convenient
whole length of the

runs the

steps, the

sound of heels on the

tile.

My

cup.

I

niece looked at me and set
kept mine in my hands.

down

her

It was dark, not very cold; that particular
November was not very cold. I saw the enormous

the close-fitting cap,

silhouette,

the raincoat

thrown over the shoulders like a cape.
My niece had opened the door and remained
silent. She had pushed the door against the wall,
and herself stood against the wall without looking at anything.
small sips.

The

1

kept on drinking

my

coffee in

door said, "If you please."
He seemed to measure the silence. Then he came in.
The cape slid down over his forearm, he gave a
military salute and took off his cap. He turned
toward my niece, smiled discreetly and bent
over slightly from the waist. Then he turned to
me and made me a deeper bow. He said, "My
name is Werner von Ebrcnnac." I had the time
to think, very fast: "The name is not German.
Perhaps he is a descendant of a Protestant emigrant?" He added, "I am extremely sorry."
The last word, pronounced in a dragging manner, fell into the silence. My niece had closed the
door and remained, her back to the wall, looking
straight before her. I had not risen. Slowly I set
my empty cup on the harmonium, folded my
hands and waited.
The officer resumed: "It was naturally necessary. I would have avoided it if possible. I am
sure my orderly will do everything so that you
won't be disturbed." He was standing in the
middle of the room. He was very tall and very
thin. He could have touched the rafters by simply lifting his arm.
His head was bent slightly forward, as if his
neck were joined not to his shoulders but to the
top of his chest. He was not stoop-"shouldercd,
but it looked as if he were. His narrow hips and
shoulders were impressive. His face was handsome: virile and marked with two deep hollows
along his cheeks. We could not sec his eyes,
which were hidden by the shadow of the archway. They seemed to me to be light colored. His
hair was blond and soft, combed straight back,
and shone silkily under the light of the chandeofficer in the

He bowed

his head slightly.

lier.

The

became thicker and
Thick and motionless.

silence lengthened. It

thicker, like

morning

fog.

of my niece, mine too, probably weighted this silence, made it leaden. The
officer himself, rather lost, remained motionless,
until finally I saw a smile form on his lips. His
smile was one of gravity and without a trace of
irony. He made a sketchy gesture with his hand,
the significance of which escaped me. His gaze

The motionlessness

settled

on my niece, who was still stiff and
and I had the opportunity to look un-

straight,

hurriedly at the powerful profile, the prominent,
thin nose. Finally he turned and looked at the
fireplace and said: "I feel a great respect for per-

sons

who

love their country," and suddenly,
he stared at the sculptured angel

lifting his head,
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over the window. "I could go up to my room now," he said.
"But I don't know the way." My niece opened the door giving onto the little stairway and started up the steps, without a glance at
the officer, as if she had been alone. The officer followed her. I then
saw that he had a stiff leg.
I heard them cross the vestibule; the steps of the German sounded in the hall, alternately loud and faint; a door opened, then closed
again. My niece returned. She picked up her cup and continued to
drink her coffee. I lighted my pipe. We remained silent for several
minutes. I said, "Thank God, he seems to be decent." My niece
shrugged her shoulders. She drew my velvet jacket over her knees and
finished the invisible patch she had started to sew on it.
The next morning the officer came downstairs as wc were having
our breakfast in the kitchen. A different stairway leads to the kitchen and I don't know whether the German had heard us or whether
he just happened to come that way. He stopped in the doorway and
said: "I had an excellent night. I hope that yours was the same." He
smilingly looked over the large room. Since we had little wood and
even less coal, I had repainted it, we had put some furniture in it,
some bits of brass and old plares, in order to confine our living there
during the winter. He examined all this and one could see the shining
edges of his very white teeth. I saw that his eyes were not blue, as I
had thought, but golden brown. Finally he crossed the room and
opened the door to the garden. He took two steps, then turned to
look at our long, low house, covered with latticework, with its old
brown tiles. His smile broadened.
"Your old Mayor told me I would stay at the Chateau," he said,
pointing with a backward gesture of the hand to the pretentious
building that could be glimpsed through the bare trees, a little way
up the hill. "I shall congratulate my men on having made a mistake.
This is a much nicer chateau."
Then he closed the door, bowed to us through its glass panes, and
left.

He came back that evening at the same hour as the day before. Wc
were having coffee. He knocked but did not wait for my niece to
open the door. He opened it himself. "I fear I am disrurbing you,"
he said. "If you prefer, 1 shall pass through the kitchen— in which
case you will lock this door." He crossed the room and remained a
moment with his hand on the knob, looking at the various corners
of the room. Finally he bowed slightly from the waist, "I bid you
goodnight," and he went out.

We never locked the door. I am not sure that the reasons for our
not doing so were either very clear or unmixed. By tacit understanding my niece and I had decided to change nothing in our lives, not
even the slightest detail; as if the officer didn'r exist as if he had been
a ghost. But it is just possible too that another feeling mingled in my
heart with that one: I cannot offend a man, even though he be my
;

for

ANY rum

remember

is

drink-all you need

"Government House"

enemy, without suffering.
For a long time over a month the same scene was repeated each
day. The officer knocked and entered. He said a few words about the

—

—

weather, the temperature, or some subject of equal importance. They
had this in common, that they did not call for an answer. He always
lingered a little on the threshold of the small door, looked around,
and then a very slight smile expressed the pleasure that this examinathe same examination each day and the
tion seemed to give him
same pleasure. His eyes lingered on my niece's bowed profile, which
was unfailingly severe and indifferent, and when he finally turned his
gaze away from her I was sure to find there a sort of smiling appro-

—

bation.

Government
House
*****

Rum

Then, bowing, he said, "I bid you goodnight," and left the
room.
One evening things suddenly changed. Outdoors a fine snow mixed
with rain was falling, terribly cold and wet. In the big fireplace I was
burning some thick logs that I kept especially for days like this. In
spite of myself I pictured the officer outside and the powdery look he
would have when he came in. But he did not come. It was well past
the time for him to come and I was irritated with myself that he
should occupy my thoughts. My niece was knitting slowly and very
intently.

Finally footsteps could be heard. But they came from inside the
house. From their uneven sound I recognized that it was the officer.
I realized that he had entered by the other door, that he was coming
from his room. Doubtless he had not wanted us to see him with a wet
uniform, his prestige diminished; he had first changed.
The footsteps— one loud, one faint— came down the stairway. The
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door opened and the officer appeared. He was in mufti. His trousers
were of thick gray flannel and his jacket of tweed, steel-blue interwoven with a warm brown tone. The jacket was cut loosely and
hung with an elegant casualness. Under his jacket a heavy, naturalcolored wool sweater molded the slender, muscular torso.
"I beg your pardon," he said. "I feel a bit cold. I got very wet and
my room is quite cold. I shall warm myself a few minutes in front
of your fire."
He crouched down with a certain difficulty before the fireplace and
stretched out his hands, turning them first one way, then another.
"Ah, this is good!" he said. Finally he turned his back CO the flame,
still crouching with one knee in his arms.
"For me, this is nothing," he said. "Winter in France is a mild

Where

season.

I

The trees are all pines, the
snow lies heavy upon them. Here the
The snow on them is like lace. At home one thinks

live it's very bitter. Very.

forests are thickly planted, the
trees are delicate.

of a sturdy, powerful bull
it's the spirit, the subtle,
His voice was muted,
marked only on the hard

that needs

its

QUALITY

force in order to live. Here,

poetic thought."

almost toneless. His accent was slight,
consonants. The whole thing was like a

7

LEADS

rather musical droning of bees.

He

rose and stood leaning with his forearm on the upper edge of

the fireplace, his forehead on the back of his hand.
that he

was obliged

bumped

the top of

to bend over a little, whereas

my

He was

so

tall

should not have

I

head.

He remained without moving for a long while, without moving
and without speaking. My niece knitted with mechanical vivacity.
She did not look at him, not once. I kept on smoking, more or less
stretched out in my big cozy armchair. I thought that it would be
impossible to lighten the weight of our silence. That the man was
going to say goodnight and leave.
But the muted musical droning started up again. It cannot be said
that it broke the silence, it was rather as if it had been born out
of it.
"I always loved France," said the officer, without moving. "Always. I was a child during the other war and what I thought then
doesn't count. But since then I have always loved it. Only it was
from afar. Like the far-off Princess." He paused a bit before he said
gravely, "Because of my father."
He turned toward us and, with both hands in his coat pockets,
leaned his full length against the side of the fireplace, his head
slightly touching the mantelpiece. From time to time he rubbed the
back of his skull slowly against it, with the natural gesture of a deer.
There was an armchair invitingly just beside him. He did not sit
down. Until the very last day he never sat down. We did not suggest
it to him and he did nothing, ever, that could be considered a
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As he spoke he looked at my niece. He did not look at her the way
a man looks at a woman, but the way he looks at a statue. And, in
fact, she really was a statue. An animated statue, but a statue.
"... But Briand was defeated. My father saw that France was still
by your cruel ruling class— people like your de Wendels, your
Henry Bordeaux's and your old Marshal. He told me: You must
never go to France until you can go there in boots apd helmet.' I had
to promise it, for he was about to die. When war came I was acquainted with all of Europe, except France."
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continued:
"I am not a performer; I compose music. It's my entire life and, for
that reason, 1 strike myself as rather a comic figure when I sec myself as a military man. Still, I don't regret this war. No. 1 believe
."
great things will come out of it.
He straightened up, took his hands from his pockets and held them
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and bowed from the waist. As he did every
evening, he said: "I bid you goodnight." Then he left the room.
I finished my pipe in silence. I coughed a little and said: "It is perhaps inhuman to refuse him the pittance of a single word." My niece
lifted her face. She raised her brows very high over shining, indignant eyes. I felt almost as though I were blushing a little.
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that day on his visits took this new form. We saw him only
From
rarely in uniform. He changed first and then knocked at our

Was

door.

it

in order to spare us the sight of the

enemy

—

is the difference between a fire in my home and here? Of course the
wood, flame and fireplace resemble each other. But not the light.
That depends on the objects it lights up— on the inhabitants of this
room, the furniture, the walls, the books on the shelves.
"Why do I like this room so much?" he said thoughtfully. "It is
not so very attractive— I beg your pardon!" He laughed. "I mean to
say, it is not a museum piece. Your furniture, for instance— nobody
would say: What marvelous pieces! No. But this room has a soul.
This whole house has a soul."
He was standing in front of the shelves of the bookcase. His
fingers touched the bindings with a light caress.
.

GUM

uni-

form? Or to make us forget it— to accustom us to his person? Probably both. He knocked and entered without waiting for the reply
which he knew we would not make. He did it quite frankly and
naturally, and then came to warm himself before the fire, which was
the regular excuse for his coming an excuse that fooled neither us
nor him, and the comfortably conventional nature of which he made
no attempt to hide.
One time he said (this was at the beginning of his visits): "What

.

"... Balzac, Barres, Baudelaire, Bcaumarchais, Boileau, Burton
Chateaubriand, Corneille, Descartes, Fenelon, Flaubert ... La Fontaine, France, Gautier, Hugo— what a roll call!" he said with a light
laugh and a lift of the head. "And I've only come to the letter HI
Neither Moliere, nor Rabelais, nor Racine, nor Pascal, nor Stendhal,
nor Voltaire, nor Montaigne, nor all the others!" He continued to
glide slowly along the books and from time to time he let out an imperceptible "Ah!" when, I suppose, he read a name he hadn't
thought of. "The English," he continued, "make one think immediately: Shakespeare. The Italians: Dante. Spain: Cervantes. And
we, right away Goethe. After that, one has to stop and think. But if
one says: What about France? Then, what names immediately spring
to mind? Moliere? Racine? Hugo? Voltaire? Rabelais? Or which
.

— A FULFILLMENT AND

A PROMISE!

.

:

They come piling in. They are like the crowd in the entrance
of a theater: one doesn't know whom to let in first."
He turned about and said earnestly:
"But music, that's our department: Bach, Handel, Beethoven,
others?

Wagner, Mozart

—which name comes

first?

"And we make war on each other!" he said slowly, shaking his
He came back to the fireplace and his smiling eyes settled on

head.

the profile of my niece. "But this is the last war! We shan't fight any
more. Wc shall get married!" His eyelids crinkled, the hollows under his cheekbones marked two long furrows, his white teeth
showed. Gaily he said: "Yes, Yes!" A slight nod of the head repeated this affirmation. "When we entered Saintes," he continued
after a silence, "I was happy that the population received us well. I
was very happy. I thought: it will be easy. And then I saw that it
was not that at all, that it was just cowardice." He had grown

had contempt for those people. And I was fearful for
thought: has France really become like that?" He shook
I saw her later; and now I am happy about her

serious. "I
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must be conquered. I like that."
He looked at my niece, his fine profile stubborn and reserved,
silently and with earnest insistence, in which, however, there still
floated the remnants of a smile. My niece felt it. I saw her blush very
slightly, and little by little a wrinkle formed between her brows.
Her fingers pulled a little too vigorously, too sharply, at the needle,
at

the risk of breaking the thread.

"Yes," continued the slow, droning voice,
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just left.

am glad to have found here a dignified old man. And a silent
young woman. This silence must be conquered. The silence of France
"I

American designers have

-1 endowed the Lord and Lady Elgins
with brilliant beauty. Their accuracy is
traditional. If your jeweler's supply is

—

His glance met mine which I turned aside lingered a little on
various parts of the room, then returned to the pitilessly indifferent
face

IEADING

"No! No!

stern countenance."

"it's better like that.

—

Much

better. That makes for a firm union
the type of union in
which each grows in nobility. There is a charming tale for children,
which I have read, which you have read, which everybody has read.
I don't know if the title is the same in the two countries. At home it
is called Das Tier und die Schdne
Beauty and the Beast. Poor Beauty!
The Beast has her at his mercy, powerless and a prisoner; at every

—

moment of the day he forces upon her
The Beauty is proud, dignified

his implacable

Children

IRON

must have

good red blood!

for

heavy presence.

she has hardened herself. But
the Beast is worth more than he appears. Oh, he isn't very polished!
He is awkward, brutal, and appears very uncouth beside the fine
.

.

.

.

Beauty!

.

.

But he has a good heart; yes, he has a heart that aspires
itself. If only the Beauty were willing!
Yet, little by
she discovers deep in the eyes of the hated jailer a gleam
which prayer and love may be read. She is less conscious
of the heavy paw, of the chains of her prison. She ceases to hate him,
she is touched by this devotion, and she holds out her hand.
Immediately, the Beast becomes transformed, the enchantment that
had held him in this barbarous hairy skin is dispelled; he is now a
knight, very handsome, very pure, refined and cultivated, whom
every kiss of the Beauty adorns with ever more radiant qualities.
Their union brings about sublime happiness. Their children, who
combine the gifts of both their parents, are the most beautiful the
earth has ever known! ..."
"Don't you like that story? I have always loved it. I used to read
it over and over. It made me cry. I especially loved the Beast, because
I understood his suffering. Even today, I am moved when I speak
.

.

.

to raise

.

.

.

—

little,

reflection in

.

.

All of us need iron—
it's essential for the

formation and maintenance
of good red blood.
Children especially need
an abundance of iron to
meet the needs of their

growing bodies.

of it."
He stopped speaking, drew a deep breath, and bowed:
"I bid you goodnight."

One—evening—

BRER RABBIT

NO SUGAR

MOLASSES

had gone up to my room to fetch some tobacco
I heard the sound of the harmonium. Somebody was playing the Eighth Prelude and Fugue, on which my niece had been
working before the debacle. The book had remained open at that
page, but until that evening my niece had not brought herself to
practice again. That she should have taken it up aroused in me both
pleasure and surprise: what inner necessity had suddenly decided
her to do it?
It was not she. She had not left her chair or her work. Her glance
met mine and sent me a message which I did not decipher. I looked
I

IS

NEEDED

RICH IN
IRON

I

VL4

«

at the tall figure before the instrument, the bent head, the long,

slender, nervous hands, the fingers of
like

which moved over the keys

autonomous beings.

He

played only the prelude. He rose and went over to the fire.
is greater than that," he said in a muted voice which
.That is not even the
did not rise much above a murmur. "Great?
word. Beyond man beyond his flesh. That makes us understand
divine, inscrutable
no; guess no; feel
feel what nature is
divested of the human soul. Yes, it is an innature nature
human music."
In a dreamlike silence, he seemed to be exploring his own thought.
Slowly he bit his lip.
"Bach ... He could only have been German. Our land has that
quality, that inhuman quality. I mean to say: it is not to the measure

"Nothing

.

—

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

of man."

A

silence, then:

love it, I admire it, it overwhelms me, it is in me
like the presence of God, but ... it is not my own.
"I myself want to create music to the measure of man: that, too,
is one of the paths toward the attainment of truth. That is my path.
I would not want to, I could not, follow any other. That, now,

"This music,

I

a thing I know. I know it wholly. Since when? Since I have lived
here."
He turned his back to us. He pressed his hands on the mantelpiece,
holding on by his fingers, turned his face toward the flame, and
peered through his forearms as through the bars of a fence. His voice
is

became muted.

"Now

I need France. But I ask a lot. I want France to welcome
nothing to be here as a stranger a traveler, or a conquergives nothing for nothing can be taken from her.
Her richness, her great richness, cannot be conquered. One must
have drunk of it at her breast, she must offer you her breast with a
maternal gesture and feeling. ... I know that that depends on us.
But it depends on her, too. She must be willing to understand our
She must be willing to unite
thirst and be willing to assuage it.

me.
or.

It is

Then she

—

—

.

.
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SILENCE OF THE SEA

(conned)

He straightened up, his back still turned toward us, his fingers still
clutching the stone.
"For myself," he said, a little louder, "I must live here a long
while. In a house like this one. As the son of a village like this vil."
lage.
I must.
He grew silent. He turned toward us- His mouth smiled, but not so
.

.

his eyes,

"The

.

which looked

at

my

niece.

obstacles will be surmounted," he said, "Sincerity always

surmounts obstacles."
"I bid you goodnight."

cannot remember today all that was said during more than a
I hundred winter evenings. The theme, however, scarcely ever
varied. It was a long rhapsody about his discovery of France:
the love he had felt for France from afar, before he knew it, and the
daily deepening love which he felt now that he had had the good
fortune to live there. And really, I admired him. Yes, for not getting
discouraged. And for never having tried to break our implacable silence by any violence of language. On the contrary, when occasionally he allowed the silence to invade the room, to saturate its farthest
corners like a heavy, unbreakable gas, he, of the three of us, seemed
to be the one who was most at case. On these occasions he would
look at my niece with that smiling, yet serious, expression of approbation which he had worn from the first day. And I felt my niece's

'

"that little

It's

more" that

brings success in

life.

So

pipes. A Rovalto n
adds that extra something
to make a good tobacco
taste better. Because this
Willi

greater satisfaction brings

enduring pleasure, a
knowing smoker and his
favored Royalton
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|

aSl^

are seldom

parted.

grow disturbed in its self-constructed prison. I recognized this
from many signs, the least of which was a slight trembling of the
fingers. And when, at last, Werner von Ebrennac dispelled the silence
spirit

gently and without a jar, through the filter of his droning voice,
was as though he had allowed me to breathe more freely.

He spoke

Royalton

it

Silver
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a softie
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to

be such
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house in the forest, I was born there, I went to the village
school, on the other side; I never left it until I went to Munich for
my examinations and to Salzburg for music. Since then, I have always lived there. I never liked big cities. I know London, Vienna,
Rome, Warsaw, and all the big German cities, naturally. I don't like
to live in them. I really liked only Prague— no other city has so
much soul. And above all Nuremberg. For a German, that is the city
that makes his heart swell, because there he finds the phantoms dear
to his heart, the memory, in every stone, of those who made the
nobility of ancient Germany. I imagine that the French must feel the
same thing before the Cathedral of Chartres. They must feel the
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Hmry

them— the grace of their
and their gtntillessc. Fate took me
appears above the ripe wheat all blue
with distance, and transparent, incorporeal, that is tremendously
moving! I imagined the feelings of those who once went there on
foot, on horseback, or in wagons. I shared those feelings and I liked
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presence of their ancestors very close to

souls, the grandeur of their faith,

when

to Chartres. Truly,

it

those people, and how I should like to be their brother!"
His face clouded over.
"It must be hard to hear that from a man who came into Chartres
Nevertheless, it is true. So many things are
in an armored car.
stirred up together in the souls of Germans, even the best ones! And
things of which they would like to be healed. ." He smiled again,
a very slight smile which gradually lighted up his entire face.
.
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"Now, fortunately, they are no longer alone: they are in France.
France will heal them. And let me tell you something: they know it.
They know that France will teach them to be men of real stature
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and integrity."
He started toward the door. In a repressed voice, as though to
himself, he said, "But for that there must be love."
He held the door open for a moment; with his face turned over his
shoulder, he looked at the nape of my niece's neck as she bent over
her work, that pale, delicate neck from which the hair grew in
twists of dark mahogany. In a tone of calm resolution, he added:
"Shared love."
Then he turned his head away and the door shut behind him while
he was still rapidly pronouncing his daily words: "I bid you good-
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SILENCE OF THE SEA

MIBAPAC4
THE WONDER SWEATER

(continued)

came down holding a book closed over his forefinger. His face lighted up with that restrained half-smile which foresees the anticipated
pleasure of someone else. He said:
"I brought this down for you. It is a page from Macbeth. Lord!
What grandeur!"

He opened

the book:

"The power of Macbeth

between his

along with the
devotion of those who finally understand the blackness of his ambition. The noble lords who defend the honor of Scotland are expecting
his momentary downfall. One of them describes the dramatic symp."
toms of this collapse
And he read slowly:
.

Now
His

slips

fingers

.

does be feel

1 MAN IN 7
WHO SHAVES DAILY

FOR THE

murders sticking on his hands;

secret

Now

minutely revolts upbraid his faith-breach;

Those he commands move only in command,

now

Nothing in

love;

Hang

about him, like a giant' s robe

loose

does he feel his title
It

Upon a dwarfish thief.
head and laughed. I asked myself with astonishment
if he was thinking of the same tyrant that I was. But he said:
"Isn't there something there to disturb the nights of your Admiral? I feel sorry for. that man, really, despite the contempt he
inspires in me, as he does in you. 'Those he commands move only in

He

command, nothing in love.' A leader who hasn't the love of his men
is a pretty poor puppet. Only
only
could one wish it otherwise? Who else but a dismally ambitious man like that would have
accepted such a position? Well, it had to be. Yes, someone had
to be willing to sell his country out because today today, and
for a long time to come
France cannot fall voluntarily into our
widespread arms without losing dignity in her own eyes. Often
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less
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responsible for the happiest union.
less sordid for that, nor is the union

is

happy."

He

shut the book with a bang, stuck

coat pocket and with
with the palm of his
hand. Then, his long face lighting up with a happy expression,
he said:
"I must inform my hosts that I shall be away for two weeks. I am
very happy to be going to Paris. It is my turn now to take a leave
it

in his

a mechanical gesture slapped the pocket twice

and

I

shall spend

Paris— for the

in

it

first

time. This

hoping for with
I

shall

which

I

am

my

all

know how

great day

is a

for me. It is the greatest day, while awaiting another
to

heart and which will be an even greater day
wait for years, if necessary. My heart is very
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"In Paris I suppose I shall see my friends, many of whom arc
we are having with your statesmen, in order to
prepare the wonderful union of our two peoples. In this way I shall
be a sort of witness of that marriage.
I want to tell you that I am
happy for France, whose wounds in this way will heal very quickly;
but I am happier still for Germany, and for myself! No one will ever
present at the talks

.

.

have benefited from a good act as much as Germany will in giving
back her greatness and her liberty to France!
"I bid you goodnight."
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service
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We

him when he returned.
We knew he was there, because the presence of a guest in
the house can be told by a number of signs, even though he
remain unseen. But for a number of days— much more than a week—

we

did not sec

did not see him.
I confess it? This absence did not leave

Shall

thought about him and

I

can't say to

what extent

certain regret, a certain disquiet. Neither

him. But occasionally

my mind

my

footsteps indistinctly from upstairs,

I

saw

I

I

did not feel a

niece nor

when evening came and we

at rest.

I

spoke of

heard his unequal

plainly, from the ob-

work, from a few light
lines that marked her face with an expression at once obdurate and
expectant, that she, too, was not entirely free from thoughts that
matched my own.
Finally, one evening, when we had hardly emptied our cups, we
heard the irregular beat of the familiar steps, this time coming unquestionably toward us. I suddenly recalled that first winter evening,
six months before, when we had heard those steps. I thought: "Today, too, it is raining." It had been raining hard since morning. A
regular, persistent rain which soaked everything about and even
stinate attention she suddenly applied to her
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that
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it
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chair.

that the

available today

is

serving some friend or

I

don't believe this silence lasted more than a few seconds. But they
1 seemed to see the man behind the door, with his

relative in the military service.

were long seconds.

Naturally we are eagerly looking forward
to the day when there will he Nescafe

forefinger lifted, ready to

for

(«nth«d)

bathed the inside of the house in a cold, damp atmosphere. My niece
had thrown about her shoulders a square of printed silk on which
ten disturbing hands, designed byJeanCocteau, pointed languidly at
one another. I was warming my fingers on the bowl of my pipe—
and we were in July!
The steps crossed the hall and began to make the stairs creak.
The man came down slowly, increasingly slowly, but not as one
who hesitates; rather as someone whose will power is going
through an exhausting test. My niece had lifted her head and was
looking at me; during all this time she fixed me with a transparent,
inhuman gaze. And when the last stair had creaked and a long
silence followed, my niece's gaze vanished; I saw her lids grow heavy
her head bend over and her entire body wearily seek the back of her

the

all.

moment when,

just

knock and yet putting it off, putting off
by giving a knock, he would invite the

Finally he knocked. And it was neither with the lightness
of hesitation, nor with the brusqueness of conquered timidity; there
were three strong, slow knocks, the assured calm knocks of a decision
.from which there can be no turning back. I expected to sec the door
future

A

Nestle product, composed of equal parts
of skillfully brewed soluble coffee and
added carbohydrates (dextrins, maltose and
dextrose) added solely to protect the flavor.

.

.

.

open right away, as it used to. But it remained closed and I was now
seized by a mental excitement difficult to master. Should we reply?
Why this change? Why did he expect that this evening we would
break a silence concerning which he had shown by his serious attitude how much he approved its wholesome tenacity? What did
dignity demand this evening just this evening?
I looked at my niece in order to seek in her eyes some encouragement or sign. But I found only her profile. She was looking at the
doorknob. She looked at it with that inhuman stare that had already struck me. She was very pale. I, myself, faced with this suddenly revealed inner drama that went so far beyond the mild torment of my own evasions, seemed to lose what strength was left me.
At this moment there were two more knocks two only, two quick,
light knocks
and my niece said: "He is leaving ..." in a low voice
that was so completely discouraged that I did not wait any longer
and said in a distinct voice: "Come in, Monsieur."
I expected to sec him appear in mufti, but he was in uniform. I
might even say that he was more in uniform than ever, if by that it
is understood that it was plain to me that he had put it on with the
firm intention of making us look at it. He had thrown the door back
against the wall and he stood straight in the doorway, so straight
and so stiff that I almost doubted whether I had before me the same
man. He stayed like that for several seconds, straight, stiff and silent,
his feet slightly apart, his arms hanging expressionless at his sides,
and his face so cold, so perfectly impassive, that it did not seem as
though the slightest feeling could dwell there.
But seated as I was in my deep armchair with my face on a level
with his left hand, my eyes were fascinated by that hand, which
gave the lie to the man's entire attitude. That day I learned that
a hand, for him who knows how to observe, can reflect emotions
quite as well as a face as well and even better than a face, because it
can better escape the control of the will And the fingers of that hand
were engaged in the in tensest kind of pantomime while the face and
the entire body remained motionless and stiff.
The eyes seemed to revive, they turned for an instant toward me.
Then they settled on my niece and they did not leave her again.
The hand finally became motionless, and the officer said, his voice
more muffled than ever:
"I have some very serious things to say to you."
My niece was facing him, but she lowered her head. She wound
the wool from a ball around her finger, while the ball came unwound
as it fell on the carpet; this absurd work was doubtless the only kind
and keep her
to which she could still give her distraught attention
from being ashamed.
"Everything I have said during these six months, everything that
have
heard,"
he
breathed
with
effort,
"must
the walls of this room

—
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— forgotten."
Slowly the young girl let her hands fall in her lap, and slowly she
and then, for the first time— for the first time— she

raised her head,

offered the officer the gaze of her pale eyes.

He said (I hardly heard him): "Ob welcb tin Licbt!" And as if,
indeed, his eyes could not stand the light, he hid them behind his
fist. Two seconds: then he let his hand fall again, but he had lowered
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his lids and, from then on,

ground.

.

it

was he

who

kept his eyes on the

.

He said— his

was muted:

voice

"I have seen those victorious men."
Then, after a few seconds, in a still lower voice:
"I have talked to them." And finally, in a murmur, with bitter
slowness: "They laughed in my face."
He raised his eyes toward me and very gravely nodded, almost imperceptibly, three times. His eyes closed, then:

"They said: 'Haven't you understood that we are making fools of
them?' They said that. Exactly. Wir frtllcn tit. They said: You don't
imagine that we arc going to be stupid enough to let France rise
again right on our frontier? No!' They laughed very loudly. They
slapped me gaily on the back looking me right in the face: We arc
not musicians!'
His voice, as he pronounced these last words, held an obscure
contempt about which I am uncertain whether it reflected his
own feelings toward the others, or the tone itself of what they had
said.

"Then I talked a long while, with much vehemence. They said:
'Politics is not a poet's dream. Why do you suppose we made
war? For their old Marshal?' Then they laughed again. 'We arc not
fools: we have the opportunity to destroy France: she will be destroyed. Not only her power; her soul as well. Especially her
soul. Her soul is the greatest danger. That is our task at this
moment. Make no mistake, old man! We will make her rotten by
our smiles and our attentions. We'll make a cringing bitch out
"

of her.'

He became

He seemed out

He

clenched his jaws
and a thick vein
beat under his temple. His eyes clung to the pale, wide eyes of my
niece, and in a low, flat tone that was intense and oppressed, he said
with exhausted slowness:
"There is no hope." And in an even more muffled, lower voice, and
slower, as though to torture himself with this unbearable fact: "No
silent.

so energetically that

I

saw

of breath.

— how does she do Always looks
—and make eight hours
be young and beautiful — the
out!

SCRIPT GIRL: (to cameraman) Gee!

a million Wish
!

GO DDARD:

I

.

.

.

it?

(overhears) Sleep nights, honey

every night.

DIRECTOR: Aha!

How

to

like

it

secret's

.

.

.

.

his cheekbones stick out

No hope."
Then, silence.
I thought I heard him laugh.
"They blamed me, with a certain anger: 'You see yourself! You
see yourself how much you love it! There's the great Danger! But
we will cure Europe of this pestilence! We will purge her of this
hope.

They explained everything to me. Oh! they didn't let me
They flatter your writers, but at the same time,
Holland and all the countries occupied by our troops,
they have already set up the barriers. No French book can get
through now except technical publications, manuals on dioptrics
or formulae for cementation but works of general culture, none.
poison!'

forget anything.
in Belgium,

—

—

Nothing!"
His glance went over

my

head, flying and knocking against the

room like a lost night bird. Finally it seemed to find
refuge on the darkest shelves— those on which stand Racine, Ronsard, Rousseau. His eyes remained fastened there and his voice re-

corners of the

sumed, with groaning violence:
"Nothing, nothing, nobody!"
His glance swept once more over the bindings shining gently

in the

half-light.

"They will put out

the flame entirely!" he cried. "Europe will no

longer be lighted by this light!"
Silence fell once more. Once more, but this time how much darker
and more strained. Certainly, under the earlier silences I had felt— just
as, under the calm surface of the waters we sense the mingling of
creatures in the sea— I had felt the crawling submarine life of hidden
feelings, of desires

which

and thoughts which deny their existence and

struggle. But under this one, ah! nothing but a frightful

oppression.

.

.

Finally the voice broke the silence. It was gentle and unhappy:
"I had a friend. He was like a brother. We were students together.
shared the same room in Stuttgart. We had spent three months
together in Nuremberg. Wc never did anything without each other:
I played my music for him; he read me his poems. He was sensitive
and romantic. But he left me. He went to read his poems in Munich,
before new friends. It was he who kept writing me to come and join

We

them. It was he whom I saw in Paris with his friends. I saw what
they have done to him."
He shook his head slowly, as if obliged to give a sorrowful refusal to

some appeal.
the most rabid of them

"He was

all.

He mingled

anger and laugh-

CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE

OODDARD: Secret indeed! Anybody knows you can't look your best
without rest. Or act either. And by the way, you don't look so lively today.
DIRECTOR: Had a bad night. Dreamt I was buried under a collapsed tent.
OODDARD: Maybe your blankets arc too heavy. You need fine, all wool
blankets if you want to stay warm and comfortable yet avoid that smothered feeling. Now, my blankets are really light and downy and soft
.

DIRECTOR: North Stars,

I'll

bet.

But you can't buy

those

SCRIPT GIRL: Yes you can. North Stars are back again

DIRECTOR: Recess, everybody! Call

my

car!

—

I

.

.

blankets today.

saw 'cm advertised.

m

SILENCE OF THE SEA

(continued)

Sometimes he looked at mc with flashing eyes and shouted: 'It's
We must empty the animal of its poison!' Then he would
poke me with his forefinger: 'They're scared to death now. Ah!
they 're afraid for their pocketbooksand their bellies— for their industry and their commerce That's all they think about The few others,
we flatter them and put them to sleep. Ah! it will be easy!' He
laughed and his face grew quite pink. 'We'll exchange their soul for
ter.

a poison!

Draw Freely

!

upon Dayton's

a

Knowledge of
Synthetic

!

mess of pottage!'
Werner took a breath.
"I said: Have you thought about what you are doing? Have you

thought about

Our

lucidity

He said: Do you expect to intimidate us with that?
of another variety!' I said: 'Then you will close this

it?'
is

tomb— forever?' He said:

It's a matter of life and death. To conquer,
but not to dominate. We know well enough that
to dominate with.' 'But at the cost of the Spirit!'
I cried.
Not that price!' The spirit never dies,' he said. It's been
through a lot. It is born again from its ashes. We must build for a
thousand years: but first we must destroy.' I looked at him. I looked

Rubber

Force is
an army

sufficient;
is

nothing

He was sincere, yes. That's the most
about it."
His eyes were opened very wide.
"They will do what they say!" he cried as though we didn't believe him. "With method and perseverance! I know these tenacious
into the depths of his blue eyes.
terrible thing

Today, every industry in America
faces two big problems. The first is
the maintenance of war production.
The other is post-war planning for
the development of the new or improved products of free, resourceful
enterprise

which must provide ample

work opportunities for

all in the

of an America that our

men

in

kind

arms

are fighting to preserve.
It happens that Dayton Rubber, as
the world's largest maker of V-Belts
and the builder of the first American

all-synthetic rubber automobile tires,

has spent nine years in the develop-

ment, processing and application of
synthetic rubbers of all types.

As

a result of our investment of

devils!"

He shook his head, like a dog whose ear hurts.
He hadn't budged. He was still motionless, stiff and straight in the
doorway, his arms stretched out as though they had to carry hands of
lead; and pale— not like wax, but like the plaster of certain dilapidated walls: gray, with whiter spots of saltpeter.
I saw him bow slightly from the waist. He lifted one hand. He
held it out toward my niece, toward mc. He contracted it, waved it a
bit as the expression on his face grew tense with a sort of ferocious
energy. His lips half opened, and I thought that he was going to hurl

YOUR ARM'S natural motion keeps going.
It's 100% waterproof permanently. Co

God knows what kind of an exhortation: I thought— yes, I
thought that he was going to encourage us to revolt. But not a word

At your favorite jeweler, $49.50

erally thousands of

new

applications

in

Today, our vast fund of accumulated knowledge and manufacturing
experience, which is now serving the
war effort, is a reservoir upon which

may draw

freely to save vital

time in the application of synthetic
rubbers to specific jobs or products.

Out of such collaboration may well
come, we sincerely believe, products
which promise a full measure of service to the

people of post-war America.

THE DAYTON RUBBER MFG.CO.
DAYTON

I,

OHIO

.

the world. Write for descriptive booklet L.

SEIF-WINDING-1 00% WATERPROOF

SHOCKPROOF- NON-MAGNETIC
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I do not know if Werner von F.brennac saw it. His pupils, and those
of the young girl, linked fast like a boat to a ring on the shore,
seemed held by such a taut, stiff cord that one would not have dared
pass a finger between their eyes. With one hand Ebrennac had taken
hold of the doorknob. With the other he held to the doorframe.
Without shifting his gaze a hair's breadth, he drew the door slowly
toward him. He said his voice was strangely stripped of expression
"I bid you goodnight."
I thought he was going to close the door and go. But no. He
looked at my niece. He murmured:

1 1 FIN
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"Goodby."
He did not move. He remained

find

quite motionless and in his mowere even more motionless and taut,
wide open, too pale of my niece. That
the young girl moved her lips. Werner's eyes

A GOOD

Our production if limited
and wr lotitfy Me demand

a new (molting

.

.

5«

thrill in

CIGAR

WEOGEWOOD.

tionless, taut face, the eyes
fixed to

the eyes

— too

—

shone.
I heard:

"Goodby."
One had to have listened for this word
it. Von Ebrennac heard it too and he

PRINTING ROLLERS AND V-BELTS FOR
AUTOMOTIVE, RAILWAY AND INDUSTRIAL USE

euioob

PANETELAS

—

to hear

it,

but finally

I

straightened up, and his
and his whole body seemed to relax.
And he smiled, so that the last picture I had of him was a smiling
one. And the door closed and his steps grew fainter and disappeared
at the other end of the house.
He was gone the next day when I came down to get my morning
cup of milk. My niece had prepared breakfast, as every day. She
served me in silence. We drank in silence. Outside, through the fog,
a pale sun was shining. It seemed to me that it was very cold.

heard

MACHINERY

to 8220.

Canada. All Mido watches are 17 jewel.

Sold and serviced in 65 counlries throughout

—

face

TIRES, TEXTI IE

everyone.

athletes,

ness.

lasted until finally

One of the operators oj the first Coternnient Dualunit type Synthetic Rubber Production Plants

MAKERS Or

lost its stiff-

He bent his face a little toward the floor, then lifted it:
"I have exercised my right," he said simply. "I have asked to join
a field division. This favor has finally been granted me; tomorrow I
have been authorized to start on my way
His arm was raised toward the east toward those immense plains
where the future wheat will be fertilized with corpses.
My niece's face hurt me. It was pale as the moon. Her lips, like
the borders of an opaline vase, were apart, and they suggested
the tragic pout of the Greek masks. And I saw, at the point where
forehead and hair meet, that drops of perspiration were starting

infallible accuracy. Ideal for

Federal lax included. Prices slightly higher

crossed his lips.

Suddenly his expression seemed to relax. His body

its

men, doctors,

forth.

undreamed of before the war.

industry

or impair
service

forth

.

thousands of priceless technical manhours, we have quite naturally built
up a tremendous backlog of knowledge and experience in synthetic and
natural rubbers, and we envision lit-

it

swimming with it. Keep it on under tlie
shower. Water can't reach the mechanism
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come§
You'll

wake up some morning with

Jap gone the way of

•

the last belligerent

his ignoble ancestors.

The shout

of "Heil Hitler" will no longer threaten slavery and

death for free people.

To hasten that day you accepted rationing of the miles

you

drive, the very food

on your

your home in winter. This,

From time

is

table, the fuel to heat

America at war!
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to time,

Dealer temporarily short of your favorite Lee
Clothes.
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patient because

Work

you knew

that somehow, the materials for the particular Lee you

wanted at the moment had gone to clothe a

soldier.
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Until
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will
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a different one
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all,
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be glad you waited a few days for the garment
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LEE WILEY SINGS

SUGAR," A JAZZ STANDARD SHE RECORDED FOR COMMODORE. JESS STACY, HER HUSBAND,

jam

A

JAM
SESSION

session

is

an informal gathering of temperamentally
who play unrehearsed and un-

congenial jazz musicians

scored music for their

own enjoyment.

It usually takes place in

the early morning hours after the participants have finished

work with large bands. Five or six men
up on a bandstand, someone calls out a tune (usually old
Me Jilues or Chatujea Made) and the music
begins. With a trumpet punching out the lead, a reed or horn

IS

ON THE PIANO.

'COZ Y". COLE

ON DRUMS, SID WEISS ON BASS

by working
Know and All or Nothing
same unimaginative arrangements night after

represents the discarding of the shackles imjmsed

with a band that plays You'll Never
at All in the

night. It represents the final freedom of musical expression.

their regular evening's

Recently such a session took place in the New York studio
LIFE Photographer Gjon Mili. From shortly before 9 p. m.

get

of

familiars like Jazz

m, some of the most distinguished talents in
jazz performed for an audience which, in the smoky sweaty
barn of a studio, derived an alert, fascinated, almost frenzied
enjoyment from what it heard. On these pages LIFK presents
some of the more glowing moments of that exciting evening.

weaving patterns around basic chordal structure of the tune
and a rhythm section providing a rock-solid beat, that music
is likely to emerge as something fresh and unforgettable. It

until after 4 a.

CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE
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hair
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mean to be unkind. But
somehow, no one ever thinks to include
an "older woman" in gay plans.
Don't let gray hair cheat you of the
friends and success you were meant to
It isn't that they

FREE

Staff Of "V0gl8" is represented by Conde Nast President Patcevitch and Editor
Chase (at right ). At left is a model who kept changing her hat during the jam session.
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treatment costs you no more!

QU/CK — It cleanses, conditions, and permanently colors every visible gray hair all at the same time. Takes
little longer than ordinary shampoos.
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such

Refuse substitutes that can't give you
Clairol's beautiful results. Better

have. Be a vital part of things today.
There's a pleasant, easy, exciting way to
forget your hair was ever a gloomy gray.
It's the Clairol way!

CLAIROL
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natural-looking results.
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THE MOST EXCITING JAZZMEN

IN

NEW

CLAIROL KEEPS

YOUR

SECRET

— because

it

completely avoids that "tattletale,"
brassy, ugly look of old-fashioned dyes.

YORK PARTICIPATED

IN

THE SESSION

Hy 4 a. m. both the audience and the performers at Gjon Mili's jam session

D were agreed upon one thing:

had been the greatest jam session ever
held in New York. Throughout the evening, many of the most hallowed
names in jazz took turns playing. Eddie Condon, a sharp-Jawed, quicktalking, wiry little guitarist who has been the moving force behind some
of the greatest jazz records ever made, acted as co-ordinator. He selected
the men for the various combinations, suggested tunes and, more often than
not, stamped off the tempo.
Present too was a staff of recording men from the Army. Their job was
to record the music on V-Discs which will l>e sent to U. S. soldiers in foreign
theaters. Milton Gabler of Decca Record Co. served as supervisor for the
Army. Presently the music that was played during the session will serve as
a remembrance of something distinctly American to homesick troops in unit

Copyright 1949, CLAIROL,

familiar surroundings.

From

Nick's, the Greenwich Village jazz shrine,

came Brad Gowans and

"I

mon: a deep and abiding talent for making the sort of music indigenous to
the U. S. and known, among musicians, as either gutbucket or barrelhouse.

smi> e

Bill

Davison.

:

specials inL .„

From the Famous Door came a powerful trumpet player named
From Cafe Society came Teddy Wilson's superb little comFrom the Zanzibar came memlwrs of Don Redman's band. From
the broadcasting studios came such high-paid stars as Drummer "Cozy"
Cole, Trumpeter Bobby Hacket, Trombonists "Miff" Mole and Lou McGarity. From Benny Goodman's band came Jess Stacy and Sid Weiss. And
from the Hurricane came the great Duke Ellington. All had one thing in comhis band.

INC.
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The

next morirlnf, Gjon Mill's studio

spilled liquor.

Many

was littered with

cignret stubs, broken glasses,

jazz musicians eat scrambled eggs

&

dean, refreshing flavor

benzedrine for breakfast.
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just about the greatest female dancer of her race, performs to
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Teddy Wilson
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MaTJf LOU Williams plays a boogie-woogie selection.
for the

Duke

Ellington band,

is

Miss Williams, who arranges

one of the very few capable female jazz musicians.
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men
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(trombone), Sidney Catlctt (drums), Bobby Hackett (trumpet) and

Inbn Simons (bass).
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Holiday sings Fine and Mellow, a blues recorded for

UU most

distinctive style of

any popular

vocalist,

us

Commodore

label.

She

imitated by other vocalists.

L

•

BROCKTON

SHOE CO..
DOUGLAS
Stores in Principal Cities

15.

MASS

Good

Rugscd oxford
in genuine SCOtch
rain, antique finish — heavy leather
si. If.

Dealers Everywhere

No. 4673

BUY WAR BONDS AND STAMPS FOR VICTORY

CONTINUED ON NEXT PACE
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Prince Gardner
"J'»>>Aftf/e Z/'/tYrA"

THEY ALSO SEHVE

BILLFOLDS

....somewhere

a

millionth time to comforting pictures at loved one*.

proud military

...to old lodge cards. ..to

Prince
gift

Gardner

credentials.

homesick boy turns for the
.

,

pcrhap to

More than

serves as a storehouse of keepsake*,

a lock

of curly hair

a billfold, his

and memories.

What

better

Hand Boarded
Brown and Gahna Mission Brown.

can you give himj These models ot rugged, handsome
India Goatskin

come

In ftlatk,

Irving Fazola (right) ,who

hhm. Jam

is

member

ct

Homer

Heidt'i commercial bum!, plays the

sessions afford such musicians a chance to play as their heart dictates.

JameS P. JohnSDIl, ntOT of "Fats" Waller, sparks his ou n OM-Pathimud tore. Fazola is on clarinet, Withur De Faris on trombone, Franz Jackson Utefritut De Purh)
t

THIN

MAN inghfj— Not
j

moo*

on e*po*ed tfMl

»i*fac«l

.

m

.

At kaJing •to>c> nrt>>nHrt#, Recau*c
iW
br lonf-^v
vom tlci1t>

tl line kalhcn,

tlw m-.drl »ou

MM

fMRDNEK. M2J

«.

ll

Mh 'O

JUM'fi

to

np

$3.00

MrCM)
'Ait

o4

Iwl fRINCL

yifc—wi A^.Si

I.omis>1...

CREATORS OF THE
" INVISIBLE

STITCH"

BILLFOLD

very
sip of vihoinia DARE wine gives you
Thenew
taste thrill. For this truly American
first

a
wine has a flavor all its own
not too dry, not too
sweet, not too heavy, not too light. Keep smiling
V1JU.I.MA DARE.
JJAKI,.
With
Willi VIRGINIA
.

.

.

GARRETT & CO, INC. Brooklyn. N. V.
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WISE OLD DOG SAYS

Josh While sings and plays on guitar

BU1S8, White, one of greatest

of bluea lingers, taught Torch

her current blues repertoire.

liis Hard Time
Singe Libby Btolmao

—

saxophone, Al Mott on liass, Chelsea Quealey on Iruiupet. .Ioliiis.ni eomposeil
The Organ izrr, a folk opera, ami Harlem Symphony. In foreground: Kdtlie Condon.

Oil

Th e
of.

front door

Not

a

is

for people to go in

showcase for your

and treasures.

So keep

and out

rags, old shoes,

spic-n-span

it

like

your howl after a dinner of appetizing Pard.

PARD DEHYDRATED
—

Pord's to popular
your dealtr may lomttimos be fresh out.
Bui ploate your dog and always atk for Pard flrtt.

•The family dog ... in life our firmest friend, the first
to welcome, the foremost to defend. Let's treat him well.

the Only Watch With a

flexible balance

Wheel

The Flexible Bolonce Wheel, an ingenious shock-absorber,
acids 10 the long life of the precision tested

WYLER INCAFLEX

movement

(illustrated)— Guaranteed waterproof, extra

thin, stoinless steel case,

anti-mognetic,

sweep second hand,

luminous dial, $59.75 at Better Jewelers

WYLER watches ore

sold

and serviced

m

5? cowntr.es

3
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Jam Session

(continued)

*2c

mm

THE MIRACLE
of a

from home

letter

A LETTER

an.

nothing like

it

gossip

home— full

from

among our men

news.

I

to

of

There's

buiM morale
Thus

in service.

the hand that wield] a fountain pen
is helping to destroy the enemy.

That
fur

die

is

why we

fo!!;s

at

are turning

home,

as

out

many

Wearever Zeniths as the needs
of the armed forces will permit.
Look for Zenith's ruby top. Made
by David Kahn, Inc., America's
largest fountain pen manufacturer (established 18^6).

THIS STROP
^DURHAM
blades

NINE LIVES

UfWN the lucky ownrr of
a

Durlnim Duplex Kazor*,

this \ iclory

your long-lasting Durham blades

Strop will make
even Ion ir»T„

last

Durham's famous

holloiv-(ir<Mind blades are Iiric*
take repeated stroppiogs for "new
blade" smoothness every shave.
*In case you don't own a Durham Razor, yonmay mill find one at your drugstore.
Send SI direct for special Durham strop out*
fit. Can lie used only on Durham Duplex Blades.
Sorry, No
O. D.'s.

thicker

—

r.i

C

DURHAM ENDERS RAZOR

CORP.. Dept

L.

MYSTIC rnMM.

QUICK RE PA IRS
Holes and cracks
floors or baseboard
can be quickly re
paired with Plastic
- Wood. Handles like
r putty, hardens like
s. wood. At Paint. Hardware and 10^ Stores.
I

»

Wearever Zenith
Pen and Pencil
set in
box.

rich gift

*2.75

J

M

I

If

re d

"Miff" Mole takes a chorus on Royal Garden Blues, a

Mole, at 45,

is

acknowledged father of modern, hot trombone

jam

session perennial.

style, is

widely copied.

PLASTIC

124
Co

WOOD

WW

•XVV>
At

canteens, at railroad stations before draftees entrain,
are at hand. Donuts and coffee are standard
morale lifters— used by all service organizations and hostesses
for cheering up the boys.
all

Don u teen

A DONUT IS ALL THIS
{AND HEAVENLY, TOO)
A MODERN, TESTED,

Keep 'em

—

NATIONAL

DONUT

OCTOBER

25th

WEEK^P

to 31st

A hint for you! Service men (and women) look forward to being
invited to Halloween parties this year. And what's Halloween
without donuts and coffee or cider? Make National Donut Week
their big week! Plan your party now!

cheerful
and speed production! Plant
cafeterias feature donuts big at all meals. Donuts are
lifesavers for pick-up snacks on the swing shift. And
the most popular dessert in lunch-boxes from home!

ENJOY THESE TESTED QUALITY DONUTS TODAY!

QUALITY DONUT CONTAINS

WHEATLAND SOYA^FLOURS
POWDERED
VEGETABLE

m

SUGAR
2

O

You'll find Tested Quality Donut*

Q MILK

under various brands, besides
Mayflower or Downyflake. Be sure

SHORTENING

POWDERED (9 EGG YOLK
ONUTS

Few other foods
furnish such perfect
balance of protein,
carbohydrate and fat!

340
Hore't

CALORIES^Q^T
(ENERGY UNITS)
what
Mere'» what

nutritisnltto call

perfect balance:

Protein, 10-15%

Teited Quality

Donvto f'v* you

Carbohydrate,

6.15*
Carbohyd rate,

50-60 %

49.4*

Fat,

30-40%

Proiein,

Fat,

18.81*

AMAZINGLY HIGH NOURISHMENT
AT AMAZINGLY LOW COST
I

yflak? (
NOURISH-METER

BOOK

the Tested Quality Seal is on the
package — it stands for the best donuts In town!

// you can't always get donuts
ivhen you want them — remember,
the boys in service get first colt.

I

The government tells what foods you need— you
know what you like to eat. Here's a new book that
tells how to get all the basic food elements, in the
right balance, out of your favorite foods. Makes meal
planning under rationing easy as. ABC. Mail coupon
NOW. Get this helpful book free!
BoiUtlnut Corporjtlon of AmoMCl. 393 Se.er.tti »»•..

Ne« Ycrk

1

.

N. V.

Amazing NOURISH-METER

|

BOOKI

Doughnut Corp. of America, 393 Seventh Ave., New York
Pleaae send

1,

N. Y.

me Nouriah-Meter Book FREE.

j

|

Address—

1

Town
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The crowd listened to speeches by former governors, senators and mayors, but it was Johnny they carnc to sec. He told

them: "Only part of
belong to the boys

this

who

medal belongs

fought by

my

me; pieces of it
on GuudalcuuaL"

to

side

John Basilone towers over his parents and parish priest. Father Kusso (aUnt ). lie has never been wounded. Said Papa

years ago Raritan, X.
knew Johnny Basilone
A few
as the kid who drove Gaburo's laundry truck, lie
J.

John Basilone, winner of Congressional Medal, gets
TattOO

(Msw)

his riglit

arm

hears sword mikI "Dealt before dishonor."

a girl

is

ta ttooed.

He was

in the

Army

On

1934-7.

mammoth welcome

The tOWn dignitaries greeted Johnny on hil first trip lionic.
Every county in New Jersey sent delegates to celebration.

was one of ten children of llalian-born Salvatore Basilone who had a tailor-hop. He attended St. Bernard"*
parochial school but never went to high school. When
he joined the Marines in July 1940, nobody dreamed
he would come home with the Congressional .Medal of
Honor. But when he did, a couple of Sundays ago. the
town of Raritan turned itself inside out to give him
such a welcome as few 20-year-old heroes ever see.
The whole town was decked with hanners ami signs
saying: "Welcome home. Sergeant J. Basilone," and
Congratulatory messages are received by John, only enlisted

marine to wear Congressional Medal of Honor

in this

war.

Basilouc: "Johnny
of inc.''

He

i*

a

good

lx>y.

.

.

.

lit-

never had a slap off

has another sou in the Marines, one in Army*

shop windows along with
General Mac-Arthur's. After he hud been greeted l»y
most of the important people in Somerset County, he
went to muss at St. Anu s Church with his family.
There was u hig luncheon in his honor, ami after thai
a parade in which marched soldiers and Wars from
Camp Kilmer. A dirigilde Hew overhead, hands played*
and 15,04K> people lined the streets to see him go hy.
his picture

A crowd

ot

appeared

in the

almost 30,000 gathered

at the

Doris

Duke

Cromwell estate for fix*! and speeches. Later there
was a hig hond rally at which wur trophies wen' auctioned, l'ledgcs of Ml .400.000 were made, and the com-

Medal is examined by one of Johnny's young nephews. ( 'hiU
dren scrambled over him all day long, to his great delight.

.chitny's buddy, Pfc, Stephen Bektowaki, I'iti-firM.

rude (npfron

1

)

in the

Mas*,

parade with the Basiloncs. E&tioducing

him, Johnny said:

"He prayed

on Guadalcanal.'

Women

in the

same lOxhofe with

niC

marines marched beside the car.

uiunity presented John with a |5»000 bond for hinwlf.

Everyone there knew the story of how Johnny had
mowed down ;i8 .laps singlehauded the night of Oct. L
0 1*2. He was platoon sergeant of a hattalum guarding
1

Henderson
guns.

Field,

One hy one

over two guns,
the ground to

in

the

churge of four heavy machine

men wen* wounded, and

firing first

lire

When ammunition

he ran 150 yards through the .lap
pick ofF a .lap at close range.

Movie
hero.

enemy dead were

Star,

11 y

.)

got low

lines to bring

more rounds. Every now and then he'd use
ing the

he t»n»k

one and then rolling over on

the other.

hack

his pistol to

o'clock in the morn-

piled high

around the guns.

Louise AllliNiton, was on band to Idas Rarit&n'a

He was much more

interested in seeing the

home

folks

Johnny's mother got a
for the other

day

1

letter. It 'said:

"... I

am

very happy,

received the Congress iona' Medal.

.

.

."

<7-

C/K'/fi C/fe/MeeO/Ht/ip

(continued)

f0Sf^
Johnny requested RiaSS be said at

St.

Ann's

for his buddies

himself. Before he left the islands marines presented

The

B as

1

1

On e

home

posal before the

Only the Van Heusen

Van Heusen

the famous

Shirt

collar

Avenue was decorated by the town. There is a proCommissioners to change First Avenue to Basilone Street.

at 113 First

Board

of

has

attached!

fpHE collar on a Van Heusen white shirt is
£ most practical shirt collar in the world—and

1 Smao-ontht Ctiltarean 'tpue.k.
er

the

—

it'*

impw

ttmd "f null

the
kind. Can't wilt or wrinkle, yet has
no starch and needs no starch. Smooth-fitting and
comfortable because it's woven—not just sewed but
woven— to fit the human neck. Ask for Van Heusen
shirts, Sanforized and laundry-tested, in a wide variety of pattern and collar styles.

only one of

on Guadalcanal, not for
to buy a watch.

him with $200

elttlh.

nn« niVi e inthree layers of
is soft!

in

Look* ttunhetl.

its

5?
jptr!
light.

fiUUm

i

I

Van Heusen

Shirts,

Always fold*

perfectly, for ike

WW

in.

keeps a

atuunii four neck.

$2.25 and up

Van Heusen Shirts
SWRTS

'

TIES

•

PAJAMAS

COLLARS

•

SPORTSWEAR

SiX

BasHoneS posed

for their portrait in 1017 with John, the youngest,

a chair in center. Brothers George (Marines ) and Alphonse

enthroned on
(Army) came along later.
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In

a recent nation-wide

more
Mermen

poll,

dermatologists say they use

Lather Shave than any other brand

one

third

. .

more than the next leading

brand Here are the
1

final poll results:

20%
Father Russo

member since

( ; ..

an)

s.ii<i

mass

in small parish

church of which Johnny has been a

childhood. Before mass he attended dedication of St. Ann's honor

roll.

BRAND

15%

B

BRAND C

15%

BRAND D
BRAND

E

12%

8%

AU other brands
accounted

/or the

balance

This clear-cut preference on the part
of these distinguished physicians is

real evidence of the superior qual-

Mennen

ity of

Lather Shave.

When

buying shave cream for your own use,

why

not be guided

by the personal

choice of America's highest authorities in

Gaburo's Laundry, ror which Johnny used to drive a truck,

is

care and treatment of the skin.

a block from his home.

He is godfather to the youngest Gaburo, born in September and named John

for him.

^

u

Manila John"Basilonc said when he left: "See you in the funnies." He now appears
on war heroes. "Manila" refers to Army service in Philippines.

in comic-book series

SHflUC

I

PICTURES TO THE EDITORS
CANINE STYLE POINT
Sirs:

In typical Cocker-Spaniel manner,
Suzie always ran with DOM held clow to
the (ground, could not keep foxtail*; out
of her ears. n«*r canny owner became tired
of taking Suzie to the veterinary time
after lime to

have them removed,

finally

thought of a solution. He designed this
snood which serves the purpose, pleases
Suzie no end.

JACK Bl'RKENS
Hollywood,

Calif.

MAKE-DO HAIR-DOER
Sirs:

Going over tho Alaska section of the
Alaska Highway, 1 stopped for lunch at a
construction camp beside the Big Oerstle
Kiver. The colonel with me mentioned
that lie badly needed a shave and haircut.
The camp barber ushered the colonel
outdoors to one of the strangest barber-

f

shops under the midnight or any other
sun. In the open was this chair made of
packing cases with a peeled tree trunk fur
a pedestal. The colonel got his shave, I
got

picture,

tin*

WILLIAM

S.

HOW LAND

Atlanta, Oa.

T TAKES but one taste
to show wby we waut to

make present

stocks of Old

Grand-Dad last out the duration. So when your
licensed dealer

is

sold out.

remember— his supply

is

being limited now so that
it

may be kept continThe best way to

uous.

get fine whiskies

can trust
again

is

when

shipment comes
The Old

yon

to call

his next
in.

Cran'1-n.i.l Distill-

ery Co. U engaged in production of alcohol for *ar
pitrpow..

Tn>s whi.krv

arpj

made

before America entered the

oxe nsre ma.
mi mi inn

CONTRIBUTIONS: Minimum rates for all rights, includine resale and reuse: $5 per photograph. Amateur photographers are welcome as contributors but their work must compete
with professionals on an equal basis and will be judged (and paid for) as such. Urifmlii-ited contributions however, whether professional or amateur, will be neither acknowledged nor returned
unless accompanied by adequate postage, packing and directions. LIFE will not be responsible for safe handling of same either in its office or in transit. Payment will be made only on upE'oval and publication. Address all correspondence about -ontribulionn to CONTRIBUTIONS
DITOR. LIFE Magazine. TIME A LIFE Building, Rockefeller Center, New York 20, N. V.
<

National Distillers Products Corporation,
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PICTURES TO
THE EDITORS
(continued)

SURVIVORS' SOUVENIR
Sirs:

The

gold earring worn by

Seaman

William Wagner is a memento of his
stay on a South Pacific island after the
sinking of the Helena. Survivors borrowed the idea from the natives.

thomas Mcdonough
Oakland Tribune
Oakland. Calif.

BONITA (JRANV1LLE. Star of RS.O- Radio',
HITLERS CHILDREN, find* her pet canary
many "admirert"

another of her

HAVE A

BIT OF

I
|

HOLLYWOOD!

v

YOUR HOME

RIGHT IN

Canaries continue to be four-

Hollywood while,
more and more, the hobby capstar hits in

tivate!

a

America.

Why not have

"Hollywood corner"

in

your

home with one of these lovable,
gol den- voiced little creatures?
They're easily cared for and
will bring you no end of cheer.
And, as Hollywood does, let
French's help kctp your canary
a happy singer!

OWN A

CANARY... THE ONLY

SHOW GOES ON
PET THAT SINGS I
Sirs:

Broken window panes and t he batmake the legend "Fine
Art Hall" seem like a misnomer in this
picture taken at the Drake County
Fair at Greenville, Ohio.
tered barn door

11

Greenville.

II

HARRIS

Ohio

FIN E

ART HALL

Pot Shape. 15.50
Actual ilu of pipe SH"

Lubricates

•

Cleans

•

Polishes

•

Prevents Rust

G.

I.

MISFIT

Sirs:

Cpl. Charles

W.

Baird. -soldier at the

Fort Knox, tKy.), Armored Replacement Training Center, is 0 ft. H in. tall.
inches taller than his cot, lie must
up like a cat to sleep on it.

OH**

Two
curl

SGT.
Fort Knox. Ky.

JAMES GOBLE

The only

pipe, according to thousands

who have

tried

completely mild, fragrant, wholly agreeable smoke the
without a trace of harshness. This
At Mm.. Drue.
Grocery and '
Stores

W

Do You Own

A
If

smoke

the honey- cured
uncommon

them
first

experience

is

all,

that yields a

time you light
so

it,

welcome that

Yello-Bole has been famous for ten years as the pipe that requires no "breakingin" and which stays sweet continuously due to the presence of the honey in the

bowl.

Ask

a pipe-smoker about

it.

"Scratching" Dog?

you own and are fond of a dog That

is corii

inn illy

digging, rubbing, biting himself until Lus
skin in raw and sore, don't just feel sorry for him.
The don can't help himself. Hut you may. He may
lie clean and flea free and just suffering from an inHum itching irritation that lias centered in the nerve
endings of bis skin. Do as thousands of pleased dog
owners -are doing. At auv good Drug Store or Pet
Shop get a 25c package of Hex Hunters Doe Powders,
and give them once a week. Note the quick improvefemale setter, on Sept.
ment. ( ine owner writes:
S8th, diil not have a handful of hair on her body all
scratched and bitten off. I gave her the powders as
directed. By Nov. 10th she was all haired out." Leura
what they will do for your dog. Make a i!5c test.
Economy sise box only $1. If dealer can't supply send
25c or $1 to J. Hilgers
Co., Dept. 581, IJmgbamton, N. V.
8>-rui<-hiiin.

YELLO-BOLE
YELLO-BOLE
YELLO-BOLE

1

"My

&

STANDARD

©
CC3

*1

IMPERIAL 51.50
PREMIER 52.50

—

BUY

YELLO-BOLE
ow.
it**,

u.s.

•

WAR BONDS

630 FIFTH AVENUE

•

NEW YORK,

N.

rut.

li

Cop

PICTURES TO THE EDITORS
(continued)

MURDER

IN

THE BRONX

Sirs:

Frankie and Johnny. .Vy ear-old Hems
at

Um

Bnu

Zoo.

wan

brothers,

had

lived together peaceably since cubhood,

Then a chunk

of meat caused this sudden

fury, brought swift death (from a frac-

tured larynx) to Johnny.
At top, lions wait in tail-lashing impa-

The Support

of a

Nation

Your best friends have stood the test of time. Same way with
Belts. They all look good at first sight
but the best belts
prove their worth long after you've bought them. That's
when enduring quality, real craftsmanship and solid value
prove their worth. On that score PARIS Belts score their
success. Don't let anyone deprive you ol your American

—

dependable brands you prefer. Trust the
Trade Marks which have stood the test of time. Illustrated
Colors, Suntan,

right to choose the

No. 400, Bench-made cushioned cowhide
Military Brown, Black, $1.50.

—

Other PARIS

Belts,

$1 and up.

BUY MORE WAR BONDS AND STAMPS

P/q

RIS

.."TOPS"
132

It

BE LTS

*
FOR YOUR TROUSERS

tleoce for keeper to toss meat it lands i>otween them and they join in savage battle.
Victorious Johnny walks off with prizo
but n Us over dead a few- minutes later.
A tliird lion not the meat.
n. L. C LIN K8CALES
New Vork, X. V.
i

•

•*•*-**

•••••••••••4

•

••••••

the trend's to
*

CORONET

VS.Q.
.

»

i

•
••[

• • •A

• • • •!

Take the

Buy

War Bonds

liquid sunshine of

. .

BRANDYr

•• ••
9

* •

*

• •
1

•«

• •
4 • • *
•• • •
t

and soda

first

Coronet Brandy,

distilled

from golden California grapes. ..add the sparkle of

ice

and

soda. ..and discover the flavor, the bouquet of

brandy-and-soda deluxe! Coronet gives new
this

happy combination. ..makes a

distinction to

drink that's

smoother, lighter. ..rich with the fragrance of a
truly

great American brandy.

Tuno

"Schonleys Crosta Blanca Wino Cornivat" every Wednesday evening Columbia Broadcasting System.

In

California

Grape Brandy 84

Proof. Schen/ey Distillers Corp.,

N.Y.

